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Introduction

Many-body quantum systems exhibit a variety of fascinating phenomena that marked the last
half-century research activity in condensed matter physics. At zero temperature, phase tran-
sitions are driven entirely by quantum fluctuations [1]. The latter can lead to completely
novel phases of matter that go beyond the classical Landau spontaneous symmetry breaking
paradigm [2] and stand out for their non-local order and sensitivity to the topology of the man-
ifold on which the system is set [3]. When a temperature is switched on, quantum statistical
mechanics is commonly used to describe the combined effect of thermal and quantum fluctua-
tions. The eigenstates thermalization hypothesis (ETH) [4, 5] legitimizes our use of statistical
ensembles, explaining how they arise from a unitary time evolution, with exceptions to such a
generic scenario - manifested as lack of equilibration - attracting interest on their own [6, 7].

Over the last decades, concepts and tools originally conceived and developed within the con-
text of quantum information have profoundly improved our understanding of strongly correlated
quantum matter [8]. A pivotal role in this endeavor had been played by entanglement: given a
bipartition A,B of a quantum state |ψ〉, all the information about its entanglement properties
is carried by the reduced density matrix (RDM) ρA = TrB|ψ〉〈ψ|. Various measures have been
defined to quantify the amount of entanglement contained in a pure quantum state. One of the
most popular is the von Neumann entanglement entropy, which is the Shannon entropy of the
eigenvalues of ρA, namely the entanglement spectrum (ES). Ground states of local Hamiltonians
have very low entanglement entropy, generally scaling with the area of the boundary separating
the two subsystems. Exceptions to this “area law” are tied to the nature of the fundamental exci-
tations, a paradigmatic example being the logarithmic scaling in one-dimensional conformal field
theories [9]. The entanglement entropy time dependence when the system is out-of-equilibrium
can even be used to identify ETH violations [10]. Moreover, entanglement measures are crucial to
quantify the complexity of quantum states and our capability of representing them efficiently [11].
The area law of entanglement is the ultimate reason for the success, in one-dimensional systems,
of entanglement-based approximation schemes such as the density-matrix renormalization group
algorithm [12], that led to the development of the theory of tensor networks [13]. Most impor-
tantly, entanglement properties are now experimentally accessible in systems with few qubits.
For instance, full state tomography has been successfully applied to directly obtain all the matrix
elements of the RDM [14] and quadratic functions of the RDM have been measured from inter-
fering two identical copies of a many-body state [15] or by performing random measurements on
a single copy of the state [16].

Until now, entanglement has been investigated based on a few entanglement measures ex-
tracted from the entanglement spectrum, such as the above-mentioned entanglement entropy.
However, only the knowledge of the full ES distribution and the RDM eigenvectors can give
complete information on the quantum correlations encoded in the state. It is the purpose of
Chapter 1 to address a full characterization of the functional form of the RDM by shifting the
focus from wavefunctions to entanglement Hamiltonians. The entanglement Hamiltonian (EH)
of a subsystem A is defined from the RDM as ρA = e−H̃A and captures all the entanglement
properties of the quantum state.
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The ground state EH of a many-body system is a well-known object in quantum field theory
(QFT). The path integral representation of the RDM enables to prove that the EH admits a
strikingly simple expression in terms of the Hamiltonian density [17], known as the Bisognano-
Wichmann theorem [18, 19]:

H̃A =

∫

A
r(x)h(x)dx, (1)

where r(x) is the distance of the point x from the boundary between the two subsystems, while
h(x) is the Hamiltonian density. As we will show, the reliability of this QFT prediction turns
out to be extraordinarily far-reaching on microscopic lattice models when a proper discretization
of the continuum EH is performed. Its locality, which follows from this QFT result, has two
remarkable advantages. First, it provides a viable route to measure entanglement properties in
experiments, by means of quantum simulation and spectroscopy of the EH. Second, it paves the
way to the application of statistical mechanics tools to compute entanglement witnesses, via the
use of numerical algorithms that are scalable in any dimension.

The knowledge of the EH remarkably provides direct access to the entanglement properties
of the ground state without the need for the ground state wavefunction. Yet, in some situations,
the wavefunction is the only thing at disposal, while its parent Hamiltonian, i.e. a Hamiltonian
whose ground state is the wavefunction at hand, is unknown. Examples include topologically
non-trivial states such as resonating valence bond [20] and Laughlin wavefunctions [21]. Given
the relation between the EH and the Hamiltonian of the system in Eq. (1), the problem of finding
a parent Hamiltonian for a target state represents a complementary approach to shed light on
the entanglement structure of the state. In fact, although the correspondence between many-
body quantum states and parent Hamiltonians is not one-to-one, the relationship between a
wavefunction and its EH can be inverted utilizing Eq. (1) to yield a valid parent Hamiltonian. In
Chapter 2 we will demonstrate this by devising an entanglement-guided search built on Eq. (1).
We will prove its effectiveness on various wavefunctions carrying a large correlation length with
respect to the lattice spacing, a condition that is necessary to justify the applicability of QFT. A
somewhat opposite scenario comes out when the target wavefunction is an exact tensor network
state. Tensor network states exhibit a very simple, yet non-trivial, entanglement pattern, which
cannot be fully captured by Eq. (1). This fact is easy to understand in one dimension, where their
entanglement spectrum is made of only a few non-vanishing eigenvalues. Although their simple
entanglement structure guarantees the locality of their parent Hamiltonian, the latter can be a
fairly complicated object in more than one dimension [22]. The second part of Chapter 2 will be
devoted to the study and simplification of tensor network parent Hamiltonians, with particular
attention to two-dimensional, topologically ordered states.

While in the first two chapters we will be mainly concerned with equilibrium features of ide-
alized many-body systems bearing theoretical, more than experimental, relevance, in Chapter 3
we will turn to realistic experimental setups, where quantum dynamics serves as a probe for both
equilibrium and out-of-equilibrium properties [23]. As a matter of fact, quantum simulators have
already been proven capable of outperforming classical tensor network algorithms for computing
the dynamics of one dimensional many-body systems at long times [24], and they represent one
of the most promising routes towards the understanding of strong quantum correlations in more
than one dimension. The main focus will be on a quantum simulator built out of Rydberg atom
arrays [25]. By coherently coupling the ground state of neutral Rubidium atoms to a highly
excited Rydberg state, it is possible to obtain an effective multi-qubit system whose dynamics
is governed by a Hamiltonian with tunable couplings. The dipole-dipole interactions between
Rydberg states naturally induce a constraint which forbids the simultaneous occupation of the
excited state for atoms that are nearby on the lattice, realizing the so-called Rydberg blockade.
The resulting quantum dynamics unveils novel out-of-equilibrium phenomena calling for a theo-
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retical explanation: local observables do not thermalize when prepared in specific initial states.
This evidence points at a new kind of ETH violation, dubbed “weak” since it only affects a small
fraction of energy eigenstates, now called many-body quantum scars [26].

After fully characterizing the phase diagram of the constraint Rydberg atom chain, we will
uncover a profound connection between this system and a U(1) lattice gauge theory (LGT) [27].
Achieving experimental control on synthetic gauge fields is one of the pillars of quantum simu-
lations, and a crucial step to deepen our understanding of fundamental interactions. However,
there is presently no experimental evidence that atomic systems can be used to simulate lattice
gauge theories at large scales. This limitation stems from the very characteristic aspect that
distinguishes lattice gauge theories from other statistical mechanics models, i.e, the presence of
local constraints on the possible configurations, in the form of a Gauss law, which cannot be
easily implemented in actual experimental realizations. These local constraints turn out to be
naturally mapped into the Rydberg blockade, and the experimental setup of Ref. [25] represents
the first large-scale quantum simulation of a lattice gauge theory. Motivated by the connection
between LGTs and weak ETH violations, in the last part of Chapter 3, we will move to study the
interplay between the Gauss constraint and strong ETH violations in disordered systems. This
will be done through an extensive analysis of the spectral properties of a disordered version of
one-dimensional quantum electrodynamics [28].
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Chapter 1

Entanglement Hamiltonians: from
Quantum Field Theory to the lattice

This chapter is based on the following publications:

[1] G. Giudici, T. Mendes-Santos, P. Calabrese, M. Dalmonte
Entanglement Hamiltonians of lattice models via the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem
Physical Review B 98, 134403 (2018)

[2] T. Mendes-Santos, G. Giudici, R. Fazio, M. Dalmonte
Measuring von Neumann entanglement entropies without wave functions
New Journal of Physics 22, 013044 (2020)

[3] T. Mendes-Santos, G. Giudici, M. Dalmonte, M. A. Rajabpour
Entanglement Hamiltonian of quantum critical chains and conformal field theories
Physical Review B 100, 155122 (2019)

Over the last two decades, entanglement has emerged as a key tool to characterize many-body
quantum systems. From a low-energy perspective, entanglement measures serve as a powerful
tool to extract universal information about the collective behavior of quantum phases of matter [4,
5, 6, 7, 8]. From a quantum information point of view, they are fundamental to quantify the
complexity of quantum states and our capability of representing them efficiently [9, 10, 11].
In particular, bipartite entanglement is typically described by considering the reduced density
matrix ρA correspondent to a region A, that is obtained by tracing a state Ψ over the complement
of A (which is denoted as B in the following):

ρA = TrB|Ψ〉〈Ψ| =
e−H̃A

Z . (1.1)

The r.h.s. of this equation defines the so called entanglement (or modular) Hamiltonian (EH) [12],
H̃A. The latter shares the eigenvectors |φα〉 with ρA, and its spectrum is bounded from below.
More importantly, the spectral properties of the EH uniquely determine the entanglement prop-
erties of the partition A of Ψ: for instance, its spectrum - the entanglement spectrum - determines
the von Neumann entanglement entropy (VNE).

A direct knowledge of the functional form of H̃A is of tremendous utility for two main reasons.
From the experimental side, it allows to measure entanglement properties of a given state via

https://journals.aps.org/prb/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevB.98.134403
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1367-2630/ab6875/meta
https://journals.aps.org/prb/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevB.100.155122
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Figure 1.1: Quantum field theory entanglement Hamiltonian for a half-bipartition of a (supposed to be)
infinite system. In this case, the function Γ(x) in Eq. 1.2 is 2π times the distance from the boundary
between the two subsystems A and B.

direct engineering of the EH [13], in particular, in cases where direct access to the wave function
is not scalable (such as in experiments requiring full state tomography) or not possible at all.
Hence it provides a feasible route for the measurements of, e.g., entanglement spectra, which
are experimentally challenging to access in a scalable manner [14]. From the theoretical side,
it immediately opens up a new toolbox to investigate entanglement properties of lattice models
using conventional statistical mechanics techniques, both numerical and analytical. However, in
the context of many-body lattice models, it has proven very difficult to determine H̃A analytically
even for free theories - the only results being the EH of the Ising [15, 16] and XYZ chain [17]
away from criticality, of some one-dimensional free fermion systems [18, 19], and of few other less
generic examples [15, 20].

In this chapter, we will argue, following Ref. [13] and basing on field theoretical results dating
back to the 70’s [21, 22], that the EH of the ground state of a wide variety of physical systems
takes the following, remarkably simple, functional form

H̃A =

∫

A
Γ(x)h(x)dx. (1.2)

Here h(x) is the Hamiltonian density, and the function Γ(x) is a c-number that depends on the
geometry of the bipartition. An example is depicted in Fig. 1.1, for a half-bipartition of an infinite
system. Note that the EH of an interacting many-body ground state it is a priori a complicated,
non-local object. Eq. 1.2 asserts that this is not the case: the EH can be expressed locally as an
integral over the Hamiltonian density, modulated by a space-dependent factor.
We will show that the reliability of this continuum result is not spoiled by the introduction of a
proper discretization, and that its discretized version allows to access with high accuracy ground-
state entanglement properties in numerous lattice models. Eq. (1.2) holds under the assumption
of Lorentz invariance of the quantum field theory, whose lattice implications will be discussed
in great detail in what follows. After an extensive study of the validity of this equation, we will
conclude that Eq. (1.2) provides an approximate identity that holds at the level of operators.
Namely, its exponentiation produces an operator which is very close to the true ground state
reduced density matrix in operator norm. For reasons that will become clear at the beginning of
the next section, we will refer to the density matrix defined in Eq. (1.1) with the EH in Eq. 1.2,
as ρBW .

In section 1.1, after recasting on the lattice Eq. (1.2), we provide a throughout investigation
of the entanglement Hamiltonian correspondent to the ground state of lattice models. We verify
their predictive power by systematically comparing several properties of the corresponding EHs
to the original lattice model results. The main conclusion of our analysis is that this approach
returns a closed-form expression for the lattice EH which accurately reproduces not only the
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entanglement spectrum, but also properties directly tied to the eigenvectors of the reduced density
matrix, such as correlation functions and order parameters. We concentrate our analysis on
interacting one- (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) lattice models, spanning both quantum critical
phases and points, and ordered, disordered, and symmetry-protected topological phases whose
low-energy physics is captured by a quantum field theory with emergent Lorentz invariance (in
the critical cases, this requires dynamical critical exponent z = 1). Overall, our results support
the fact that the applicability of this approach solely relies on universal properties, in particular,
on how accurately the low-energy properties of a lattice model are captured by a Lorentz-invariant
quantum field theory.

In section 1.2 we will focus on the VNE. The latter remarkably provides a systematic way to
connect wave function properties to all operational definitions of entanglement, and is of pivotal
importance to both quantum information purposes and as a diagnostic tool in quantum many-
body theory. Examples of its relevance include the existence of area laws bounding entanglement
in ground state of local Hamiltonians [23], the sharp characterization of conformal field theories
(CFTs) in one-dimension (1D) [24, 25, 26], topological order [27, 28] and spontaneous symmetry
breaking [29]. We will exploit the knowledge of the ground state EH to compute the von Neumann
entanglement entropy of ground states without relying on probing wave functions. As we will
show, our approach enables accurate entanglement-based measurements of universal quantitites,
such as the number of Nambu-Goldstone modes [29] and central charges [24, 25], at the percent
level, even for modest system sizes. Most remarkably, it allows the calculation of the entanglement
of many-body systems in a scalable manner, thanks to its thermodynamic analogy: this allows
us to verify the onset of area law in two-dimensional quantum magnets, up to system sizes
including O(103) spins. Such scalability is a key point when interested in universal quantities,
as those that are captured by subleading corrections to the entropy in dimensions D > 1. In
terms of techniques, our work complements the already successful QMC toolbox to lower-bound
many-body entanglement via Renyi entropies [30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 8].

In section 1.3 we provide a systematic investigation of the accuracy of the Rényi entropy
obtained from ρBW in the context of quantum critical chains. The low-energy degrees of freedom
of these models are described by a CFT that is characterized by a central charge c. The main
issues we address here are the following: we investigate whether the Rényi entropy obtained
from ρBW is able to describe universal, leading contributions related to the central charge, non-
universal terms of Sα, e.g., additive constants, and lattice-finite-size contributions of Sα that
are related to universal properties [35, 36, 37]. The main conclusions drawn from our numerical
analysis are the same for all the models studied: the Rényi entropies obtained from ρBW , which
we call SBWα , converges to the exact ones in the thermodynamic limit; SBWα properly describes
not just the logarithmically-divergent CFT term, but also corrections to the CFT scaling related
to universal quantities (e.g., operator content of the theory). Overall, these results point to the
fact that the predictive power of the BW-EH goes well beyond what is naively expected for
typical field theory predictions, thus considerably extending its applicability window.

Throughout this chapter we will employ various numerical techniques, suchs as exact diago-
nalization, the Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) algorithm for ground states [9]
and at finite temperature [38], and quantum Monte Carlo based on the Stochastic Series Expan-
sion [39]. More details about the algorithms will be provided in the coming sections.
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1.1 Entanglement Hamiltonians for many-body quantum systems
on the lattice

Despite the first appearance of Eq. (1.2) dates back to 1975, in the context of axiomatic Quantum
Field Theory, its relevance for condensed matter physics has been appreciated only recently. The
specific form of the modular Hamiltonian, for a certain class of quantum field theories, is given
for the first time in a series of papers by Bisognano and Wichmann, which can be recast in a
single, general result that we refer to as Bisognano-Wichmann (BW) theorem [21, 22].
In Sec. 1.1.1, we review the BW theorem original formulation, its extensions in the context of
conformal field theories, and present in detail its adaption to lattice problems. We present a
qualitative discussion of the applicability regimes of this adaption, and then discuss the specific
diagnostics we employ to compare the original EH result with the BW EH on the lattice, and our
numerical approaches. In Sec. 1.1.5, we discuss our results in the context of 1D systems, starting
with models endowed with discrete symmetries (Ising, Potts), and then moving to spin chains
with continuous symmetries (XXZ and J1 − J2 models). In Sec. 1.1.6, we focus on 2D systems,
discussing in detail the Heisenberg and XY models on both cylinder and torus geometries.

1.1.1 The Bisognano-Wichmann theorem and its conformal extensions

In an arbitrary relativistic quantum field theory 1, the general structure of the reduced density
matrix of the ground state can be obtained for the special case of a bipartition between two
half-spaces of an infinite system (i.e. ~x ≡ (x1, x2, . . . xd) ∈ Rd and A = {~x|x1 > 0}). The BW
theorem states that, for a given a Hamiltonian density H(~x) and for the half-bipartition above,
the modular Hamiltonian of the ground state reads

H̃A = 2π

∫

~x∈A
d~x (x1H(~x)) + c′, (1.3)

where c′ is a constant to guarantee unit trace of the density matrix, and the speed of sound
has been set to unity. A first key feature of this result is that its applicability does not rely on
any knowledge of the ground state, and thus can be applied in both gapped and gapless phases,
and quantum critical points. Noteworthy is the fact that it is applicable in any dimensionality:
this will turn particularly important below, as very little is known about entanglement Hamil-
tonians of lattice models beyond one-dimension. Moreover, Eq. (1.3) has a clear-cut physical
interpretation in terms of entanglement temperature [40, 41, 42]: if we interpret ρA as thermal
state, this corresponds to a state of the original Hamiltonian H with respect to a locally varying
temperature, very large close to the boundary of A, and decreasing as 1/x1 far from it.

In the presence of conformal invariance, it is possible to further extend the BW result to
other geometries [43, 44, 45, 46, 47]. In any dimension, it is possible to derive the modular
Hamiltonian of a hyper-sphere of radius R [45]. Here, we will be interested in three specific cases
in one spatial dimension, whose EHs were obtained in Ref. [46]. The first one concerns a finite
partition of size ` embedded in the infinite line when H̃A read [45, 46]

H̃
(CFT1)
A = 2π

∫ `

0
dx

[
x

(
`− x
`

)
h(x)

]
+ c′. (1.4)

This formula can be generalized to the case of a finite partition of length ` in a ring of circum-
1We consider field theories whose Hilbert space is in tensor product form with respect to spatial partitions.

The case of gauge theories with non-trivial centre will be studied elsewhere.
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ference L [46]

H̃
(CFT2)
A = 2L

∫ `

0
dx

[sin
(
π(`−x)
L

)
sin
(
πx
L

)

sin(π`/L)
h(x)

]
+ c′. (1.5)

In addition, for a finite open system of length L and for a finite partition of length L/2 at its
edge (i.e. A = [0, L/2] and B = [−L/2, 0]) we have [46]

H̃
(CFT3)
A = 2L

∫ L/2

0
dx sin

(πx
L

)
h(x) + c′. (1.6)

We mention that, in the vicinity of a conformal invariant critical point, an alternative description
of the EH with respect to the original BW EH has been suggested [48].

Before turning to lattice models, it is worth to stress two properties of these results. The first is
that, even if the modular operator is defined only from the ground state wave-function, it contains
information about the entire operator spectrum of the theory. This suggests that universal
properties of lattice models might be encoded in the deviations (including finite size ones) of the
entanglement spectra evaluated from the Lattice Bisognano-Wichmann (LBW) entanglement
Hamiltonian (which we describe in the next subsection) from the exact one. The second is that
the BW result implies that the EH is local, and contains only few-body terms which are already
present in the original model. This fact has some immediate consequences: i) it makes a direct
experimental realization of the LBW EH feasible in synthetic quantum matter setups [13], and
ii) it makes its direct study amenable to the same tools of statistical mechanics applicable to the
original problem.

1.1.2 Discretization of the continuum entanglement Hamiltonian

Differently from the field theory case, much less is known about the entanglement Hamiltonian
of ground states of lattice models. In some specific cases, direct insights can be gathered by the
explicit structure of the ground state wave function. Examples include the determination of the
ES and EH structure in strongly gapped phases [49, 50, 51, 52], where perturbative arguments are
applicable, the EH obtained via variational wave-functions [53], or the Li and Haldane argument
on the structure of the ES of topological phases [54, 55] - which can also be understood using
the BW theorem [56]. Similar arguments can be applied to wave functions with very short
correlation length ξ, as in those cases, the EH becomes essentially a projector for distances
beyond ξ. Other fundamental insights could come from the related concepts of entanglement
contour [57, 58, 59, 60, 61], probability distribution of the entanglement spectrum [62, 63, 64],
and relative entropy [65, 66, 67, 68, 69].

Exact results without assuming any structure of the ground state wave-function have been
derived only in few 1D free theories [15, 16, 18, 19](for recent results in the presence of pairing
terms, see Ref. [70]) and for the massive regime of the XYZ model [17]. As we discuss below,
these results are very suggestive about the correctness (and, at the same time, indicate potential
limitations) of the LBW EH that we will discuss in the next subsections.

Our goal here is to provide a generic recipe to derive an approximate but very accurate (in
particular, able to capture all universal features) EH of a lattice model without specific knowledge
of the ground state wave-function. As the starting point, following Ref. [13], we recast the BW
theorem and its conformal extension on the lattice, formulating simple candidate EHs. Explicitly,
let us consider a lattice model in one or two dimensions with on-site and nearest-neighbour
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Figure 1.2: Sketch of the lattice configuration for two-dimensional systems: we consider systems with
periodic boundary conditions along the y (vertical) direction, and either open or periodic boundary
conditions along the x (horizontal) direction, of length L. The system bipartitions we consider are
defined by A = {(x, y)|x ∈ [1, L/2]}. The distance from the boundary (Eq. (1.9)) corresponding to
different Hamiltonian terms (indicated by encircled pairs) is portrayed schematically as the geometric
distance of the center of the bond from the boundary.

couplings:
H = Γ

∑

x,y,δ=±1

[
h(x,y),(x+δ,y) + h(x,y),(x,y+δ)

]
+ Θ

∑

x,y

l(x,y), (1.7)

where Γ is a homogeneous coupling (e.g., exchange term) and Θ is an on-site term (e.g., transverse
or longitudinal field). The spatial coordinates are defined as x, y ∈ {−L/2 + 1, . . . L/2}, where
L is the linear size of the system, which we fix to be even. In one dimension (read just the
x coordinate in the aforementioned expression) we study systems with both open (OBC) and
periodic boundary conditions (PBC), while for in two dimensions we consider finite cylinder and
torus geometries, see Fig. 1.2.

Let us now split the system into two equal halves; the corresponding lattice Bisognano-
Wichmann EH (LBW-EH) is then given by

H̃A,BW = βEH
∑

x,y,δ=±1

(
Γ⊥x h(x,y),(x+δ,y) + Γ‖x h(x,y),(x,y+δ)

)
+
∑

x,y

Θx l(x,y), (1.8)

where the inhomogeneous couplings and on-site terms depend on the distance from the boundary
separating subsystem A and B (see Fig. 1.2) according to the geometry of the original system.
In the case of a 1D chain with OBC or for the cylinder geometry in 2D, the BW theorem in
Eq. (1.3) suggests

Γ‖x = xΓ, Γ⊥x =

(
x− 1

2

)
Γ, Θx =

(
x− 1

2

)
Θ. (1.9)

This putative EH is expected to provide extremely accurate results being just the lattice dis-
cretization of Eq. (1.3), at least in the limit L/2 � ξ when finite size effects are negligible.
However, in the following, we will use this EH also for some critical cases in order to check how
this copes with finite volume effects: this is a fundamental test in view of the application of our
ideas to those systems that are not known a priori to be critical.

Contrary to plane and cylinder geometries, for the torus geometry we do not have any field
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theoretical results to guide our ansatz. We just know that close to the two entangling surfaces,
the EH must be a linear function of the separation. A possible smooth interpolation between the
two linear regimes is suggested by Eq. (1.4) which has a suitable generalization for a sphere in
arbitrary dimension [45]. Following this line of thoughts, we propose the ansatz

Γx =
x (L/2− x)

L/2
Γ, Γy =

(
x− 1

2

) [
L
2 −

(
x− 1

2

)]

L/2
Γ, Θx =

(
x− 1

2

) [
L
2 −

(
x− 1

2

)]

L/2
Θ. (1.10)

For the 1D critical case, exact EH profiles can be obtained by discretizing Eqs. (1.5) and (1.6).
For the half-bipartition of length L/2 of the ring one has

Γx =
L

2π
sin

(
2πx

L

)
Γ,

Θx =
L

2π
sin

(
2π

L

(
x− 1

2

))
Θ, (1.11)

while for the open chain

Γx =
L

π
sin
(πx
L

)
Γ,

Θx =
L

π
sin

(
π

L

(
x− 1

2

))
Θ. (1.12)

Finally, the overall energy scale in (1.8), βEH , is related to the “speed of sound”, v, in the
corresponding low-energy field theory

βEH =
2π

v
. (1.13)

The reason to use the name βEH is that as for the thermodynamic inverse temperature β = 1/T ,
the BW overall energy scale plays the role of an effective temperature, as will be discussed in
next section.

The velocity v may be fixed by matching the small momentum (p̂k) expansion of the lattice
dispersion relation E(k) with the relativistic one E(p) =

√
m2v4 + v2p2. Such a velocity is

generically different from the quasiparticle one V (k) ≡ dE(k)/dpk. The two coincide only for
gapless theories where E(k) = vk

1.1.3 Regimes of applicability of the approach

A natural question to ask is, to which extend field theory results on the functional form of the
EH are applicable to lattice models and in which sense. The LBW EH is not generically an
exact form, even in the thermodynamic limit. This is, e.g., explicitly manifest in free fermion
results [18, 19] showing that the exact EH of a Fermi sea not only has tiny deviations compared
to the field theoretical BW EH, but also presents very small longer range terms completely absent
in (1.3) (and the same happens also for the interacting XXZ spin chain [20]). Conversely, for the
gapped regimes of the XYZ and Ising chains, the LBW EH is exact [17, 16] independently on the
value of the correlation length - even when one would expect lattice effects to become dominant.

Before discussing in the next subsection a series of quantitative criteria to determine the
applicability regimes of the LBW EH using numerical simulations (whose results are discussed
in the next sections), we provide here a qualitative discussion.

When transposing the field theory predictions above on finite lattice models, three ingredients
shall be considered: i) the loss of Lorentz invariance due to the lattice, even when it is recovered
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as a low-energy symmetry; ii) for massive theories, the presence of a finite ξ/a ratio, leading to
potentially harmful UV effects at the lattice spacing level; iii) finite volume effects (which can
be partially taken into account in 1D CFTs).

In quantum field theory language and close to a quantum phase transition, the loss of Lorentz
invariance is typically attributed to the fact that the lattice turns on several irrelevant operators
which directly affect the Hamiltonian spectrum. At the level of the EH, to the best of our
knowledge, this has not been discussed so far. Since there is abundant evidence that universal
properties of lattice models (such as the entanglement entropy of models described at low energies
by CFTs [26, 8]) are in excellent agreement with field theory expectations, it is natural to argue
that the microscopic EH is governed by the LBW EH, plus terms that depend on irrelevant
operators. We note that, in the specific case of spin models, a set of recent ansätze proposed in
Ref. [51] falls into this category. Under this assumption, it is possible to argue that low-lying
entanglement properties should be well captured by the lattice BW EH at least in the critical
case. Similar arguments are at the basis of the use of the ES in topological models [56], in
particular for quantum Hall wave-functions.

From a complementary viewpoint, it is possible to argue that, at least for the critical case,
deviations are directly tied to curvature effects in the lattice dispersion relation. This sets an
energy scale upon which excitations cease to be well described by a Lorentz invariant field theory.
In the context of correlated fermions, we thus expect that the accuracy of the LBW EH degrades
when the speed-of-sound-to-band-width ratio becomes small - down to the flat band case, which
is not expected to be captured at all. This expectation is confirmed by free fermions exact
calculations [18].

The effects of a finite ξ/a ratio have already been qualitatively discussed in Ref. [13]: in brief,
as long as the correlation length is not of the same order of the lattice spacing (thus making
a field theory description not immediately applicable), these deviations are negligible. We note
that, for what concerns the ES, it has been observed that in the massive regime of the Ising
model [16], in the close vicinity of the Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki point of bilinear-biquadratic
spin-1 chains, and in gapped XXZ spin-chains the lattice BW EH is extremely accurate [13], so
the validity of the approach even at ξ ' a cannot be ruled out a priori (whilst has anyway to be
justified a posteriori).

Finally, we discuss finite volume effects. Their estimate is non-trivial (except for those en-
coded in (1.11) and (1.12) for 1D CFTs): for this reason, we present below a finite-size scaling
analysis of several quantities of interest. We anticipate that, at least for what concerns the
low-lying entanglement spectrum, we observe universal scaling.

1.1.4 Numerical benchmark on microscopic lattice models

The reduced density matrix of subsystem A is written in terms of the BW-EH as

ρA → ρEH =
e−H̃A,BW

Z
, (1.14)

where the constant Z = Tr(e−H̃A,BW ), written in analogy to thermodynamics, ensures the nor-
malization of ρEH . For now on, we call the exact reduced density matrix, ρA, and the one
obtained with via the lattice BW, ρEH . The comparison of the thermal density matrix ρEH and
the exact one is addressed at both the eigenvalues and eigenvectors level.

Entanglement spectrum. The first comparison between ρA and ρEH is at the level of the
eigenvalues εα of the corresponding entanglement Hamiltonian. These eigenvalues are however
affected by the values of both the non-universal constant c′ in (1.3) and of the entanglement
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temperature βEH in (1.8). These non-universal constants must be fixed either by an exact
calculation or by an independent numerical study. In some cases in the following we will perform
this direct analysis. There is however an even better way to perform such a comparison which
does not require an a priori knowledge of these non-universal constants. Indeed, let us consider
the ratios

κα;α0 =
εα − ε0
εα0 − ε0

, (1.15)

where ε0 is the lowest entanglement energy on the system (corresponding to the largest eigenvalue
of ρA), and εα0 is a reference state suitably chosen to accomodate degeneracies of the lowest
eigenvalue in the EH spectrum. It is clear that the c′ dependence of the eigenvalues cancels out
in the differences taken in the numerator and in the denominator in (1.15). Taking the ratio in
(1.15) cancels also the dependence on βEH . For this reason we call the quantities (1.15) universal
ratios.

We use the Density Matrix Renormalization Group (DMRG) to obtain these quantities for
quantum spin chains of length up to 100 sites. The entanglement spectrum of the original system
is computed keeping 100−150 states and using the ground state as the target state in the proper
symmetry sector. The lowest part of the BW-EH spectrum instead is obtained by targeting
5− 10 states in all the symmetry sectors. The magnitude of the discarded weight in the DMRG
algorithm depends on the boundary conditions and on the system being homogeneous (exact
ES computation) or not (BW-EH spectrum computation). When the homogeneous system has
OBC/PBC we were able to keep the truncation error always below 10−12/10−8 for the largest
systems sizes considered. This is achieved in few DMRG sweeps, typically 2 or 3. All mea-
surements were performed after a minimum of 5 sweeps to ensure convergence of the algorithm.
Oppositely, in the inhomogeneous case, more sweeps were required for DMRG to converge, and
a minimum of 6 sweeps was always performed before collecting the eigenvalues of the BW-EH.
However, since the BW system is open, we were always able to keep the truncation error below
10−10 for all the chains considered in what follows2.

Entanglement eigenvectors. In order to understand the accuracy of the BW EH at the
eigenvector level, we consider the overlaps

|〈ψEHα |ψAα′〉| = Mα,α′ , (1.16)

for different levels of the spectrum. These eigenvectors are computed via Exact Diagonalization
(ED) of both ρA and the BW-EH.

Correlation functions. Operators (observables) defined exclusively on subsystem A are di-
rectly related to ρA (ρEH)

〈OA〉 = Tr(OAρA)→ Tr
(
e−H̃AOA

)

Z
. (1.17)

Similarly the ground state properties of the subsystem A are directly related to the thermal
properties of the EH-BW. Hence, as another check of the BW construction we use the finite-
temperature QMC method Stochastic Series Expansion (SSE) and finite-temperature DMRG to
obtain local and two-body correlation functions of the BW-EH system. We then compare these
quantities with the exact ground state expectation values computed via DMRG and QMC [39,

2This reflects the fact that entanglement eigenstates have always an entanglement content which is typically
equal or smaller than that of the ground state wave function.
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71].
The SSE method samples terms in a power series of e−H̃ in the partition function using local

and loop (directed loop) updates [71]. For the BW-EH system, as the local effective temperature
decreases (Hamiltonian couplings increases) away from the boundary, the use of loop updates
is important to prevent the slowing down of autocorrelation times. In fact, the asymptotic
autocorrelation times of local observables obtained with the directed-loop SSE algorithm is much
smaller then the typical number of QMC measurements that we use, Nmeas ≈ 108. Thus, at least
for the systems sizes that we consider (L up to 100) the slowing down of autocorrelation times
is not an issue for the SSE simulations of BW-EH.

Finite-temperature DMRG accuracy was checked by varying both the number of states kept
during the imaginary time evolution and the Trotter step employed. Since the imaginary time
evolution is applied on a state in which the system is maximally entangled with an ancilla, if
the Hamiltonian conserves some quantum number one can exploit it by preparing the maximally
entangled initial state within a given symmetry sector of the Hilbert space and restricting the
evolution to that sector [72]. Using this technique we were able to reach convergence of the results
by keeping a maximum of 150 states per block. We used first order Trotter decomposition, which
means one Trotter step per half sweep, with a Trotter step of 10−3.

In the next two subsections, we report our results on the three criteria above for a set of lattice
models in one and two-dimensions. It is worth stressing how the three diagnostics employed are
sensitive to different features of the reduced density matrix. Universal entanglement gap ratios
are insensitive to possible errors in the prefactors of the entanglement Hamiltonian (i.e., to
βEH), and are not informative about eigenstates. Oppositely, overlaps between entanglement
eigenvectors are not informative about the spectrum, but rather describe the accuracy in having
the same eigenvectors. Finally, correlation functions are sensitive to all details of the EH - both
spectra, correct speed of sound, and eigenvectors. However, they are also a somewhat less direct
as a diagnostic - for instance, very close correspondence in correlation functions can be obtained
by considering density matrices with very different eigenvectors.

1.1.5 One dimension

One-dimensional quantum systems represent an ideal framework to test the applicability of LBW
EH predictions. The main advantage here is that wave-function based methods such as DMRG
and ED can be pushed to considerably large system sizes. In addition, the CFT results of Ref. [46]
allow us to employ formulas which do consider a finite size of the subsystem (Eq. (1.4)) and of
the system (Eq. (1.5),(1.6)), which implies that finite size effects can be controlled in a more
efficient manner.

Transverse Field Ising Model. The quantum Hamiltonian of this model reads [7]:

H = −
∑

i

σzi σ
z
i+1 − g

∑

i

σxi , (1.18)

where g > 0 and σj are the Pauli matrices. The model can be solved exactly and it is diagonalized
in terms of spinless fermions (with mode operators b†k, bk) as

H =
∑

k

E(k)

(
b†kbk −

1

2

)
, (1.19)
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Figure 1.3: Left. Ratio καs for the transverse field Ising chain. The black solid line and red circles stand
for ratios computed from the exact ES and the EH spectrum respectively. The blue dashed line marks
ρA eigenvalues with a magnitude indicated in the legend. PBC data slightly deviate from the field theory
prediction in the ferromagnetic gapped phase g = 0.6, the maximum relative error being larger that 3%
after the 13th eigenvalue. Right. Overlaps as defined in Eq. (1.16) for the transverse field Ising chain in
the ferromagnetic phase g = 0.6 and at the critical point g = 1.0. Deviations from unity on the diagonal
are of order 10−3 in all the cases considered up to the first 13 eigenstates. The few points close to the
diagonal correspond to exact degeneracies in spectrum (not all degeneracies are off-set).

where E(k) =
√

(1− g)2 + g(p̂k)2, with p̂k = 2 sin p/2 being the lattice momentum 3. By
matching this dispersion relation with the relativistic one, we get the sound velocity v = 2

√
g as

a function of the lattice parameter g. The gap closes in the thermodynamic limit when g = 1. A
quantum phase transition occurs at this point, separating a ferromagnetic phase for g < 1 from
a paramagnetic phase for g > 1. In the former the Z2 symmetry of the model is broken by the
ground state of the system, which is degenerate in the thermodynamic limit. The low energy
physics of the quantum critical point is described by a c = 1/2 CFT.

For this model we expect the lattice discretization of Eq. (1.3) (i.e. Eq. (1.9)) to work well
for a chain with OBC as long as the correlation length in the system is large w.r.t. the lattice
spacing and small compared to the system size. In fact, the EH for a half-partition of an infinite
chain can be computed exactly in the coordinate basis away from the critical point [16]. The
result perfectly matches our lattice version of BW-theorem, although it does not predict the
prefactor βEH . In the PBC case instead we expect conformal BW-theorem Eq. (1.5) to fail as
soon as a gap opens in the energy spectrum.

Fig. 1.3 (left) shows the universal ratios Eq. (1.15) computed from the ES both assuming
OBC and PBC (black solid line). For the OBC case, we consider the EH in its original BW form,
which allows to treat on the same footing gapped and gapless regimes.

These ratios are compared to the ones computed from the LBW-EH Eq. (1.9) in the former
case and to the ones computed from Eq. (1.11) in the latter case (red circles). At the critical
point the agreement is almost perfect in both cases: relative errors of the ratios are always smaller
than 2%. Instead, in the ferromagnetic gapped phase, slight discrepancies are observed when the
system is subjected to PBC: the ratios agree within 3% only as long as λα . 10−4.

Moving to the eigenvectors, the overlaps in Eq. (1.16), computed via ED, are plotted in
Fig. 1.3 (right). Both in the OBC and PBC cases the magnitude of the overlaps is 1 with 10−3

accuracy, independently of the system being critical or gapped. Note however that overlaps of
order 10−1 are observed also away from the diagonal at the critical point in the OBC case and

3For PBC p = 2π
L

(n+ 1/2) and p = 2πn
L

in the sectors with even and odd number of fermions respectively,
where n = 0, 1, ..., L− 1. For OBC p is the solution of the equation g sin [(L+ 1)p]/ sin (Lp) = 1
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when the system is gapped in the PBC case. The latter fact is expected since Eq. (1.5) should
provide the EH of a gapless system. We did also check the finite size scaling of the matrix norm
of the difference between ρA and ρEH i.e. ||ρA−ρEH ||, where ||A|| =

√
Tr(AA†). The magnitude

of the matrix norm is of order 10−2 for the system sizes accessible with ED and it decreases with
system size in all the cases considered.
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Figure 1.4: Left. (a-b): Local correlation function as defined in Eq. (1.20) for the transverse field Ising
chain in the ferromagnetic phase g = 0.6 and at the critical point g = 1.0. The square (black) and circle
(red) points are results for the original and the half-bipartion EH-BW systems, respectively. (c): local
transverse magnetization in the paramagnetic phase. Right. Finite size scaling of the difference between
BW thermal- and ground state- expectation values at the critical point of the Ising model, with OBCs.
In (a), deviations are plotted for all the sites in the subsystem and they are largest close to the boundary
away from the cut. In (b), deviations are plotted for a site in the middle of the subsystem and they
clearly scale to zero as a power-law.

Expectation values of local observables are the only quantities considered here which are
sensitive to the entanglement temperature. They thus probe more in depth this specific aspect
of the BW theorem, which states that βEH = 2π/v. Thanks to the exact solution of the model
we know that v = 2

√
g. The local observable we consider for this model is

Czz(i) =
〈
σzi σ

z
i+1

〉
. (1.20)

Note that, since the two points are nearest-neighbours, this observable is expected to be the most
sensitive to finite-lattice-spacing effects. The result of the comparison is depicted in Fig. 1.4
(left) (a-b) for the OBC case. The EH-BW results (red circles) are obtained as thermal averages
computed via finite-temperature DMRG. Ground state averages (black square) are obtained using
DMRG with the ground state of the system as a target state. The agreement is excellent (below
percent level) in the gapped paramagnetic phase even close to the cut, where the choice of the
proper βEH almost completely cancels boundary effects. Relative errors in the bulk (including
the open (right) boundary) are uniformly of order 10−6, while they reach a magnitude of 10−3

close to the cut (see inset). At the critical point instead we observe uniform deviations of 0.5%
over the whole half-chain. These are caused by finite size effects. Fig. 1.4 (right) shows the
difference between the thermal LBW expectation value and the ground-state one for different
system sizes. Discrepancies exhibit power-law scaling to zero.

In addition, we have also considered the expectation value of the transverse magnetization
(i.e. along the x-axis)

Cx(i) = 〈σxi 〉 . (1.21)
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In Fig. 1.4 (left) (c), we show the corresponding spatial profile under OBCs: the behavior is very
similar to that of the Czz correlator, with the maximum deviations of order 10−4 close to the
boundary, which was expected if one considers the self-duality transformation of the model.

Three-states Potts Model. The quantum Hamiltonian of the three-state Potts Model is
given by [73, 74]:

H = −
∑

i

(
σiσ
†
i+1 + σ†iσi+1

)
− g

∑

i

(
τi + τ †i

)
, (1.22)

where g > 0. The σ and τ matrices are defined as σ|γ〉 = ωγ−1|γ〉, τ |γ〉 = |γ+1〉, ω = ei2π/3, and
γ = 0, 1, 2. The phase diagram of this quantum chain is analogous to the Ising chain’s one. The
symmetry of the model is Z3 which is broken in the ferromagnetic phase with three degenerate
ground states. In contrast to the Ising chain, the Hamiltonian Eq. (1.22) is non-integrable away
from the critical point at g = 1. Here the spectrum can be computed [75] in terms of massless
excitations whose dispersion relation reads

E(k) =
3
√

3

2
p̂k , (1.23)

which matches the massless relativistic one with a sound velocity v = 3
√

3/2. This critical point
is described by a CFT with central charge c = 4/5. [76, 77]

Lorentz invariance is expected for the continuum limit of the lattice theory also away from
the gapless conformally invariant point and thus the discrete BW theorem Eq. (1.9) is expected
to hold also when g 6= 1.

Fig. 1.5 (left) shows the comparison between the universal ratios Eq. (1.15) obtained from
the ES and from the BW-EH for the system at the critical point (g = 1) and in the paramagnetic
phase (g = 1.4). We see good agreement for both OBC and PBC also away from the critical
point. In particular relative errors for the first 26 eigenvalues are smaller than 2% at the critical
point, in both the OBC and PBC case. In the gapped paramagnetic phase instead their maximum
magnitude is 0.5% and 4% in the OBC and PBC case respectively.

For this model we performed also a direct comparison of the spectra of ρA and ρEH at the
critical point for which we need the sound velocity in Eq. (1.23). For OBC, Fig. 1.5 (right) shows
the ES obtained by using both the infinite system EH (1.9) and the finite size CFT (1.12). The
discrepancies between the ES of a finite system and the ES obtained from the infinite system EHs
completely disappear when the CFT finite system EHs are used. For PBC instead the lattice
discretization of the conformal EH BW in Eq. (1.11) is used which matches the direct results
perfectly. For the sake of comparison, we have also computed the ES using with Eq. (1.10): the
results, while approximately matching the density of states of the original model, are not able
to reproduce the ES quantitatively. This comparison boosts the predictive power of the correct
CFT EH, which, even on the lattice, almost completely suppressed finite size effects.

Overlaps, computed via ED, between ρA and LBW-EH eigenvectors are shown in Fig. 1.6
(left). Large (≥ 1 − 10−3) overlaps involve all the first states in the two spectra both in the
OBC and PBC cases. Non vanishing overlaps away from the diagonal are observed only in the
gapped phase when the CFT EH Eq. (1.5) is employed, as expected. In Fig. 1.6 (right) we
report also the finite size scaling of the lowest overlap M0,0, which decreases/increases when the
system is gapless/gapped. The apparent decreasing behaviour of the overlap at the critical point
might be an artifact of the small system sizes accessible with ED for this model. A trustworthy
extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit is not possible: however, it is very indicative that
changes over a large window of L are at most of order 10−4, strongly suggesting that the overlap
will remain finite in the thermodynamic limit - a remarkable fact given that we are looking at
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eigenvector properties. We have obtained similar results for all the 1D models discussed in this
paper, but we did not report them because they are qualitatively equivalent to those in Fig. 1.6
(right).

We finally consider the two-point function of the order parameter at neighbour sites:

C(i) =
〈

2 Reσiσ
†
i+1

〉
. (1.24)

We compute this correlation function only for g = 1 in the OBC case because the sound velocity
is known exactly only at the critical point. In order to use an unbiased approach here, which does
not rely on the CFT know-how of finite volume effects embodied in Eq. (1.6), we have utilized
the original BW formulation.

We used finite-temperature DMRG for the BW thermal average and ground state DMRG
for the pure average over the ground state of the system. The result is reported in Fig. 1.7. As
in the Ising case 0.5% discrepancies are observed uniformly on the whole subsystem length. As
they reduce considerably when increasing system size, we attribute their origin to finite volume
effects.

Spin-1/2 XXZ Model. The Hamiltonian of the XXZ spin-1/2 chain is [7]:

H =
∑

i

(
Sxi S

x
i+1 + Syi S

y
i+1 + ∆Szi S

z
i+1

)
. (1.25)

This model is exactly soluble via Bethe ansatz, and its phase diagram supports three distinct
phases. It is ferromagnetic for ∆ < −1, gapless critical (Luttinger liquid) for −1 < ∆ ≤ 1
and antiferromagnetic for ∆ > 1. In the ferromagnetic phase, the Z2 spin reversal symmetry is
spontaneously broken. The critical phase is described by a c = 1 CFT with varying Luttinger
parameter K = π/2 arccos(−∆). The antiferromagnetic phase exhibits non-zero staggered mag-
netization, thus the spin reversal symmetry is broken by the 2-degenerate (quantum dressed)
Néel states which live in the Stot

z = 0 sector.
For ∆ < −1 the low-lying excitations above the two magnetized ground states are transla-
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tional invariant combinations of single-spin-flip states (magnons). Their exact dispersion relation
reads

E(pk) = 2

(
1− cos

(2πk

L

)
− (∆ + 1)

)
, (1.26)

which does not become relativistic in the continuum limit. At ∆ = −1 the gap closes but
the magnon dispersion remains quadratic. Thus there is no underlying Lorentz invariance for
∆ ≤ −1.

In the critical phase instead CFT predictions are in perfect agreement with lattice results for
what concerns spectral [78] as well as correlation function properties [74, 79, 80]. Therefore, we
expect the LBW theorem to be accurate in this phase. The point ∆ = 1 hosts a BKT phase
transition which links the AFM phase to the critical line. Close to this point the fundamental
excitations are usually called spinons and their dispersion relation is

E(k) =
π

2
sin

(
2πk

L

)
=
π

2
p̂k , (1.27)
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from which we read the sound velocity v = π/2 by comparison with the massless relativistic
dispersion relation. Indeed, the sound velocity is exactly known in the entire critical line [79]:

v =
π
√

1−∆2

2 arccos ∆
. (1.28)

In the Néel phase the quasi-particles acquire a mass, but in the scaling region close to ∆ → 1+

they do not to spoil relativistic invariance of the continuum theory. We point out that some of
the results discussed here for OBC are connected with Refs. [50, 81, 82], which investigate the
comparison between ES and the corner transfer matrix.

We report a direct comparison of the spectra of ρA and ρEH at the BKT point ∆ = 1,
exploiting the knowledge of the sound velocity (1.28). Again for OBC we use both the infinite
size formula (1.9) and the CFT finite size one (1.12). The latter perfectly reproduces the exact
data. For PBC we only employ the lattice discretization of the CFT formula (1.11) finding a
perfect match with the data from ρA.

As a by-product of BW theorem we can use the exact ES and the EH spectrum to compute
the sound velocity of the model. Indeed the relation between the two sets of eigenvalues reads
λα = exp (−2π/v εα)/Z. We can take the ratio of two λs to eliminate the normalization constant
and we can invert this relation to get

vα =
2π(εα − ε0)

log λ0/λα
. (1.29)

The result should be independent of α and this is indeed the case within negligible relative error.
In Fig. 1.8 (right) we plot the sound velocity for α = 1 as a function of ∆ against the exact result
(1.28). For OBC, we also use the infinite system EH (1.3) finding deviations only of few percent,
as evident from the figure.
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The two-point function we analyze for this model is the spin-spin correlation function

Cspin(i, r) =
〈
Szi S

z
i+r

〉
, (1.30)

that we compute using QMC. In this section we want to probe the thermodynamic values of
this correlation. For this reason we do not exploit the finite size formulas for BW EH, but the
infinite size ones (1.3) and (1.4) which we apply to OBC and PBC respectively. The results for
r = 1 are reported in Fig. 1.9 (left) for the two OBC case. The two point of the phase diagram
considered are the XX free fermions point ∆ = 0 and the BKT point ∆ = 1. The velocity in the
entanglement temperature is provided by Eq. (1.28). In the OBC case the agreement is perfect
also close to the boundary where the system has been cut. The BW EH reproduces very well
also the amplitude and the frequency of the Friedel oscillations caused by the free ends of the
chain, with a relative error always smaller than 1%.
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Figure 1.9: Left. Nearest-neighbour spin correlation function (1.30) as function of position i for chains
with OBC for (a) ∆ = 1 and (b) ∆ = 0. The square (black) and circle (red) points are respectively the
exact results and those from EH-BW. The Friedel oscillations are perfectly described by the EH approach.
Right. L → ∞ extrapolation of the average, Cspin(r = 1) = 1/L

∑
i C(i, r = 1) for chains with OBC

and different values of ∆. The horizontal lines represents the exact values of Cspin(r = 1) for L→∞. In
all the cases the EH-BW results converge to the exact ones in the thermodynamic limit.

In the PBC case the ground state average is homogeneous. In fact the parabolic inhomoge-
neous coupling in Eq. (1.4) suppresses the boundary effects which affect the non-translational
invariant BW-EH. This is strongly reminiscent of sine-square deformation Hamiltonians, which
are actually close in functional form to the LBW EH in the PBC case [83]. The result from the
thermal average of LBW EH is indeed almost homogeneous and deviations from the expected
ground state value are less than 0.1% (see Fig. 1.10 (left)).

Fig. 1.9 (right) shows the finite size scaling of the LBW-EH Cspin(i, 1) with OBC, averaged
over the whole chain, against the exact thermodynamic limit value (dashed line) for three values
of the anisotropy parameter ∆ = −0.5, 0.9, 1.0. The result strongly indicates that the field
theory prediction of BW theorem Eq. (1.3) is exact when L→∞. In Fig. 1.10 (right) we analyze
the separation dependence of the 2-point function (1.30) at the isotropic point ∆ = 1. Small
deviations (of order 1% on average with respect to r) are observed when r becomes of the order
of the system size. These deviations, however, decrease as one increases L, see inset of Fig. 1.10.

Spin-1 Heisenberg Model. The isotropic spin-1 chain is the archetypical model of a sym-
metry protected topological phase (SPTP) [84, 55, 7]. This state of matter is characterized by
a gap in the bulk, an even-degenerate ES, zero-modes living at the ends of an open chain and
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carrying fractionalized quantum numbers [54, 55]. The Hamiltonian of the model is the same
as Eq. (1.25), but with the Sα matrices being the spin-1 representation of the rotation group.
Long-range order associated with a hidden Z2⊗Z2 symmetry is captured by the non-local order
parameters

Cαstr(i, r) = −〈Sαi
i+r−1∏

j=i+1

exp
(
iπSαj

)
Sαi+r〉, (1.31)

which is non-vanishing for r →∞ for α = x, y, z (we focus in the following on the z component
and drop the index α). The Haldane SPT phase extends in the parameter region 0 < ∆ . 1.17
and it is separated from a gapless XY phase (on the left) by a BKT phase transition at ∆ = 0
and from a Néel phase (on the right) by a second order c = 1/2 phase transition at ∆ ' 1.17 [85].
In order to show the applicability of BW theorem for the computation of non-local operators, we
compare the thermal expectation value obtained via finite-temperature DMRG using the BW EH
Eq. (1.3) with the ground state average computed with DMRG. Although the system is gapped
at the isotropic point, the correlation length of the system ξ = v/m is quite large. In fact, the
gap is known to be m ' 0.40 [9], while the sound velocity is estimated in the following to be
v ' 2.5. Thus ξ is larger than 6 lattice spacings, making field theory prediction truthful on the
lattice. The sound velocity necessary to compute the entanglement temperature is not known.
We thus estimate it using the relation between ρA and EH eigenvalues, Eq. (1.29), as discussed
previously. The result we get is independent of α within few percent relative error, both in the
OBC and PBC cases and for all the lowest 30 eigenvalues computed. We then tuned β in order
to remove completely boundary effects close to the cut. In this way we get a speed of sound
v = 2π/β = 2.475. The results for the string order parameter are reported in Fig. 1.11. The data
correspond to a string starting in the middle of the right half-subsystem (i = L/4) and ending
in the middle of the left half (i = −L/4). Relative deviations of the ground state average from
the thermal expectation value are uniformly of order 10−4 for L > 50.

J1 − J2 Model. As a final test for the 1-dimensional case, we discuss the J1 − J2 quantum
model, which includes next-to-nearest-neighbour interactions. The Hamiltonian of this spin-1/2
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quantum chain reads:
H = J1

∑

i

~Si · ~Si+1 + J2

∑

i

~Si · ~Si+2, (1.32)

where J1, J2 > 0 will be considered in what follows. When J2 = 0 this model coincides with the
XXZ chain at the BKT critical point. When J2 is switched on, the model remains critical for a
finite interval in J2/J1 and it is described by a c = 1 CFT with the same Luttinger parameter
K = 1/2 throughout the whole interval [86]. When J2/J1 reaches the approximate value J2/J1 '
0.2411 [87], a gap opens and the system enters a dimerized phase characterized by a non vanishing
dimer-order parameter di = 〈~S2i−1 · ~S2i〉 − 〈~S2i · ~S2i+1〉. This phase contains an exactly solvable
point for J2 = J1/2 [88], where the ground state factorizes into a product of spin-1 singlets on
adjacent sites: |ψ〉 ∝ (| ↑ ↓ 〉 − | ↓ ↑ 〉)⊗L/2 . At this fine-tuned point the entanglement spectrum
of the system is trivial, with either one or two equal non-vanishing eigenvalues (depending on
the cut and with OBC). The same is not true for the BW-EH spectrum. Moreover the gap in
the dimerized phase is maximum when J2 ' 0.6J1 [89] and it slowly decreases with increasing
J2. We thus expect the worst results to be observed after the Majumdar-Ghosh factorization
point with finite J2. Note that the same behavior is expected close to any factorizable point,
as discussed in the context of the Affleck-Kennedy-Lieb-Tasaki spin-1 chain in Ref. [13]. When
J2 → ∞ the system reduces to two independent critical Heisenberg chains. Fig. 1.12 (left)
shows the universal ratios Eq. (1.15) comparison between entanglement spectrum and LBW-EH
spectrum for the OBC case where the system is in the middle of the critical phase (J2 = 0.1J1),
at the critical point (J2 = 0.2411J1) and in the dimerized phase (J2 = 0.3J1 and J2 = J1). In the
first two cases the largest relative deviations are 2% and 8% respectively. When J2 = 0.3J1 the
gap is small and large discrepancies affect only eigenvalues in the ES smaller than 10−3, where
they reach 10% relative error. When J2 = J1 the gap is much larger and BW theorem does not
reproduce the correct ratios for eigenvalues of the ρA of magnitude 10−2 and their degeneracies.
Relative deviations are larger than 20% also for the first 10 ratios.
In Fig. 1.12 (right) we also show the finite size scaling of the overlaps Eq. (1.16) for the ground
state. The overlap always increases for large system sizes in the PBC case, while it is decreasing
in the OBC case for the lengths accessible via ED. We attribute the non-monotonic behaviour
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Figure 1.12: Right. Ratio καs for the J1 − J2 chain with OBC. The black solid line and red circles
stands for ratios computed from the exact ES and the EH spectrum respectively. The blue dashed line
marks ρA eigenvalues with a magnitude indicated in the legend. Agreement with BW theorem is good in
the middle of the critical phase and close to it (relative deviations smaller than 10%), while it gets worse
as J2/J1 is increased away from the critical line (relative deviations larger than 20%). Right. Finite
size scaling of the ground state overlap M0,0 as defined in eq. Eq. (1.16) for the J1 − J2 chain for both
OBC and PBC and for the three distinct values of the coupling constant g = 0.1 (gapless critical phase),
g = 0.3 (gapped phase close to the critical point), g = 1.0 (gapped phase with large gap). In the OBC
case the overlap decreases with the systems size, while it increases towards unity in the PBC case.

at g = 1 as a signal of the dimer order in the gapped phase.

1.1.6 Two dimensions

Differently from the one-dimensional case discussed so far, direct studies of entanglement Hamil-
tonians in interacting 2D and 3D models are lacking apart from few aforementioned cases dis-
cussed treated within perturbation theory. As such, the potential of applying the BW theorem
reliably to lattice models can be of even stronger impact than in 1D systems. A closely related
subject concerns topological matter, where Li and Haldane conjectured that the low-lying part
of the ES is capturing the edge mode energetics [54].

In this section, we check the applicability of the LBW EH for the two-dimensional XXZ model
on a square lattice, defined as:

H = J
∑

〈i,j〉

(
Sxi S

x
j + Syi S

y
j + ∆Szi S

z
j

)
, (1.33)

for both the cylinder and the torus geometries, for which we employ Eq. (1.9) and (1.10)
respectively. We focus on two cases: (i) the isotropic, ∆ = 1, and (ii) the XX, ∆ = 0 points. For
these two values of ∆, the ground state of the system spontaneously breaks the continuous SU(2)
and U(1) symmetries, respectively [90, 91]. In the first case, the low-lying field theory is a CP(1)
model. In both cases, the low energy degrees of freedom of the system are characterized by a
linear dispersion relation, and Lorentz-invariance emerges as an effective low-energy symmetry.
Differently from the one-dimensional cases considered in the last section, exact diagonalization
approaches are of little use here, as the LBW-EH approach cannot exploit lattice symmetries, as is
limited to very small lattices where universality is most probably spoiled by finite volume effects.
As such, we do not attempt comparisons based on entanglement spectrum and eigenvectors
of BW-EH, but rather focus directly on the expectation values of first-neighbour correlation
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Figure 1.13: Left.Nearest-neighbor spin correlation function as function of bond index i for the 2D square
lattice in the cylinder (BW) geometry for (a) ∆ = 1 and (b) ∆ = 0. The different points are the results
of Cspin(~i, r = 1) in different paths of the 2D system: red squares, blue triangles and green diamonds are
along (ix = i, iy = 1), (ix = L, iy = i) and (ix = 1, iy = i), respectively; see cartoon. In addition, the
black curves are the exact ground state results for the system 20×10. Right.Cspin(~i, r = 1) as function of
bond index ~i = (ix = i, iy = 1) for different system sizes, L, in the 2D torus (CFT1) geometry. (a) ∆ = 1

and (b) ∆ = 0. The dashed horizontal line for ∆ = 1 is the exact result of Cspin(~i, r = 1) extrapolated
to the L→∞ limit [90].

functions
Cspin(~i, ~r) =

〈
Sz~i S

z
~i+~r

〉
, (1.34)

and the AFM order parameter. The sound velocities v = 1.657J (∆ = 1) and v = 1.134J
(∆ = 0) obtained in Refs. [92] and [91], respectively, are used to calculate βEH = 2π/v.

First, we discus the comparison of the BW-EH Cspin(~i, r = 1) in the cylinder geometry with
exact results, see Fig. 1.13 (left). Even for the relatively small system considered (L = 10), the
agreement of Cspin(~i, r = 1) with the exact results is very good. The LBW-EH qualitatively
reproduces the behaviour of Cspin(~i, r = 1), and the relative errors are < 1%. Larger deviations
are observed for correlations along the boundary between the two subsystems (green curve) and
∆ = 1 (these deviations are much milder in the anisotropic case). In the toroidal geometry,
the exact formula of the modular Hamiltonian is not known even in the continuum. Here, we
heuristically employ Eq. (1.10). In Fig. 1.13 (right), we plot the Cspin(~i, r = 1) for different
system sizes in the torus geometry. In this case, Cspin(~i, r = 1) is almost homogeneous, with
deviations smaller than < 1%. Furthermore, as L increases the BW-EH results approaches the
exact results obtained in the thermodynamic limit L → ∞. This strongly suggests that the
employed ansatz, whilst not necessarily exact, provides a very accurate description of 2D EH on
tori. Finally, we discuss if the BW-EH describes the AFM long-range order in the ∆ = 1 case.
The AFM phase is characterized by the order parameter

m2 =

〈
1

N2

∑

i,j

(−1)i+jSiSj

〉
, (1.35)

where i and j run on all the sites of the system and N is the total number of spins. If AFM
long-range order is present, m2 is finite in the thermodynamic limit, since AFM correlations
remain nonzero at large distances. For a finite system, 2L× L, split in two equal halves of sizes
L× L, one can write m2 = m2

A +m2
B +m2

A,B +m2
B,A, where m

2
A and m2

B are the contributions
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of subsystem A and B, respectively, and m2
A,B and m2

B,A are contributions of crossing terms. In
the limit N →∞, all these four terms are equal, and m2 = 4m2

A. Fig. 1.14 shows the finite-size
scaling of m2 obtained with the BW-EH. As already observed for the first-neighbour correlation
functions, m2 is in good agreement with the exact result.
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2
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Figure 1.14: Finite-size scaling of m2 for the EH-BW system (L×L) in both the cylinder (black-square)
and torus (red-circle) geometries. The horizontal line is the exact QMC value of m2 obtained in Ref. [92].

We obtain m2(L → ∞) = 0.0925(4) and m2(L → ∞) = 0.0934(1) for the the cylinder and
the torus geometries, respectively. The relative errors with QMC exact results, m2(L → ∞) =
0.0948 [92], are εm2 ≈ 2.4% and εm2 ≈ 1.5%.

1.1.7 Conclusions

We have discussed an approach to systematically build approximate entanglement Hamiltonians
of statistical mechanics models by applying the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem on the lattice.
Starting from a recasting of the latter theorem on discrete space, we have presented a series of
diagnostics based on the entanglement spectrum, the eigenvectors of the reduced density matrix,
and expectation values of correlation functions. Based on these quantities, we have carried out
numerical simulations for both 1D and 2D models whose low-energy physics is captured by a
Lorentz invariant quantum field theory.

In critical cases, such as conformally invariant points and phases in 1D, and spontaneous-
symmetry-breaking phases in 2D, our results strongly support that the lattice Bisognano-Wichmann
entanglement Hamiltonian captures very accurately all properties of the original system. What
is particularly striking is that even the eigenvectors of the reduced density matrix have very large
overlaps, which seem not to vanish with increasing system size. This last fact is particularly sur-
prising, as overlaps are quantities that typically vanish in the thermodynamic limit, suggesting
that there might be deeper connections between the structure of the EH and the BW theorem
directly at the lattice level. Let us also remark that our results show that the modified CFT
formulas obtained by Cardy and Tonni [46] cope extremely well with finite-lattice spacing and,
in fact, considerably reduce finite size effects when compared to the infinite-size BW EH.

In gapped systems, we typically find good agreement for both topologically trivial and non-
trivial phases, with the exception of the J1 − J2 model: in this last case, the effects of strong
dimerization considerably spoil the applicability of field theory results, as the phase itself does not
support a description in terms of smoothly varying fields. Somehow surprisingly, degeneracies of
the ES are well captured, and even the overlap of the entanglement ground state is anomalously
large. In all cases investigated here, the CFT EH obtained with PBCs seems to apply equally
well to both critical and off-critical cases. In analogy to the OBC case, we attribute this behavior
to the fact that, sufficiently away from the boundary, the exact functional form of the EH is not
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relevant as its ground state is locally the same as the original system.
At the methodological level, our study shows that well-established statistical mechanics tools

such as DMRG and quantum Monte Carlo can be applied without major effort to the investiga-
tion of entanglement Hamiltonians. A first potential application along this route is the potential
to carry systematic entanglement spectroscopy with QMC, not relying on reconstructing the ES
from Rényi entropies [93], but rather on monitoring correlation functions in the entanglement
ground state, and extract the corresponding entanglement gaps from the decay of correlation
functions. A second application concerns the possibility of further severely reducing finite-size
effects when measuring correlation functions by directly accessing a finite bipartition of an in-
finite system 4. A third application is related to boosting procedures employed to extract the
entanglement Hamiltonians given a ground state of interest, as discussed in two recent works [94,
95]. Our general analysis supports from the theoretical side the results obtained for the models
considered in these works. Furthermore, from the experimental side, our results immediately
extend the regime of applicability of the approach proposed in Ref. [13] to perform quantum sim-
ulation and spectroscopy of the EH, especially in two-dimensional interacting models, including
connections to Unruh-type effects [96].

The discussion we have presented here only concerns statistical mechanics models whose
Hilbert space can be written in tensor product form. An open question is to extend this approach
to lattice gauge theories: in this context, a lattice version of BW can be constructed using
established methods to properly build reduced density matrices that consider the effect of Gauss
law at the boundary between two partitions [97, 98]. Another important feature of our approach
is that, for critical systems, it is limited to quantum field theories with z = 1. While this
encompasses a very broad class of quantum critical points, it would be interesting to extend the
Bisognano-Wichmann theorem beyond its original applicability regime, thus providing a direct
link between the dispersion relation of equilibrium systems and their ground state entanglement
properties. Extending this correspondence could shed further light into the origin of area law
(and violations thereof) of entanglement in the ground state of lattice models [6].

4This approach could also be employed in t-DMRG simulations.
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1.2 Measuring entanglement entropy without wave-function

Despite its pivotal importance, the current understanding of entanglement measures in many-
body systems is essentially limited to non-interacting theories or to lower bounds provided by
Renyi entropies, due to the lack of methods to calculate the VNE in any dimension D > 1. This
represents a key obstacle in determining both the capabilities of many-body systems in terms of
quantum information processing (e.g., how much entanglement can be distilled by a given parti-
tion), and the generic relation between universal field theoretical descriptions and entanglement.
In this section we overcome this obstacle by exploiting the knowledge of the functional form
of the ground state EH to compute zero-temperature VNEs as thermal entropies of a system
whose Hamiltonian is the Entanglement Hamiltonian Eq. (1.2). This simple observation allows
to access entanglement entropies with any thermal algorithm. Most remarkably, QMC methods
allow to push forward this idea to arbitrary dimension, providing a method which is scalable and
applicable to a wide variety of lattice models.

In Sec. 1.2.1 we introduce our approach with particular attention to the QMC technique
employed in D > 1, namely the Wang Landau (WL) algorithm [99]. In Sec. 1.2.2 we benchmark
our method on 1D examples. In Sec. 1.2.3, we carry out QMC simulations on a series of 2D
lattice models. For the 2D Heisenberg and XY models, we provide direct evidence that (i) the
VNE is constrained by the area law (in agreement with lower bounds based on Renyi entropies),
and (ii) the number of Goldstone modes can be determined with percent accuracy solely from
entanglement properties. For the bilayer Heisenberg model, we study the geometric contribution
to the entanglement entropy at its strongly coupled critical point, and verify a recent conjecture
on O(N) models [100]. Finally, in Sec. 1.2.4 we discuss the stability of the BW prescription for
computing the VNE against imperfection in the EH.

1.2.1 Entanglement entropy as a thermal entropy

In what follows, we illustrate how to measure VNE in numerical simulations which do not have
access to the system wave function. The strategy relies on any numerical method that is able
to compute the thermodynamic entropy of the BW-EH at the entanglement temperature, βEH .
This can be achieved using QMC algorithms based on Wang Landau (WL) sampling [99].

Below, we illustrate this by applying the quantum version of the WL method performed in
the stochastic series expansion (SSE) QMC framework [101, 102]. The key idea of the WL-SSE
approach is to compute the density of states of the EH by considering a non-Markovian sampling
based on the power expansion of the partition function [39, 71], Compared with the convetional
quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations, that is performed at a fixed temperature, the WL
method features two main advantages for the study of the thermodynamic properties of the EH:
(i) it allows to directly compute the thermal entropy at the “entanglement temperature” βEH ,
and (ii) the thermodynamic properties of the EH are obtained for a broad range of temperature
with a single run of the simulation.

The WL method was originally proposed for classical systems. For a quantum Hamiltonian,
such as the BW-EH, one must map the system to a classical one. This is done, for instance,
using the SSE framework, which considers the following form for the partition function

Z = Tre−βH =

∞∑

n=0

βn

n!
Tr(−H)n =

∞∑

n=0

βng(n), (1.36)

where the nth order series coefficient g(n) plays the role of the density of states in the classical
algorithm. We refer to Ref. [101, 102] for the general details of the computation of g(n). Below
we mention the technical aspects of the simulation that are relevant to reproduce our results.
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The series expansion Eq.1.36 can be truncated at an order Λ, i.e., n = 0, 1, ...,Λ, without
introducing systematic errors in the simulation. The choice of Λ is performed as in the conven-
tional SSE simulations, see Refs. [39, 71], which gives as a result Λ(β) ≈ β|E(β)|; where E(β)
is the expectation value of the total energy at inverse temperature β. The effect of the cutoff
Λ(β) is that the range of temperature that can be accessed is restricted to β < Λ(β)/E(β). We
simulate the BW-EH using Λ(3βEH) as the cutoff. Instead, the computation of the BW VNE at
βEH are obtained utilizing a cutoff Λ(αβEH), with α = 1.3. We checked that these results don’t
change upon increasing α.

In the WL-SSE algorithm, the sampling of the SSE configurations with different n is per-
formed with a probability function that is proportional to the inverse of the density of states,
1/g(n). The WL sampling generates a histogram for the distribution of n that is flat, i.e.,
H(n) ∼ const; the histogram H(n) is obtained counting the number of times a configuration
with n is observed. The key point of the algorithm is that g(n) can be computed by iteratively
flattening H(n). More specifically, one start with the guess g(n) = 1. Each time the configura-
tion n is accepted g(n) is multiplied by a factor f , i.e., g(n)→ gold(n)f . This process is repeated
until H(n) is flat. In practice, we consider as a condition for the flatness of H(n) a maximum
deviation of 20% from the mean value. Once H(n) is flat, it is reset to zero, and f is decreased
by ln(f)→ ln(fold)/2 [103]. This process is repeated until convergence is achieved. Here we use
the convergence condition proposed in Refs. [103, 104].

In addition to the aforementioned algorithm, we consider the optimized-broad-histogram
algorithm proposed in Ref. [102] for the 2D Heisenberg model, see Fig. 1.16 (a). These results
were obtained with the ALPS code [105, 106]. In this case, we confirm that the two methods
give the same results (within error bars).

Finally, it is important to mention that the results for the BW entropy are obtained by doing
an average of Nr independent WL simulations, i.e.,

S(β) =
1

Nr

Nr∑

i=1

Si(β). (1.37)

The error bars are the standard deviation of the distribution {Si}, and for all the results pre-
sented, we consider at least Nr > 200.

The use of local and loop updates in the WL-SSE sampling allows us to compute SBW for
systems with O(103) spins and D ≥ 1. One point that is worth to emphasize is that the method
is straightforward to implement on a working WL code, since it only requires to implement an
inhomogeneous version of the system Hamiltonian, as in Eq. (1.2) [106].

1.2.2 One-dimensional critical systems

We now benchmark our strategy on one-dimensional critical systems, where the calculation of
the VNE is amenable to both exact and tensor network simulations. In this case, the VNE of a
subsystem of size L diverges logarithmically, S(L) ∝ c lnL, where c is the central charge of the
underlying CFT.

In Fig. 1.15, we plot the BW VNE of the one-dimensional Heisenberg model (HM) and the
quantum Ising model (QIM) at its quantum critical point, and under both PBCs and OBCs.
Throughout this work, we employ dimensionless energy units for the sake of convenience. For
the two models, the exact value of the entropy (empty circles) is evaluated using density-matrix-
renormalization-group [9] (HM) and exact diagonalization methods (QIM) for a biparition of size
L embedded in systems of size 2L. The calculations of the BW-EH thermal entropy are carried
out with QMC with both local and SSE directed-loop updates [39, 71] for the HM, and exact
diagonalization for the QIM. In addition to the finite-size EH (red triangles), for the sake of
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Figure 1.15: (a) Partitions of the one-dimensional systems: (a1) partition of length L embedded in an
infinite system (infinite PBC); (a2) half-partition of a ring (finite PBC), (a3) half-partition of an open
system (finite OBC). In panels (b) and (c) are shown results for the Heisenberg model and quantum Ising
model, respectively, with PBC and OBC. The central charge obtained from the PBC VNE is in agreement
with the exact results (c = 1 and c = 0.5). Error bars are smaller than the size of the symbols.

comparison, we also compute the entropy obtained utilizing the EH of a finite partition in an
infinite system (black circles) [1]: the two are separated only by a constant shift that depends
solely on the central charge.

For the PBC case the VNE increases logarithmically as expected: the corresponding central
charge considering systems up to L = 80 (100) is in within 1% (0.05%) level with the exact
results for the HM (QIM) - see Figs. 1.15 (b1) and (c1). For the OBC case, we observe an
alternating term in the BW-EH entropy for the HM, but not for the QIM, see Figs. 1.15 (b2)
and (c2). These result is in agreement with the exact VNE. As discussed in Ref. [107, 35],
those oscillations are universal and due to the antiferromagnetic nature of the interactions, not
appearing in the QIM [108] (in the latter, the effective Fermi momentum is either 0 or π). From
the CFT perspective, the oscillations can be viewed as lattice corrections to the scaling dimension
∆p: their decay as a function of the bipartition size is a power law whose exponent is related to
∆p [35, 109].

The fact that the BW-EH faithfully reproduces not only the leading, but also the dominant
subleading correction testifies its predictive power on generic universal quantities captured by
the VNE. While, for instance, non-universal contributions such as additive constants in 1D shall
not be immediately reproduced due to the field theoretical origin of the relation we employ, in
all examples where a comparison to exact results is possible (essentially, 1D systems), we observe
that even non-universal contributions are accurately captured: for instance, ∆S(L) goes to zero
in the limit L → ∞ both in the OBC and PBC cases. We attribute this to the fact that the
BW-EH is actually able to reproduce a “partition function” whose corresponding Hamiltonian has
the correct density of states, and whose generic correlation functions are correct [1]. In case only
the first element was true, and, for instance, the overall scaling correction was wrong, one would
have generically expected incorrect correlation functions. From a methodological viewpoint, this
implies that our method may be used to check convergence of tensor network states in conformal
phases, especially for large values of the central charge.
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Figure 1.16: (a) Results for the HM and XY model. The x-axis of represents the linear size of the
boundary, Ly = L, and the subsystem aspect ratio for the HM (torus) is a.r. = Ly/Lx = 1, while for the
XY (torus) and the HM (cylinder), a.r. = 2. (b) Subleading term in S as function of lnL. The number
of Goldstone modes, nb = 2b, is extracted with a linear fit, and agrees with the expected result.

1.2.3 Two dimensional systems

Quantum magnets. The VNE can describe universal properties of two-dimensional systems.
For instance, the VNE of 2D ground states that break a continuous symmetry scales as S(L) =
AL + B ln(L) + D, where L is the linear size of the boundary. The A is the non-universal area
law term [23], while, for a smooth boundary, the prefactor of the logarithmic term is a universal
quantity related to the number of Nambu-Goldstone modes nb, B = nb/2, of the associated
spontaneuosly-symmetry-broken (SSB) phase [30, 29, 110, 111]. As examples of SSB, we consider
the 2D XY model and the Heisenberg model. In both cases, we perform QMC simulations of
the EH and extract the corresponding VNE as a function of the subsystem linear size, L. The
entropy is evaluated at βEH = 2π/v, with vHeis = 1.658J [112] and vXY = 1.134J [91], using
the WL-SSE algorithm.

In order to cast the BW-EH on two dimensional lattices we employ the same prescription
adopted in Sec. 1.1. We also consider the CFT expression Eq. (1.4), which corresponds to the
generalization of the BW to a subsytem that is embbeded in a infinite system; we call this
subsystem-geometry of toroid.

We remind the reader that, as discussed in Ref. [1], for finite values of Ly, formula Eq. (1.4)
is in principle only applicable to conformal field theories. Let us illustrate here a simple, non-
rigorous argument that partly justifies the applicability of this approach to generic (i.e., non
conformal) 2D models. Typically, the low energy theory will be made of gapless and gapped
sectors. The description of the former will be scale invariant and relativistic invariant: while
this does not guarantee emergent conformal invariance, exceptions are rare. The gapped part
of the theory will (at most) contribute to the entanglement properties only in the very vicinity
of the edge of the partition, where it would actually behave like a gapless theory. Far from
the boundary, the reduced density matrix with respect to these degrees of freedom will be an
identity operator (up to degeneracies). This indicates that the CFT formulas used above shall
be applicable also to more general cases where some low-energy degrees of freedom are actually
gapped. In the context of the 2D HM, the role of gapless degrees of freedom is played by the
CP (1) model describing the emergent Nambu-Goldstone modes, and the gapped part of the
theory is described by the massive Goldstone mode.

In Fig. 1.16 (b1), we show the scaling of the BW VNE for both cylinder and torus geometries.
The scaling is clearly linear. In the case of the HM on a torus, we extracted the coefficient
A by fitting these results to S(L) = AL + B ln(L) + D, and obtain A = 0.372(6), which is
in agreement with a prediction based on spin-wave approximation [113] (discrepancy < 3%).
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Figure 1.17: The plot shows the result for the bilayer HM entropy at the QCP, gc = 2.522, and different
a.r. = Ly/Lx, where Ly = L. The outcome is well described by a linear fit, and the y-intercept is γ ≈ 0,
see the inset.

In Fig. 1.16 (b2), we extract the subleading logarithmic correction by considering the entropy
difference 2S(L)− S(2L) ' nb log(L)

2 in toroidal geometries of circumference 2L. The number of
Nambu-Goldstone modes obtained from the prefactor of this term is in perfect agreement with
field theoretical expectations [29, 113, 32, 114], with accuracy at the percent level or lower. The
fact that the VNE returns a value which is considerably closer to the field theoretical prediction
when compared to the one extracted from Renyi entropies [30, 32] may signal the fact that the
latter are more affected by irrelevant operators, as observed in 1D [107, 35, 109], or may be due
to the smoother continuity properties of the VNE.

Strongly coupled Quantum criticality. As a second example of a 2D system, we consider
the bilayer Heisenberg model [115, 116]. This model describes a quantum phase transition
induced by the inter-coupling g that belongs to the O(3) universality class. We compute the
BW-EH entropy at the QCP, gc = 2.522, considering βEH = 2π/v, with v = 1.9001(2) [112].
For this universal class, it has been argued that there is a universal constant correction to the
entanglement entropy that depends solely on the aspect ratio [100, 117]: for a cylinder geometry
with PBC in the y direction, this constant has been conjectured to vanish, in sharp contrast to
anti-PBC. Verifying this conjecture requires accurate values of the entropy at large system sizes
of several hundred sites.

Our results up to partition of size L = 18 are depicted in Fig. 1.17. Within error bars,
they show that S(L) is independent of the aspect ratio of the subsystem, see Fig. 1.17, and
have no detectable logarithmic subleading term (the S(L) = AL + B ln(L) + D fitting, gives
B = −0.05(8)). The y-intercept of S(L) is 0.010(7), which confirms the conjecture for the
universal constant contribution for the O(N) model [100].

1.2.4 Stability of the Bisognano-Wichmann entropy

We now discuss the stability of the approach to measure the BW-EH utilizing QMC simulations.
The most critical step are uncertainty due to errors in determining βEH . Since the density of
states of the EH has qualitatively distinct properties from conventional density of states, it is of
key importance to understand the sensitivity of the approach proposed here to such errors.

In Fig.1.18 (a1,b1), we show the value of the extracted entropy obtained via Wang-Landau
sampling as a function of β, for both 1D and 2D HM. The insets magnify the region in the
vicinity of the exact value of βEH , signaled by a dashed vertical line: in this regime, the entropy
is linearly sensitive to β. This implies that the accuracy in estimating S is ultimately limited
by the accuracy on the sound velocity: this strengthen the applicability of our method to QMC
simulations, where v can be measured very accurately via a variety of techniques [118, 112].
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Figure 1.18: Panels (a1) and (b1) show the β-dependence of the BW-EH entropy for the 1D (infinitePBC)
and 2D (torus) HM, respectively; the insets magnify the regions close to the numerical exact value of
βEH (dashed vertical line). Panels (a2) and (b2) show the BW-EH entropy as a function of the disorder
magnitude δ for the (a2) 1D HM with L = 16 (infinite PBC) and (b2) 2D HM (torus) with L = 8 (see
text). The circles (black points) are the value of S for a single realization of disorder, while the triangles
(red points) are the averaged S (Nr = [100 - 200] realizations of disorder are used). The horizontal dashed
line represents the value of S in the clean case.

Finally, we address the effects of random perturbations in the EH couplings Γx, which ac-
counts for possible imperfect experimental realizations of the EH. We consider disordered cou-
plings, Γx → Γx(1+δx), where δx ∈ [−δ, δ], in the BW-EH of the HM (in 1D and 2D). Specifically,
we are interested in understanding how the BW VNE is affected by a small amount of disorder.

In Fig. 1.18 (a2,b2) we show that the BW VNE is not appreciably affected by disorder up to
strength of the order of 10%. For larger values of δ, we observe a considerable dependence on the
disorder realization, as signalled by the visually large spreading of the values of S. Surprisingly,
the mean value of the entropy is not dramatically affected. This remarkable stability is in contrast
to what is typically found when studying the effects of disorder in the Hamiltonian couplings,
which have a quantitatively larger effect on entropies. A possible element in support of this
unexpected resilience is the fact that the VNE is endowed with particularly robust continuity
properties with respect to changes in the entanglement spectrum (which is instead expected to
be directly affected by the random couplings).

The generic approach described above can be extended to formulate protocols to measure
the von Neumann entropy in experiments, complementing previous approaches based on Renyi
entropies [119, 120, 121, 122, 123, 124, 125] and entanglement spectra [126, 13]. The key ingre-
dient here is to obtain the density of states of the EH, whose microscopic implementation has
been discussed in Ref. [13].

1.2.5 Conclusions

We have presented a method to measure the ground state von Neumann entropy of a broad class
of lattice models via direct thermodynamic probe of the correspondent entanglement Hamilto-
nian. The method is straightforward to implement in quantum Monte Carlo simulations, and is
of immediate applicability to experiments capable of measuring the density of states. It enables
accurate predictions of universal quantities solely based on entanglement, thanks in particular to
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its immediate scalability in numerical simulations. Future perspectives include the application
of the method to other entanglement related quantities, such as the negativity, its extension to
lattice gauge theories, and its integration with methods to determine the EH at finite tempera-
ture [94, 127].
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1.3 Finite size corrections to the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem

In Secs. 1.1 and 1.2 we showed that the EH corresponding to the ground state of the lattice models
whose low-energy physics is captured by a Lorentz invariant field theory can be approximated
by a lattice adaptation of the Bisognano-Wichmann (BW) theorem, the corresponding reduced
density matrix, ρBW , although not generically exact, accurately reproduces not just the low-lying
entanglement spectrum, but also properties directly related to its eigenvectors, such as correlation
functions and order parameters. Furthermore, the von Neumann entropy obtained from ρBW , i.e.
SBW1 , accurately describes universal properties, such as, the central charge of one-dimensional
critical models. Since the BW-EH is based on a quantum field theory result, one expects that,
while universal properties should be well captured, non-universal ones and contributions due to
lattice and finite-size effects are not necessarily captured by ρBW . Here we focus on 1-dimensional
critical systems, and we demonstrate that the capability of the EH in Eq. (1.2) to approximate
ground state reduced density matrices on the lattice goes well beyond the universal low-energy
regime. By analyzing the Rényi entropies obtained from the CFT generalizations of BW theorem,
we prove that rhoBW encodes non-universal subleading corrections in the higher moments of the
entanglement spectrum distribution.

In Sec. 1.3.1 we review the general behavior of the Rényi entropy in quantum critical chains
and we describe the quantities analyzed in the subsequent sections. In Sec. 1.3.2 we present our
comparison between the BW and the exact results of the Rényi entropy. Finally, in Sec. 1.3.3 we
draw our main conclusions and connect them with other related works.

1.3.1 Rényi entropy via the Entanglement Hamiltonian

Over the last years, bipartite Rényi entropies (REs) have become a paradigmatic quantity in the
characterization of quantum many-body lattice models [128, 23, 8]. In quantum critical chains,
for instance, the scaling of the bipartite Rényi entropy of the ground state is associated with the
underlying conformal field theory (CFT) describing its low energy properties [129, 130, 25]. When
the subsystem consists of a single, simply connected interval, the leading and the subleading
scaling of the Rényi entropy with the subsystem size give access to the corresponding central
charge [129, 130, 25] and the operator content [131, 35, 36, 132, 37] of the theory, respectively.
In more than one-dimension, REs also determine universal properties of the system, such as
the number of Goldstone modes in spontaneously-symmetry-broken phases [29], and serve as a
diagnostic tool to characterize topologically ordered phases [28, 27, 133].

From a quantum information perspective, REs characterize the entanglement between a sub-
system A of a pure state (here we focus on the ground states and simply connected subsystems),
|ψAB〉, and its complement B. In the following we consider the α−Rényi entropies, defined as:

Sα =
1

1− α ln TrραA, (1.38)

where ρA = TrB|ψAB〉〈ψAB|; with TrB being the trace over the complement of A. For the limiting
case α = 1, one obtains the von Neumann entropy, that is, the bipartite entanglement measure
for pure states. REs with α > 1 provide strict lower bounds on the entanglement between A and
B.

In this work, we focus on partitions with the geometries shown in the Fig. 1.15 (a). As
outlined in Sec. 1.1, the corresponding BW-EH can be obtained for CFT systems from the
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following expression

H̃BW = βBW

[
Γ
L−1∑

n=1

λ(n) ĥn,n+1 + Θ
L∑

n=1

λ(n− 1/2) l̂n

]
, (1.39)

with the appropriate choice of the couplings λ(n). Here ĥn,n+1 and l̂n are two-sites and single-
site terms present in the Hamiltonian density. For a subsystem that is embedded in an infinite
system (Fig. 1.15 (a1)), one has [45]

λ(n) =
n(L− n)

L
. (1.40)

For finite systems with half-bipartition, i.e. L = LT /2, in the case of open and periodic boundary
conditions (Fig. 1.15 (a3) and (a2)) one has [46]

λ(n) =
2L

π
sin
(πn

2L

)
, (1.41)

and

λ(n) =
L

π
sin
(πn
L

)
. (1.42)

We call these partitions finite OBC and finite PBC, respectively.
Finally, we define the BW reduced density matrix as

ρBW =
e−βBWHBW

ZBW
, (1.43)

where the constant ZBW = Tre−βBWHBW guarantees the proper normalization of the BW reduced
density matrix, Tr(ρBW ) = 1. For later convenience we define HBW = H̃BW /βBW .

Let us now discuss how to obtain the Rényi entropy with the aid of the BW-EH. If we
substitute the definition of the BW reduced matrix, Eq. (1.43), in Eq. (1.38), we obtain

SBWα =
αβBW
1− α [F (βBW )− F (αβBW )] , (1.44)

where F (βBW ) = − 1
βBW

lnZBW is equal to the free energy of the BW-EH at the inverse entan-
glement temperature βBW . In the limit α → 1, Sα reduces to the the von Neumann entropy,
and SBW1 reads

SBW1 = βBW 〈HBW 〉+ lnZBW , (1.45)

which is nothing else but the definition of the thermodynamic entropy of the BW-EH system at
βEH . Both the BW Rényi entropy with α > 1 and the von Neumann entropy can be obtained by
computing the thermodynamic properties of the BW-EH. For instance, for a quadratic fermionic
EH, we can write

Hq =
∑

k

ε(k)ĉ†k ĉk, (1.46)
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where ε(k) is the single-particle spectrum of Hq. One then can simply employ the conventional
definition of the free-energy for non-interacting fermions

F (β) = − 1

β

∑

k

ln
[
e−βε(k) + 1

]
, (1.47)

and use Eq. (1.44) to compute SBWα . We use this expression to compute SBWα for both the XX
and the transverse field Ising models, which are known to be mappable to free fermionic theories.

For models whose Hamiltonians cannot be cast in a quadratic form, one can use quantum
Monte Carlo methods to compute SBWα . It is important to mention that the BW-EH of sign-
problem-free models, as the ones considered here, is also sign-free. For models with the sign-
problem, one can use tensor network methods to compute SBWα . We consider the quantum
version of the Wang-Landau method [99] performed in the stochastic series expansion (SSE)
framework [101, 102]. This method allows a direct calculation of the free-energy and the entropy
of the BW-EH at β = βEH . Here we use both local and SSE directed-loop updates to simulate
the XXZ model [39, 71]. Using WL-QMC we can compute SBWα for system sizes comparable
with the ones achievable with DMRG, L ∼ 102. For interacting systems, we also employ exact
diagonalization (ED) methods to compute SBWα . We compare SBWα with the Rényi entropy
obtained with the exact reduced density matrix ρA. From now on we call the exact Rényi
entropy Sα. For the non-interacting systems (XX and transverse field Ising models), we obtain
Sα with the aid of the correlation matrix [134], and for interacting systems we use both ED and
DMRG methods.

The Rényi entropy of the ground state of one-dimensional models whose low-energy physics
is captured by a gapless relativistic field theory has been extensively studied by both analytical
and numerical methods, see Refs. [128, 135, 23, 8] for reviews. There are numerous analytical
and numerical results indicating that the leading asymptotic behavior of Sα for α→ 1+ coincides
with the entropy of the vacuum in the CFTs [135], i.e. for L/a � 1 (a is the lattice spacing)
Sα = SCFTα . For example, when the subsystem is a single interval of length L embedded in an
infinite system (see Fig.1.15 (a1)), one has [129]

SCFTα (L) =
c

6

(
1 +

1

α

)
ln
L

a
+ c′α, (1.48)

where c is the central charge of the corresponding CFT and c′α is a non-universal constant. The
CFT formula is also generalized to a finite system with the length LT where we have [129, 25]

SCFTα (L,LT ) =
c

6η

(
1 +

1

α

)
ln

[
ηLT
πa

sin
πL

LT

]
+ c′′α, (1.49)

where η = 1, 2 for PBC/OBC, and c′′α is a non-universal constant.
Away from the asymptotic limit L� a (from now on we set a = 1) it is known that Sα includes
corrections to the CFT expressions, i.e.

Cα(L) = Sα(L)− SCFTα (L) 6= 0. (1.50)

As first noticed in the Ref. [107], for systems with OBC, the CFT formula cannot explain the
oscillations observed in the von Neumann entropy. In Ref. [35], it was observed that parity
oscillations in the Sα of the XXZ model can also occur in a system with PBC for α > 1. There
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it was proposed that the asymptotic leading term of Cα(L) is given by

dα(L) = fα cos (2kFL) |2L sin(kF )|−pα , (1.51)

where fα is a nonuniversal constant, pα is a universal critical exponent equal to pα = 2K/α and
K is the Luttinger liquid parameter. For the XXZ model kXXZF = π/2 and dα(L) oscillates with
L. In this case the presence of dα(L) is confirmed by both exact numerical calculations based on
DMRG [107] and the exact analytical expression for the Rényi entropy of the XX model [136].
The oscillatory behavior of these corrections is attributed to the tendency to antiferromagnetic
order in the ground state of the XXZ model. Oppositely, for the transverse field Ising model, as
kIsingF = 2kXXZF , the leading term of Cα(L) is given by a nonoscillatory dα(L) [35].

The fact that the asymptotic leading term of Cα(L) is equivalent to dα(L) has been confirmed
with DMRG calculations for models belonging to different universality classes in finite systems
with both PBC and OBC [107, 36, 132, 37, 137]. These results support the following scenario
for the models considered here: while the XXZ model exhibits oscillatory corrections to the CFT
formula, the discrete-symmetric Z2 transverse field Ising and Z3 three-state Potts models exhibit
no oscillations. Furthermore, the power law decay exponent of the leading term of Cα(L) is given
by

pα =
η̃Xe

α
, (1.52)

where η̃ = 1, 2 for OBC/PBC, and Xe is the scaling dimension of the energy operator. An
exception is the von Neumann entropy of systems with PBC. In this case, the leading term of
Cα does not oscillates with L, and the power law decay is given by 1/Lν , where ν = 2, as shown
by numerical results based on DMRG [37].

The accuracy of ρBW relies on the underlying field theory being Lorentz invariant5. This
is always the case for the quantum critical chains considered here, where conformal symmetry
emerges as a feature of the low-energy degrees of freedom of the system. Even in this case,
however, one shall expect that lattice effects are not completely suppressed, and the exact EH
is not exactly given by Eq. (1.39). As an example, we mention the exact results for the EH of
a free fermionic chain at half-filling, that are very close to the BW-EH, but presents tiny longer
range terms that survives even in the L→∞ limit [16, 138]. These terms, completely absent in
the BW-EH, are caused by the curvature arising in the dispersion relation of hopping fermions
on the lattice away from Fermi points and they can be systematically computed [139]. In the
context of lattice models the exact EH for a half chain is known for the transverse field Ising
chain away from the criticality and the XXZ model in the massive phase [17, 140].

Since even when L → ∞ the BW-EH is not exact in general (e.g., as for the free-fermion
chain), one may wonder that the BW Rényi entropy: i) does not reproduce the non-universal
contributions such as the additive constants c′α (or c′′α), despite the fact that the low energy part
of the spectrum of the BW-EH is in almost perfect agreement with the exact ones, as discussed
in Ref. [1]; ii) does not capture the corrections to the CFT scaling associated to relevant (or
irrelevant) operators, as discussed in the last section.

In order to investigate these issues, we consider the size scaling of the Rényi entropy obtained
from ρBW . More specifically, we discuss the behavior of the leading terms of SBWα and the BW
corrections to the CFT formula

CBWα (L) = SBWα (L)− SCFTα (L) + c′α, (1.53)

5For the BW-EH obtained from Eq.(1.40),(1.41),(1.42), the accuracy of ρBW relies on the underlying field
theory being conformal invariant
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Figure 1.19: Left. BW Rényi entropy for the XXZ model with (a) ∆ = 0 and (b) ∆ = 0.5. Results for
both even and odd values of L are shown. In panel (a) we obtain SBWα by diagonalizing the corresponding
free-fermion BW-EH of the XX model, while in panel (b) we use both QMC (empty points) and ED (filled
points). QMC error bars are smaller than the marker sizes. The values of the central charge extracted
from SBW1 is presented in panel (b). Right. Cα is presented in panel (a) for even and odd values of L; the
blue points (stars) correspond to the exact results obtained with the correlation matrix technique [134].
In panel (b) we show pBWα calculated using the fitting procedure described in the main text; the dashed
line represents the exact value of αpα.

Note that for convenience, we add the constant c′α (c′′α for a finite system). The asymptotic
leading term of CBWα (L) is investigated by fitting it with the following function

Fα(L) = Aα + fBWα /Lp
BW
α , (1.54)

where Aα, fBWα and pBWα are free parameters. As can be noted, apart from the constant Aα, the
function Fα(L), neglecting the oscillating factor, has the same form of dα(L) (Eq. (1.51)). We
also consider the discrepancy between the BW and the exact Rényi entropy

dSα = |SBWα − Sα|. (1.55)

We stress that, unlike previous studies that were mostly concerned with the low-lying part
of the entanglement spectrum (ES), eigenvectors, and correlators [141, 138, 70, 1], we focus here
on properties of the full reduced density matrix, such as momenta of the ES distribution (i.e.
the REs). The analysis of the finite-size scaling of the REs allows us to check if ρBW captures
universal properties of the system.

1.3.2 Rényi entropies on the lattice from the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem

In this section, we analyze the accuracy of SBWα and CBWα by directly comparing it with the
results obtained from the exact ρA, and the general theoretical behavior of Sα known from
CFT. We consider the partitions shown in Fig. 1.15 (a) (i.e. for finite systems we always con-
sider half-partition). In particular, we discuss results for the XXZ chain, transverse field Ising
(TFIM), three-state Potts (3SPM) and bilinear-biquadratic spin-1 (BBM) models. The exact
Rényi entropy exhibits an oscillatory behavior with respect to L for the XXZ chain, whilst these
oscillations are absent for both TFIM and 3SPM. We conclude this section by showing SBWα for
the critical non-integrable BBM.
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Figure 1.20: Left. Panels (a1) and (b1) present Cα for OBC and PBC, respectively, in the XX model; the
blue points (stars) correspond to exact results obtained with the correlation matrix technique [134]. In
panels (a2) and (b2) we show the results of the calculated pBWα for OBC and PBC, respectively, using the
fitting procedure described in the main text; the dashed line represents the exact value of αpα. Right.
Panels (a1) and (b1) present the corrections to the scaling of the BW Rényi entropy, SBW1 , for the infinite
and finite PBC partitions, respectively, in the XX model. The blue points correspond to exact results.
In panels (a2) and (b2) we show the discrepancy between the BW and the exact REs for the infinite and
the finite PBC partitions, respectively, with different values of α

XXZ model. The XXZ model has been introduced in Sec. 1.1. The Hamiltonian is defined
in Eq . (1.25). Here we focus on the parameter region −1 < ∆ ≤ 1, where the ground state of
the XXZ is gapless and can be described by a CFT with c = 1. We remind that, in this regime,
the exact sound velocity is given by v = π

√
1−∆2/2 arccos ∆. It is worth mentioning that the

exact EH in the massive phase (i.e., ∆ < −1 or ∆ > 1) is equal to the BW-EH (with coupling
λ(n) = n) for L→∞ [17, 140]. However, the corner transfer matrix method used to obtain this
result is not applicable to the gapless regime discussed here.

The resulting BW-EH for ∆ = 0, that corresponds to the XX model, can be mapped to a free-
fermion Hamiltonian with the aid of the Jordan-Wigner transformation. The SBWα (Eq. (1.44))
is then obtained by diagonalizing the L×L matrix. This method allows us to achieve very large
subsystem sizes (L ∼ 104), which is fundamental to determine the corrections to the leading
term in SBWα . For ∆ 6= 0, the calculation of SBWα is limited to L ≤ 100, and is performed using
QMC and ED methods (see below).

For the PBC case, the size-scaling of the BW von Neumann entropy follows the expected
behavior predicted by CFT, as discussed in Refs. [16, 138, 2], and illustrated in Fig. 1.19 (left)
a for the ∆ = 0 case. We confirm this result for the XXZ model with ∆ = 0.5 using the Wang-
Landau SSE method [101, 102]. We consider the following cutoff for the SSE series expansion:
Λ = 2.5βEH |E(βEH)|, where E(βEH) is the expectation value of the total energy at inverse
temperature βEH . This choice of Λ allows us to obtain SBWα for α ≤ 2; for comparison, we
also compute SBWα with ED. As shown in Fig. 1.19 (left) (b), we obtain c = 0.996(5) by fitting
the QMC data, SBW1 (L), for L ≤ 30 with the CFT formula (Eq. (1.48)). More interestingly,
we note that while SBW1 is a smooth function, SBWα (for α > 1) exhibits oscillations with L, as
expected from the exact results when α > 1. Furthermore, the decrease of these oscillations with
L suggests that SBWα gives back the CFT formula in the asymptotic regime. Similar corrections
to the CFT formula are observed in the OBC case [2]. We now investigate in more detail these
corrections by presenting the results for CBWα (L) for different partitions.

We first consider CBWα (L) for the XX model in the infinite PBC case. The oscillatory behavior
of SBWα is manifest when we plot CBWα (L) for even and odd values of L. As an example we show
the α = 3 case in Fig. 1.19 (right) (a). The asymptotic behavior of CBWα (L) is analyzed by
fitting our results with Eq. (1.54) (in the fit, we just consider the values of CBWα (L) for odd L).
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α = 2 α = 3 α = 4

BW 0.11422(5) 0.1614(5) 0.1743(5)
exact 0.11423... 0.1609... 0.1726...

Table 1.1: The table shows the comparison between the calculated fBWα (using the infinite PBC
BW-EH) for the XX model and the exact coefficients fα (Eq.(1.51)) taken from Ref. [136].

Although not shown here, we also considered other values of α, with similar conclusions. The fits
are performed with respect to L in the interval [Lin, Lmax]; where the maximum value considered
for Lin is Lin = Lmax − 103. As we improve the quality of the fit (i.e., increasing the value of
Lin), the parameter pBWα converges to the expected scaling exponent, pα = 2/α, see Fig. 1.19
(right) (b).

It is worth mentioning that the coefficient fBWα obtained from the fit is also in a quantitative
agreement with the exact result for fα obtained in Refs. [35, 136], see Table 1.1. In the Table
we considered α = 2, 3 and 4; the agreement of fBWα worsens for larger α because sub-leading
terms of CBWα (in addition to the leading one described by Eq. (1.51)) become more relevant
as we increase α. The same thing occurs with the exact Renyi entropy [35]. Note that for
α = 1 the exact calculations predict f1 = 0. The coefficient fBW1 will be discussed below. These
results strongly indicate that, in the asymptotic regime, CBWα (L) is not just qualitatively, but
also quantitatively in agreement with the leading asymptotic behavior of the exact corrections.

We now consider the finite-system partitions with both OBC and PBC; see Fig. 1.15 (a2)
and (a3). The correction CBWα (L) exhibits the expected oscillatory behavior with L. For OBC,
this behavior occurs even for the α = 1 case, see Fig. 1.20 (left) (a1). Furthermore, by fitting
these results with Eq. (1.54), we observe that the values of pBWα are also in agreement with the
exact results pα = 1/α and pα = 2/α for the OBC and PBC, respectively, see Fig. 1.20 (left)
(a2) and (b2). These results indicate that the leading asymptotic term of CBWα is given by dα
(Eq. (1.51)).

Despite the agreement between CBWα and the exact results in the asymptotic limit, a com-
parison between CBWα (L) and the exact results still shows some tiny discrepancies, see Fig. 1.20.
Although not visible in Fig. 1.19 (right) (a) these tiny discrepancies also exist for the infinite
PBC case. The question then is what is the nature of these discrepancies. The results discussed
so far indicate the following: while the leading term of CBWα (L) coincides with dα (Eq.(1.51)),
subleading corrections, that are most likely present in both the exact and the BW Cα(L), are
different (at least, at the scale accessible to our numerical calculations).

In order to better analyze the point raised in the last paragraph, we discuss now the behavior
of the von Neumann entropy for systems with PBC. In this case, the exact S1 does not exhibit
any oscillating term, and the leading term of C1 is not given by dα [35, 136]. It is interesting to
note that SBW1 also does not oscillate with L, as can be seen in Fig. 1.20 (right). Nevertheless,
unlike the α > 1 cases, the trends of the size scaling of the BW and the exact Cα are completely
different. This fact explains the tiny discrepancy dSα/Sα < 10−3. In this case, already the
leading term of CBWα (L) differs from the exact corrections.
We note that the scaling exponent that determines the asymptotic behavior of dSα ∼ 1/Lγα

does not depend on α, and is γα ≈ 1.9, see Fig. 1.20 (right) (a2) and (b2). The fact that γα
is independent of α is in line with the previous statement that the correction dα is present in
both the BW and the exact Sα, i.e., this factor cancels out when we consider the difference dSα.
Finally, we observe that the discrepancy of the BW REs is almost independent of α, as expected
from the discussion above.

We now discuss the results for ∆ 6= 0. In this case, the investigation of the asymptotic
behavior of CBWα is hindered by the small system sizes that one can achieve with ED. In addition,
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the tiny discrepancies between the BW and the exact results, dSα/Sα < 0.1%, are difficult to
access with QMC due to the statistical errors in the MC estimates. Despite these technical issues,
the results obtained with both ED and QMC show that the behavior of CBWα is in line with the
exact results. The exact Rènyi entropy (and Cα) is obtained with ED for subsystem sizes L ≤ 12
and DMRG for L > 12. In the DMRG calculation we obtain the entanglement spectrum of the
original system by keeping 100 - 150 states and using the ground state as the target state in the
proper symmetry sector.
In Fig. 1.21 (a) and (b), we show some examples of the scaling of CBWα obtained with QMC
for L ≤ 30, and two different values of ∆. For PBC, CBWα oscillates with L for α = 2, but
not for α = 1, as it is expected for the exact Cα. By fitting CBW2 with Eq. (1.54), we obtain
the following values for the scaling exponent pBW2 for two case values of the anisotropy ∆:
pBW2 (∆ = 0.5) = 0.78(3) and pBW2 (∆ = 0.9) = 0.61(7). These results have a discrepancy of
almost 4% with respect to the the exact results: p2 = 0.75 (∆ = 0.5) and p2 ≈ 0.583 (∆ = 0.9),
for the XXZ model with PBC, p2 = K, where K = π/ (2 arccos(−∆)) is the Luttinger liquid
parameter. This discrepancy seems to be unaffected by potential logarithmic corrections that
are present at the isotropic point.

The results of CBWα obtained with ED for L ≤ 15 are also in agreement with the exact
ones, as can be seen in Fig. 1.21 (c) and (d). The discrepancy dSα goes to zero as a power
law, dSα ∼ 1/Lγα , see Fig. 1.21 (c2) and (d2). Furthermore, the scaling exponent γα is almost
independent of α, as observed for the XX model with larger subsystem sizes. This feature can
be explained if we assume that the correction dα is present in both the BW and the exact Sα,
i.e., this factor cancels out when we consider the difference dSα.

Transverse field Ising and quantum three-states Potts models. In this section, we
discuss the behavior of SBWα for models that are characterized by discrete global symmetries.
First, we consider the transverse field Ising model(TFIM), whose Hamiltonian and phase diagram
has been reviewed in Sec. 1.1.5. It is worth to point out that for this model the EH of a half-
partition in an infinite chain was computed exactly away from the critical point [16]. The
result perfectly matches our lattice version of the BW theorem; however, it does not predict
the prefactor βEH . Here, instead, we focus on the quantum critical point, where the TFIM is
characterized by a CFT with c = 1/2 and the exact sound velocity is equal to v = 2. As it occurs
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Figure 1.21: In panels (a) ∆ = 0.5 and (b) ∆ = 0.9 we present the correction to the scaling of SBWα
obtained with QMC for the infinite PBC partition. In panels (c) ∆ = 0.5 and (d) ∆ = 0.9 we obtain the
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to the scaling of SBW2 , while in (c2) and (d2) we present the discrepancy between the BW and the exact
REs for different values of α.
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Figure 1.22: Left. BW Rényi entropy for the (a) transverse field Ising and the (b) three-state Potts
model for different values of α. Results for both even and odd values of L are shown. In panel (a) we
obtain SBWα by diagonalizing the corresponding free-fermion BW-EH of the TFIM, while in panel (b)
we use ED (see text). The values of the central charge extracted from SBW1 are presented. Right. Cα
is presented in panel (a), while in panel (b) we show the results of the calculated pBWα using the fitting
procedure described in the main text; the dashed line represents the exact value of αpα.

for the XX model, the BW-EH of the TFIM can be mapped to a quadratic Hamiltonian with
the aid of the Jordan-Wigner transformation. For this model we are able to consider systems up
to size L = 103.
We further consider the three-state Potts Model (3SPM) (see Sec. 1.1.5). As in the TFIM case,
we focus on the quantum critical point, g = 1. In this case the system is described by a CFT
with the central charge c = 4/5 [76, 77], and the exact sound velocity is v = 3

√
3/2 [75]. We use

ED to obtain the SBWα (L) for systems with sizes up to L = 12.
Before discussing the scaling properties of the deviations with respect to the exact result,

we briefly illustrate the overall scaling of SBWα (L) as a function of L. The latter is depicted in
Fig. 1.22, for both the TFIM and the 3SPM. No oscillations with L are present, as expected
for these models [37]. Here we just show results for the infinite PBC case, however, we also
confirmed similar results for the other EHs described in the Sec. 1.3.1. Furthermore, we calculated
the central charge by fitting SBWα to the CFT formula, Eq. (1.48). The outcome is in perfect
agreement with the exact results, as can be seen in Fig. 1.22 (a) and (b). In particular, for the
3SPM we obtain c ≈ 0.798, from SBW1 , which has a discrepancy of just 0.3% with respect to the
exact result, c = 4/5. It is worth emphasizing that this result is obtained for subsystem sizes
up to just L ≤ 12, which signals the fact that SBW1 is barely affected by corrections to the CFT
formula, contrarily to what is observed for the Rényi entropy of the XXZ model.

We now discuss the behavior of the corrections to the CFT formula, Cα(L). We start by
considering an infinite system, and fit CBWα (L) for L within the interval [Lin, 103] for different
values of α to Eq.(1.54), see Fig. 1.22 (right) (a). As we increase Lin, the parameter pBWα
converges to the exact result pα = 2/α [35] (see Fig. 1.22 (right) (b)).

For the finite-system partitions, we explicitly compare CBWα with the exact results. In this
case, we focus on the PBC case. As we see in Fig. 1.23 (a), for α = 3, the discrepancy between
the exact and the BW results is almost negligible (e.g., dS3/S3 < 10−3 even for L ≈ 10). The
exact and the BW corrections have the same behavior as L increases, i.e., CBWα (L) increases and
then saturates to a constant value, which also strongly indicates that the leading term of the
exact and the BW Cα(L) are the same. Consequently one can conclude that the discrepancy dSα
is due to subleading terms present in both the BW and the exact Cα(L). Although not shown
here, we have also observed similar behavior for all the α > 1 cases that we considered.
For the case of the von Neumann entropy, the size scaling of CBWα has a different trend compared
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Figure 1.23: Results for the transverse field Ising model are presented in panels (a)-(c). Panels (a) and (b)
show the correction to the scaling of the BW Rènyi entropy for the finite PBC partition with α = 3 and
α = 1, respectively, while in panel (c) we consider the discrepancy, dSα, as a function of the subsystem
size, L. We obtain these results by diagonalizing the corresponding free-fermion BW-EH. In panels (d)-(f)
are presented results for the three-states Potts model with the same set of parameters of panels (a)-(c),
respectively, and using ED (see text).

to the exact results, see Fig. 1.23 (b). As discussed for the XXZ model, since the exact C1 differs
from dα (Eq. (1.51)) [35, 136, 37], already the leading term of CBW1 is different from the exact
corrections.
Finally, we observe that dSα goes to zero as a power law, dSα ∼ 1/Lγα , see Fig. 1.23 (c). The
scaling exponent γα does not depend on α (γα ≈ 1.8), as can be seen in Fig. 1.23 (c). Similarly
to the conclusions that we drew for the XXZ model, this result can be explained by the fact that
the α-dependent correction dα (see Eq. (1.51)) is present in both the BW and the exact Sα with
comparable numerical coefficients.
For the 3SPM, due to size limitation, we were not able to compute the exponent pBWα . Never-
theless, in Fig. 1.23 (d)-(f), we show how the behavior of CBWα is qualitatively in agreement with
exact results. In particular, we note that the scaling exponent γα associated to the power law,
dSα ∼ 1/Lγα (see Fig. 1.23 (f)) is almost independent of α.

To summarize our investigation of the accuracy of the BW REs, we observed that for all the
models considered here the almost negligible discrepancies (dSα/Sα < 10−3 even for subsystems
with L ≈ 10) vanish as L → ∞. For a finite partition, the corresponding value of dSα can be
understood as follows: both the logarithmically-divergent CFT term, Eq. (1.48), and the leading
corrections to the CFT scaling (see Eq. (1.51)) are properly described by SBWα (with the exception
of α = 1 for PBC). Finally dSα is related to subleading corrections, that are associated to both
the BW and the exact results. The investigation of the nature of the subleading corrections to
CBWα is beyond the scope of this work.

Bilinear-biquadratic model. All the models under investigation so far can be either mapped
into free-fermion chain or solved by Bethe ansatz, and thus are considered integrable models.
In fact, integrability is a key ingredient to carry out the analysis presented in the previous
sections, because it gives the exact value of the sound velocity v = 2π/β, which allows the
computation of SBWα (see Eqs. (1.44) and (1.45)). However, v can be computed numerically in
non-integrable models, allowing to compute SBWα in these cases. We thus consider as an example
of non-integrable model the bilinear-biquadratic model (BBM)

H =

LT∑

n=1

~Sn · ~Sn+1 + g(~Sn · ~Sn+1)2. (1.56)
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Figure 1.24: (a) Sound velocity as defined in Eq. (1.58) for LT = 6, 12, 18. Dashed lines indicate the
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and the exact Sα, as defined in Eq. (1.55), for g = 1, 1.2, 1.5.

The phase diagram of this model hosts a gapped Haldane phase for −1 < g < 1. The two
boundaries of this phase are gapless Bethe-integrable points whose underlying CFTs have central
charges c = 3/2 for g = −1 and c = 2 for g = 1 [142, 143]. For g < −1 the system is gapped,
while for g > 1, although the integrability is lost, the low-energy degrees of freedom are described
by a CFT with c = 2. Here we consider the region g > 1, and investigate the applicability of
the BW-EH ansatz in the absence of integrability. We use periodic boundary conditions in order
to exploit translation symmetry in the computation of the exact Sα. The system is frustrated
when LT is not a multiple of 3. As we need even system sizes in order to compute half-system
entanglement, we use ED to compute Sα for LT = 6, 12, 18.

We employ the BW-EH for finite systems with PBC (Eq. (1.42)). SBWα is obtained for
LT ≤ 22 using ED. The sound velocity v can be extracted from the finite size scaling of the
ground state energy, assuming the knowledge of the central charge [144, 145]. However, here we
follow another route. Based on the very precise relation between the spectrum of the BW-EH,
{εBWα }, and the eigenvalues of ρA, {λα}, namely

λα =
e−2πεBWα /v

ZBW
, (1.57)

we can compute v from the first two eigenvalues of the BW-EH and ρA via the relation

v =
2π(εBW1 − εBW0 )

log(λ0/λ1)
. (1.58)

We verify that Eq. (1.57) holds for g ≥ 1. First, we compute v for g = 1, where the exact sound
velocity v = 2π/3 is known from the Bethe ansatz solution. Despite we have only 3 points at
disposal, the extrapolation of the inifinite-size value of v by fitting |v(LT )− 2π/3| with a power
law A/Lγ (γ = 2) gives a value for v that is within 0.5 % level of the exact result. Given the
apparent absence of sub-leading corrections, this procedure gives results which are more accurate
than the values extracted from the finite size scaling of the ground state energy (see Fig. 1.24
(a)). In fact the latter is known to be affected by logarithmic corrections [146]. Assuming the
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aforementioned power-law scaling, we then extract the value of v for g > 1 by considering a
two-parameter fit on 3 points; see Fig. 1.24 (a).

Given the small system sizes that we can reach with ED, we do not discuss the accuracy of
CBWα for the BBM, instead, we focus our analysis on the comparison between SBWα and the exact
Sα. In Fig. 1.24, we consider SBWα for g = 1, 1.2, 1.5. As can be seen from Figs. 1.24 (c) and (e),
the discrepancy, dSα, decreases with system size and even for L = 9, we observe a discrepancy
dSα ≈ 10−2. This result is observed not only at the integrable point, g = 1, but also away from
it, i.e., g = 1.2 and 1.5. Furthermore, the central charge extracted from the size scaling of SBW1

for g = 1.5 is in perfect agreement with the exact result, c = 2, see Fig. 1.24 (b). Note that
there is not sign of frustration felt by exact ground state in the von Neumann entropy computed
from the BW-EH. These results demonstrate that the applicability of the BW-EH ansatz is not
restricted to integrable models.

1.3.3 Conclusions

We presented an extensive numerical investigation of the accuracy of the BW Rényi entropy
for one-dimensional critical models. We observed that they converge to the exact results in the
thermodynamic limit, and capture not only the CFT logarithmically-divergent term, but also
some universal finite-size corrections to the CFT formula. We showed that the power-law decay
of the leading term of CBWα is related to the scaling dimension of the energy density operator pα
(with the exception of α = 1 for PBC).

In Ref. [139] it was recently shown that the exact lattice EH of free-fermion chains at half-
filling (XX model) is equal to the conformal expression (Eq. (1.3) with the appropriate λ(n)) if
one includes the hopping at finite distance in the continuum limit of the entanglement lattice
Hamiltonian. This result shows that the tiny long-range terms present in the exact EH, but
absent in the BW-EH, are irrelevant terms in the asymptotic limit, and explains why the BW
REs are remarkably close to the exact results in the thermodynamic limit. Our observation that
dSα → 0 for the XXZ and 3SPM models indicates that possible long-range terms present in the
exact EH of these critical interacting lattice models are also irrelevant in the thermodynamic
limit.

On the other hand, the observation that SBWα properly describes universal lattice-finite-size
effects associated to the scaling exponent pα = ηXe/α, can be understood if one considers the
conformal mapping used to obtain the EH of the partitions considered here [46]. Remarkably, we
observe that even the coefficient of these corrections are almost equal to the exact ones. We thus
conclude that the almost negligible discrepancy dSα is related to subleading corrections affecting
both the exact and the BW Cα. From a methodological point of view, this demonstrate that
our approach may be used to check convergence of tensor network states in conformal phases,
especially for large values of the central charge (since the complexity of the Wang-Landau method
is not affected by the entanglement of the ground state wave function).
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Figure 1.25: Schematic representation of the local quench protocol. The initial state is the product of
the ground state of the two decoupled subsytems A and B. For simplicity we can assume HA = HB =∑
i∈A/B hi. At time t = 0 an interaction between A and B is switched on, and the systems is let evolving

with the Hamiltonian H =
∑
i∈A∪B hi.

1.4 Outlook

In this chapter, we gave a comprehensive characterization of ground state entanglement Hamil-
tonians in a wide variety of lattice models, in one and two dimensions. Our results demonstrate
the applicability of quantum field theory to reproduce, with high accuracy, zero-temperature
equilibrium properties of many-body quantum systems in a strikingly simple fashion. Moreover,
we showed that the implications of our findings can give guidance to overcome the computational
complexity of many-body ground states in more than one dimension.

The predicting power of conformal field theory extends well beyond equilibrium physics.
Conformal field theory can be applied to describe the dynamics of one-dimensional many-body
systems after a quantum quench [147], and to provide an analytical expression for time-dependent
entanglement Hamiltonians [46]. This fact might be key to climb over the so-called entanglement
barrier: quantum dynamics generates an increasing amount of entanglement over the initial state,
precluding the possibility of efficiently representing the state at all times. Having parametrical
control over the entanglement Hamiltonian of the state at time t enables the use of Quantum
Monte Carlo algorithms to compute time-dependent quantities for arbitrarily large times.

One example is provided by the entanglement Hamiltonian after a local quantum quench.
The quench protocol is depicted in Fig. 1.25. We take an initial state which is the product of
two identical ground states of an Hamiltonian HA = HB, where A and B are two equal-length
partition of an open chain. We can think about this state as the ground state of an Hamiltonian
H = HA +HB, in which A and B are decoupled, namely the Hamiltonian density h on the link
between A and B is zero. When the Hamiltonian H is critical and A and B are semi-infinite
lines, conformal field theory provides an expression for the entanglement Hamiltonian at time
t [46]:

H̃A(t) = 2π

∫

A
dx
x|x− t|

t
T (x, t) +

∫

A
dx
x|x+ t|

t
T̄ (x, t), (1.59)

where the T and T̄ are the two chiral components of the stress-energy tensor in the CFT. They
can be expressed as

T (x, t) =
h(x, t) + p(x, t)

2
, T̄ (x, t) =

h(x, t)− p(x, t)
2

, (1.60)

where h and p are the Hamiltonian and momentum density, respectively.Since a local quench
injects a non-extensive amount of energy in the system, the resulting dynamics is governed by
the low energy states of the full systems. In this regime we can expect that CFT gives a reasonable
description of the time-evolved state.
In order to put Eq. (1.59) on the lattice we need to find the lattice counterpart of the momentum
density p. However, the momentum operator is highly non-local on the lattice, meaning that
it cannot be expressed as the sum over all lattice sites of a local density. This issue can be
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circumvented by observing that the stress-energy tensor is a 2× 2 matrix that reads

Tµν =

(
h jh

p jp

)
, (1.61)

where jh and jp are the currents associated to the densities h and p. Assuming Lorentz invariance,
which is only approximate (at low energy) on the lattice, the stress-energy tensor is symmetric:
jh = p. Moreover, energy and momentum conservation imply:

∂th+ ∂xjh = 0, ∂tp+ ∂xjp = 0, (1.62)

The first equation can be put on the lattice by rewriting the temporal derivative using Schröedinger
equation

∂thn = i [H,hn] = i
∑

k

[hk, hn] = i ([hn−1, hn] + [hn+1, hn]) (1.63)

and discretizing the spatial derivative to yield the following lattice expression for the momentum
density

pn = i [hn−1, hn] (1.64)

Combining the last equation with Eq. (1.59), we can obtain a lattice version of the time-dependent
entanglement Hamiltonian:

H̃A(t) =
π

v

∑

n∈A

n|n− vt|
vt

(hn(t) + pn(t)) +
π

v

∑

n∈A

n|n+ vt|
vt

(hn(t)− pn(t)) , (1.65)

where the model-dependent sound velocity v has been restored. Notice that the presence of the
momentum density pn implies that the H̃A(t) is complex, signaling the breaking of time-reversal
invariance. From a numerical perspective Eq. (1.65) would require to compute the time evolution
of hn(t) and pn(t), which is impractical for large systems. There are two ways to escape this
problem. Either we shift the integration variable in Eq. (1.59) to express H̃A(t) in terms of
T and T̄ computed at t = 0 (making the integration domain changing with time), or we use
the CFT time-evolution T (x, t) = T (x − vt) and T̄ (x, t) = T̄ (x + vt) (properly discretized). In
both cases we get a discontinuous function of time, which becomes smoother as the system size
increases. Understanding its predictive power and its regimes of applicability shall be object of
future investigation.
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Chapter 2

Parent Hamiltonians for
low-entanglement quantum states

This chapter is based on unpublished work and on the following publication:

[1] X. Turkeshi, T. Mendes-Santos, G. Giudici, M. Dalmonte
Entanglement-Guided Search for Parent Hamiltonians
Physical Review Letters 122, 150606 (2019)

Variational wave functions have played a pivotal role in boosting the understanding of strongly
correlated systems [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. The success of ansatz wave functions has naturally moti-
vated the search for the corresponding parent Hamiltonians, with considerable success in several
contexts, including the study of topological matter [8, 9, 10], one-dimensional systems [11, 12],
and tensor networks [13, 14]. Recent experimental progresses in quantum engineering of syn-
thetic systems [15, 16, 17, 18, 19] have opened an additional perspective in the search for parent
Hamiltonians: thanks to the high degree of interactions tunability, these experiments provide a
clean route toward the realization of tailored quantum dynamics. This has stimulated a renewed
theoretical interest as of late. In Refs. [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26], a series of approaches has
been proposed for determining, given an initial quantum state |Ψ〉, a Hamiltonian operator H
which has |Ψ〉 has an eigenvector, very remarkably, even utilizing limited information such as
low-order correlation functions [22, 23, 24, 26]. However, as discussed in depth in Ref. [23, 27],
it remains unclear if a generic procedure exists to determine an (approximate) Hamiltonian op-
erator that has |Ψ〉 as its ground state, mostly due to the fact that controlling the dimension of
the target Hamiltonian space is not possible under generic assumptions. A crucial obstacle in
devising a generic algorithm to achieve this goal is the non-uniqueness of the solution, even upon
imposing translation invariance and locality requirements on the target parent Hamiltonian. In
this chapter we will take two completely different, and complementary, approaches to tackle this
problem.

In Sec. 2.1, we will assume a parametrization for the candidate ground state, guided by field
theoretical constraints between the parent Hamiltonian itself and the entanglement structure of
|Ψ〉. The basic idea behind our strategy is to connect the reduced density matrix ρ of the half-
partition of |Ψ〉 to an ansatz given by the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem [28, 29, 30, 31] adapted
to the lattice [32]. The method provides an immediate connection between the input vector |Ψ〉
and its translational invariant parent Hamiltonian H through ρ. The entire procedure can be
carried out using different numerical methods that rely on evaluating expectation values at finite
(entanglement) temperature, including finite-temperature density-matrix-renormalization-group

https://journals.aps.org/prl/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevLett.122.150606
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(TDMRG) [33, 34] and quantum Monte Carlo simulations [35], as we explicitly demonstrate.
We successfully apply our method to reconstruct approximate parent Hamiltonians for a broad
range of wave functions encompassing physical phenomena as diverse as quantum criticality with
dynamical critical exponent z = 1, topological matter, and quantum antiferromagnets, to name
a few.

In Sec. 2.2, we will investigate parent Hamiltonians of tensor network states. In this context,
a robust theory exists which provides rigorous bounds on the locality of the parent Hamiltonian,
together with sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of their ground state [36, 37, 38]. The bond
dimension of the state yields an upper bound on the locality of the Hamiltonian. In one-dimension
this implies that for a matrix product state with bond dimension D, defined on a Hilbert space
with local dimension d, the range of the parent Hamiltonian is k ∼ logD2/ log d. In two-
dimensions the situation is more complicated, since for a fixed number of sites, various patches
can be chosen to construct the parent Hamiltonian, depending on the geometry of the lattice. As
a matter of fact, even for tensor networks with small bond dimension (D ≤ 3), a straightforward
construction results in Hamiltonians that are not as local their one-dimensional counterparts.
However, a given tensor network state possesses a whole family of parent Hamiltonians, and an
optimization over this (non-linear) space of operators can be performed to obtain the most local
parent Hamiltonian. After developing a simple method to achieve this goal, we will focus on
the SU(2)-invariant resonating valence bond (RVB) state on the kagome lattice, which can be
written as a tensor network with bond dimension D = 3 [14]. The physical relevance of this
state stems from the symmetries it shares with real materials. Furthermore, it constitutes one of
the simplest examples of topologically ordered state [14]. We will show that the freedom in the
construction of the parent Hamiltonian can be exploited to reduce its range. We demonstrate
that the optimization does not spoil the topological properties of the Hamiltonian, and that the
RVB state is the exact ground state of the optimized Hamiltonian.
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2.1 Entanglement guided search for parent Hamiltonians

The key element of our approach is to combine an ansatz for the reduced density matrix of
the candidate ground state to a minimization procedure based on relative entropy [39]: this
guarantees that the target space of potential parent Hamiltonians is convex (even if no statement
can be made a priori on the convergence rate to the right solution), and its volume is system size
independent.

In Sec. 2.1.1 we introduce the theoretical background required to motivate our ansatz, and
we describe in great detail our approach. In Sec. 2.1.2 we illustrate the effectiveness of the
procedure and discuss its scaling to the right solution by considering three examples, which
encompass qualitatively different phenomena: conformal phases in the one-dimensional (1D)
XXZ chain [4]; the Haldane chain as an epitome of a symmetry-protected topological phase [40];
and eventually, an example of strongly coupled quantum critical point in the two-dimensional
(2D) bilayer Heisenberg antiferromagnet [41, 42, 43]. In Sec. 2.1.3 we discuss the stability of our
method when the target Hamiltonian space is enlarged, and one the candidate ground state is an
excited state of some operator in the target space. Finally, in Sec. 2.1.4 we draw our conclusions.

2.1.1 Parent Hamiltonian search algorithm

The parent Hamiltonian search we propose is guided by a set of field theory results, which
go under the name of Bisognano-Wichmann (BW) theorem [28, 29, 30, 31], which we briefly
review. While it is well known that for local Hamiltonians the ground state contains (potentially
complete) information about the Hamiltonian spectrum, this theorem allows to quantitatively
establish this correspondence at the field theoretic level.

Given a pure state |Ψ〉 and a bipartition A∪B, one can re-express the reduced density matrix
as:

ρ = TrB|Ψ〉〈Ψ| =
e−HA

ZA
, ZA = TrAe−HA . (2.1)

The operator HA is called entanglement (or modular) Hamiltonian [44, 31] and, its spectrum is
known as entanglement spectrum [45]. The BW theorem states that if |Ψ〉 is the vacuum state of
a relativistic quantum field theory defined by an Hamiltonian density h(x), and the bipartition
is over half-space (e.g. in D + 1 dimensions A = {~x|x1 > 0}), then:

HA = β

∫

x1>0
x1h(~x)dDx (2.2)

The parameter β is a prefactor related to the sound velocity of the theory; it is referred to as the
inverse entanglement temperature. Recently, based both on exact analytical results and growing
numerical evidence [46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 32, 51, 52, 53], it has been argued that these results are
applicable to obtain very accurate (if not exact) approximations of entanglement Hamiltonians
of lattice models, as long as their low-energy physics is effectively described by a relativistic
quantum field theory. We stress that in lattice models, the field-theory limit is intended as the
regime where the correlation length is much larger than the lattice spacing. While not generic,
this common structure encompasses a plethora of phenomena in the field of strong correlations,
including quantum critical points and phases with emergent relativistic description. As a case
sample, in 1D, the theorem reads HA = β

∑
n>0 n hn, which is the discretized version of the field

theory result, where hn are the local (i.e., defined on sites and on bonds) terms of the lattice
Hamiltonian. The result is trivially extended to D>1.

Equipped with the direct relation between |Ψ〉 and the system Hamiltonian provided by the
discretized version of Eq. (2.2) [32], we formulate now our search algorithm.
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procedure Reconstruction(Ψ, {Oα,r})
Initialization: ~w(0), error = 10, η = 4

Compute:
∑
r r〈Oα,r〉Ψ

while error < threshold do
Compute:

∑
r r〈Oα,r〉~w(n)

Compute: ∂αS
Compute: ~w(n+1) = ~w(n) − η∇S
if ||~w(n+1) − ~w(n)|| >error then

η = η/2
error = ||~w(n+1) − ~w(n)||

return Hrec =
∑
α,r w

(N)
α Oα,r

Figure 2.1: Left. Algorithm for the parent Hamiltonian search. Right. Schematics of the parent
Hamiltonian search. The starting point is the wave-function of interest |Ψ〉 (with a half-partition reduced
density matrix ρ), a set of local operators {Oα,r}, and an initial guess for their coefficients w0

α. The
relative entropy S between ρ and an ansatz Bisognano-Wichmann reduced density matrix σ({Oα,r, wnα})
is evaluated at each step of the minimization procedure. The procedure is then stopped once the desired
accuracy (ε) is reached: the final outcome are the couplings w∗α of the parent Hamiltonian, and the
entanglement inverse temperature β. The inset shows a sample of our results for the bilayer Heisenberg
model at the critical point (see text). Different lines correspond to minimization from different initial
sets ~w0. Convergence within 0.1% of the correct value of g (interlayer coupling; blue and green) and β
(red lines) is typically reached after 30 (grey area) and '200 steps, respectively.

1) Input: Given a lattice input state |Ψ〉 and a local basis of hermitian operators {Oα,r}
labeled by a lattice index r and an internal index α, our goal is to find the coefficients ~w? of the
linear combination:

H(~w) =
∑

α

wα,rOα,r, (2.3)

such that the input state is its ground state. We call this local operator the reconstructed
Hamiltonian Hrec = H(~w?). Here, we focus on translationally invariant Hamiltonians, and thus
set wα,r = wα.

2) Minimization: In order to construct Hrec, we propose an optimization procedure based on
minimizing the relative entropy [54, 55] utilizing as trial reduced density matrix the BW one.
The relative entropy between two density matrices ρ and σ is defined as [39, 56]:

S(ρ|σ) = Tr(ρ log ρ)− Tr(ρ log σ). (2.4)

For our purpose here, this function has two key features: it is non-negative, i.e. S(ρ|σ) ≥ 0, with
the equality holding if ρ = σ; and it is joint-convex. This latter property ensures the uniqueness
of a global minimum for the function S(ρ|σ) with fixed ρ.

In the context of our problem, the left argument ρ encodes the input data, that is, ρ =
TrB|Ψ〉〈Ψ|. The right argument σ is the reduced density matrix of the GS of H(~w), which
returns the parent Hamiltonian at the end of the procedure. We thus express σ by using the
Bisognano-Wichmann density matrix in eq. (2.1):

σBW(~w) =
e−HBW(~w)

ZA(~w)
; ZA(~w) = TrAe−HBW(~w), (2.5)
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with HA of the form:
HBW(~w) =

∑

α

∑

r>0

wα r Oα,r. (2.6)

Minimization is pursued by adaptive gradient descent (GD). For practical purposes, we use the
notation ∂α = ∂/∂wα and:

〈O〉dat ≡ Tr(Oρ), 〈O〉BW, ~w ≡ Tr(OσBW(~w)). (2.7)

Now, given a configuration of parameters ~w(n), we compute the gradient of the relative entropy:

∂αS(ρdat|σBW(~w)) = ∂α (〈H(~w)〉dat − logZA(~w)) |~w(n)

= 〈h̃α〉dat − 〈h̃α〉BW, ~w(n) . (2.8)

To compute the relative entropy gradient at some value ~w(n) we thus just need the averages of
the correlation functions correspodent to the terms allowed in the EH, evaluated over the ansatz
state and over the BW density matrix evaluated with ~w(n) of the operators Oα,r. Thus, rewriting
the previous equation in a more explicit form, we need to compute:

∂αS(ρ|σBW(~w)) =
∑

r>0

r(〈Oα,r〉dat − 〈Oα,r〉BW, ~w(n)). (2.9)

3) Outcome: Under the assumptions above, the parent Hamiltonian is given by the set of
parameters that uniquely minimize the relative entropy; that is, the coefficients:

~w? = arg min
~w
S(ρ|σBW(~w)). (2.10)

in combination with Eq. (2.3), determine the parent Hamiltonian. Thus, if minimization is
achieved and the relative entropy at the minimum is close to zero, we claim that the input state
is the ground state of the reconstructed Hamiltonian:

Hrec =
∑

α

w?α,rOα,r, (2.11)

HrecΨ = EGSΨ. (2.12)

The minimization procedure of S(ρ|σ) can be carried out in several ways: below, we utilize
adaptive gradient descent methods. Given an initial configuration, we carry out the minimization
of S(ρ|σ) by evaluating the error :

ε = ||η∇S(ρ|σBW(~w))||, (2.13)

where η is a control parameter, until convergence to the given accuracy in the coupling param-
eters of HBW is reached. For the sake of convenience, we consider here a 10−3 error threshold,
that already returns a very accurate parent Hamiltonian. This passage does not require access
to the wave function, but is rather carried out evaluating the expectation value of local cor-
relators at finite (entanglement) temperature: as such, it is immediately amenable to a series
of methods, including Monte Carlo - as we show below1. Since the minimization space has a

1We note that this minimization can be in principle carried out using GS methods as well; however, this does
not give access to the relative entropy, rendering a final check more challenging, as it requires the full knowledge
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constant dimension with system size, and since it is convex, we expect a mild - if any - scaling
with system size of the time to solution. In Fig. 2.1 we report the pseudocode (left) and the
schematics of the algorithm (right), together with a sample of our results for the two-dimensional
bilayer Heisenberg antiferromagnet.

Before proceeding, it is worth pointing out that the method is not immediately suited to
simple wave functions, where correlations vary at the lattice spacing level (like a product state).
This is due to the field theoretical input we employ, which might fail in these regimes. Another
potential limitation is that it is not possible to capture parent Hamiltonians with quadratic
spectra, such as ferromagnets. Failure is straightforward to diagnose - the relative entropy
minimum will attain a large value, indicating the result is not correct.

2.1.2 Benchmark of the method

Below, we purposely benchmark our strategy focusing purposely on non-trivial wave functions
which lack simple tensor network representations. As discussed above, this choice is motivated by
the fact that tensor-network wave-function posses typically very small correlation length. Thus,
they do not satisfy the assumption of our ansatz for the ground state reduce density matrix.

Parent Hamiltonian of conformal phases. We consider the ground states of the XXZ
spin-1/2 chain, defined as:

H =
∑

〈i,j〉

(
Sxi S

x
j + Syi S

y
j + ∆Szi S

z
j

)
, (2.14)

where 〈·〉 is the restriction to nearest neighbor terms, and Sαi are spin-1/2 operators at the site
i. The model hosts a gapless phase for −1 < ∆ ≤ 1, described at low-energies by a c = 1
CFT (Luttinger liquid); in addition, it displays a ferromagnetic (antiferromagnetic) phase for
∆ ≤ −1(∆ > 1). Both the gapless and the antiferromagnetic phase (in the vicinity of ∆ = 1)
shall be captured by our approach.

To test our method, we choose as ansatz wavefunctions the ground state of Eq. (2.14) for
various values of ∆, and as the basis of operators {Oα,r} = {SarSbr+1, S

a
r } with a, b = x, y, z and

r the lattice-site label. This implies that, given a half-partition of the system A∪B, we compute
the reduced density matrix over A of the candidate ground state Ψ (in our examples the ground
state of eq. (2.14)) and we fit this with a model entanglement Hamiltonian (EH) of the BW type:

HBW =
∑

α,r>0

wαrOα,r (2.15)

=
∑

a,b=x,y,z

∑

r>0

r (wabSa,rSb,r+1 + waSa,r) . (2.16)

As a first illustration, we show in Fig. 2.2 (right) the relative entropy landscape between
the BW EH correspondent to the GS of the Heisenberg model, with free parameters ∆ and β.
The plot shows a unique minimum at the expected value ∆ = 1 and β = 4 [53]. We define the
convergence parameters as wα = βJα, and consider open boundary conditions (as in the examples
below).

We employed exact diagonalization (ED) for small system sizes (up to L = 12) when consid-
ering all the 12 coefficients {wab, wa} in our model. While in the case in which we utilized the
U(1)-symmetric version of the algorithm (wxx = wyy 6= wzz 6= 0 and the other couplings set to

of the wave-function.
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Figure 2.2: Left. Parent Hamiltonian search for the XXZ chain. (a) Ratios Jα = wα/β (blue lines) and β
(red lines) as functions of the minimization steps. We compare with the exact coupling and entaglement
temperature. Here, L = 12 and ∆ = 1. We consider the full basis of operators {wα} (see text). (b) Error,
Eq. (2.13), as function of the minimization steps; the value ∆ label the different input state used, ground
state of the respective XXZ Hamiltonian. (c) System size scaling of the ratios of the average converged
wNNN
α and wxx = wNN

xx at ∆ = 0.5 (see text). (d) Average convergence steps over initial realizations of the
coupling as a function of system size. The convergence rate typically improves with system size. Right.
Landscape of the relative entropy landscape between ρ (obtained from the ground state at ∆ = 1) and
σBW (∆, β) for L = 12: the minimum is at (1, 4). Panel (a) shows a planar cut (∆ = 1) for different
system sizes.

zero) we were able to perform computations up to L = 24 with ED and finite temperature den-
sity matrix renormalization group (TDMRG). In the former case we can exploit magnetization
conservation by computing the full eigensystem of σBW upon restriction to all symmetry sectors.
In the latter case we can still exploit U(1) symmetry by preparing the purified state (system +
ancilla) in an eigenstate of the total magnetization (see [34] for details). The number of states
kept during the imaginary-time-evolution, which provides the desired thermal state, was chosen
to increase during the evolution, starting from 20 up to 100 states per block.
We considered uniform random instances of ~w(0) over the interval I = [2, 6] (in order to keep
computational costs cheap, the neat results are unchanged by this choice) and averaged over a
hundred of initial conditions; we kept track of these by fixing the seeds of the pseudo-random
number generators implemented.

Fig. 2.2 (left) shows the outcomes of the algorithm using ED up to a total system size L = 12
(panel (a,b)), ED with symmetry restrictions up to L = 18 (panel (c)), and TDMRG up to
L = 24 (panel (d)). In panel (a), we plot the wα as a function of the steps for different initial
guesses ~w0: the symmetries of the systems are rapidly identified (unwanted terms vanishing),
and the couplings of the parent Hamiltonian converge to the correct ratios after few steps; the
entanglement temperature converges slower. The relative entropy indicating vicinity to the exact
solution (Fig. 2.2 (b)) displays few plateaus, and eventually converges (exponentially fast) to the
correct solution. In Fig. 2.2(c), we plot the results when we include the next nearest neighbor
terms (couplings) SarSar+2 (wNNN

aa ) with a = x, y, z in the symmetry sector of the local basis; we
considered the ansatz ground state with ∆ = 0.5. The coefficients of these additional terms are
scaling to zero; this is expected because BW ansatz works better at larger correlation length
(see Sec. 2.1.3 for a detailed discussion). We remark that scaling with system size is not trivial
for critical systems, due to the structure of reduced density matrices [57, 58] (right). Finally, in
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Fig. 2.2(d) we plot the number of convergence steps needed to reach ε = 10−3 threshold using
only two free parameters (i.e. wzz and wxx = wyy) for simplicity: remarkably, the procedure
becomes simpler when increasing system size. The case ∆ = 1.5 shows an abrupt increase at
L = 24: this is an artifact of the minimization and it is easily removed. These results are fully
consistent with the relative entropy landscape depicted in Fig. 2.2 (right).

Parent Hamiltonian of a symmetry-protected topological phase. As a model with
non-trivial topological behavior, we discuss here the Haldane chain [40, 4], described by the
Hamiltonian Eq. (2.14) with spin-1 operators. For 0 < ∆ . 1.2, the model supports a symmetry
protected topological phase [40, 59]. We used ED with adaptive gradient descent to determine
the parent Hamiltonian for different values of ∆. In this case, we have chosen a subset of the
full basis of local hermitian operators up to two body terms {Oα,r} = {SarSbr+1, S

a
r } (i.e., we

do not include spin-1 local operators as (Sαr )2). The results of the minimization procedure are
illustrated in Fig. 2.3 (left): in full analogy with the s 1/2 case, the couplings quickly converge
to the correct results, while β convergence is slower. In all instances we studied, the relative
entropy converged faster to 0 in the gapped, topological regime (Fig. 2.3 (left) (b)).

Parent Hamiltonian of a two-dimensional quantum critical point. In our third exam-
ple, we consider 2D antiferromagnets described by Eq. (2.14). In order to check the feasibility
of the approach in 2D, we investigated convergence to the correct entanglement temperature in
the Heisenberg model (without changing the Hamiltonian parameters). We put the system on a
cylinder and we choose the partition depicted in Fig. 2.3 (right) (a).

To do so, first, we use the quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) method Stochastic Series expansion
to obtain

∑
r r〈Oα,r〉Ψ0 ; where 〈Oα,r〉 is obtained for temperatures low enough to guarantee

that the system already converged to the ground state (e.g., β = 4L). Second, during the
gradient descent minimization part, we consider the BW ansatz for the EH of the ground state
half-bipartition

HBW = β
∑

~i

ixS(ix,iy)S(ix+δ,iy) + β
∑

~i

(ix − 1/2)S(ix,iy)S(ix,iy+δ). (2.17)

where ix > 0, and βc is the entanglement inverse temperature (see Fig. 2.3 (right) (b)). Con-
vergence was achieved typically after a few tens steps. We plot in Fig. 2.4 (left) (a) the error ε
at fixed β: this correctly features a minimum at the right value β = 2π/v = 3.792 [60], weakly
dependent on system size, as expected [53]. The landscape is sharper at larger L, leading to a
faster convergence of the algorithm.
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Figure 2.3: Left. Parent Hamiltonian search for the Haldane chain with L = 8. (a) Jα = wα/β and β
as functions of the minimization steps; the initial state is at ∆ = 1. The inset shows a magnification up
to 14 steps of |1 − wα/β|: convergence to the correct solution at 10−4 level is typically achieved after 6
steps. (b) Error as function of minimization steps for different values of ∆. Right. (a) Partition used
for the 2D model: L/2 × L/2. (b) Direction i1 is perpendicular to the cut (and starts from the open
boundary); i2 is parallel to the cut and wraps around the cilinder.
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Finally, we consider the bilayer Heisenberg model (HM)

Hbilayer =
∑

l=1,2

∑

〈~i,~j〉

S~i,lS~j,l + g
∑

~i

S~i,1S~i,2, (2.18)

where ~i and ~j label the sites within the planes (square lattice), and l are the label of the planes.
For g = 0, the ground state of the two uncoupled planes has antiferromagnetic (AFM) long-range
order; while an AFM-Singlet quantum phase transition, whose low-energy physics is described by
a non-linear sigma model, takes place at g = gc [42]. We then tested our approach to reconstruct
the correct parent Hamiltonian for the bilayer Heisenberg model, characterized by the ratio
of inter-to-intra layer coupling g [42, 43]. In particular, we focused on its critical point, which
separates a disordered and an antiferromagnetic phase, and is located at gc = 2.52210(5) [43, 61].
At this point, the system dynamics is described by a σ-model [41, 43, 35]. Before applying our
procedure, we performed a check on the relative entropy manifold as a function of the coupling
g at fixed β (Fig. 2.4 (left) (b)): the minimum of the error signals the correct coupling.

We then adopt two different protocols: in the first one, we fixed the entanglement temperature
to the expected one (βc = 3.307), and let the coupling g free (red lines in Fig. 2.4 (left) (c)), while
in the second, we let both g and β vary (blue lines). In both cases, the error ε quickly diminishes
(slower in the second case due to more parameters to be optimized, see Fig. 2.4 (right) for the
latter case). Most importantly, at the end of the minimization, the value of g is extremely close
to the correct one, which seems to be correctly reproduced in the thermodynamic limit (Fig. 2.4
(left) (d)). Given the complexity of the system wave function, this serves as a strong benchmark
for our strategy: reconstructing the parent Hamiltonian, in this case, takes only a few tens of
steps, each one corresponding to a MC simulation of the BW entanglement Hamiltonian.
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Figure 2.5: Left. Trajectories for various initial couplings when the target state is the ground state of
the XXZ chain at ∆ = 1.0 and L = 16. Here SYM NN and SYM NNN refer to the nearest neighbor
and next-nearest neighbor couplings associated to symmetry-preserving couplings, respectively; while NO
SYM refers to the non-symmetric sectors. In both cases, one can clearly identify two regimes: first, all
couplings which are not U(1) invariant are reduced to zero. Second, the NNN couplings vanish, typically
after ∝ 102 steps. Right. Relative entropy landscape for the XXZ chain at ∆ = 1 for the ground state
and the first excited state. The minimum value of the relative entropy between the first excited state and
the BW ansatz, as a function of the entanglement temperature β, is much larger than the ground state
minimum.

2.1.3 Stability of the method

So far we analyzed test cases in which the parent Hamiltonian of the input state was known
a priori to be extremely local (only nearest-neighbor interactions). This leads to a choice of
operators Oα that dramatically reduces the number of parameters to be optimized. Here, we
discuss in more details the performance of our method when longer range operator are included
in the basis. For simplicity, we focus on the spin-1/2 XXZ chain, employing as a target state the
ground state of the nearest-neighbor Hamiltonian, and we consider up to next nearest hopping
terms:

HBW =
∑

α,r>0

wαrOα,r
∑

a,b=x,y,z

∑

r>0

r
(
wNN
ab Sa,rSb,r+1 + wNNN

ab Sa,rSb,r+2 + waSa,r
)
. (2.19)

We run simulations with ED up to L = 16 fixing the error threshold for the algorithm at 10−4

and 10−6. The results in Fig. 2.5 (left) show that non-symmetric terms are again get rid of
quickly, while it takes longer to converge for all the U(1)-symmetry preserving terms. The next-
nearest neighbor coefficients wNNN reach a very small, non-vanishing value of order 10−2. As it
is suggested from Fig. 2.2 (left) (c), this is a finite-size effect.

We now briefly discuss how the algorithm copes with excited states. Fig. 2.5 (right) shows
the landscape of the relative entropy between the BW ansatz for the ground state of the isotropic
XXZ chain and the first excited state, as a function of β. The first excited state attains minimum
relative entropy for a value of β different from the ground state, and the height of the minimum is
of order one. This does not imply that the algorithm would fail in finding a parent Hamiltonian
for excited states, it simply implies that an operator basis containing only the (ground state-
)parent Hamiltonian density would produce a negative answer from our procedure, apparent by
the not-small value of the minimum relative entropy. This is in sharp contrast with the result
produced by other methods, based on the minimization of the variance of the input state (e.g.
Ref. [23]). They would simply fail, finding the same Hamiltonian they would find with the
ground state as an input state. Although not part of this work, it would be interesting to study
the efficiency of the algorithm when fed with low energy excited states, upon including more
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parameters in the optimization.

2.1.4 Conclusions

We proposed a method to guide the search of parent Hamiltonians utilizing insights on the entan-
glement structure of ground state wave functions based on the Bisognano-Wichmann theorem
adapted to the lattice. We benchmarked the feasibility of our strategy utilizing several input
wave functions, finding convergence to the correct solution in a number of steps that typically
decreases with system size. As our results show, the strategy is suited to identify parent Hamil-
tonians in both massive and critical scenarios: the latter is particularly challenging, as in these
cases, simple analytical intuition on the structure of the parent Hamiltonian is oftentimes not
available due to the absence of a finite length scale. It will be interesting to extend the method
to gauge theories, which play a pivotal role in the understanding of spin liquids [62, 10], and
whose Hilbert space structure requires a more refined approach [63, 64].
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2.2 Tensor network parent Hamiltonians: locality optimization

Tensor network (TN) states have proven to be the most simple representatives of a wide variety of
quantum phases of matter. Although in one dimension matrix product states (MPS) are known
to be powerful ansatze to approximate ground states of local Hamiltonians, in two dimensions
the situation is more controversial. In the last decades, numerous numerical approaches based
on projected entangled pair states (PEPS) have been developed [65, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70], aimed at
probing their capability of capturing the essential physical properties of two-dimensional many-
body systems. However, their computational complexity [71] and the lack of rigorous bounds on
the accuracy of finite-bond dimensional PEPS to reproduce ground states of local Hamiltonians
did not allow them so far to outperform other existing numerical approaches.

In this work, we take a different perspective: we investigate the family of exact parent
Hamiltonians associated with a given TN state. The theory of TN states offers a well-established
framework for the study of their parent Hamiltonians. It provides a standard procedure to write
down parent Hamiltonians in a straightforward manner, and it gives criteria to infer a priori
about the degeneracy of their ground space. The parent Hamiltonian construction is carried
out locally, thus making unnecessary a computationally expensive (or intractable) finite-size
scaling. This fact remarkably allows to tackle two-dimensional problems with modest effort.
While in one dimension MPSs with small bond dimension generally lead to extremely local
parent Hamiltonians, in two dimensions PEPS parent Hamiltonians can be rather complex, yet
they are not unique. We can thus exploit this freedom to search for the optimal Hamiltonian
given certain locality constraints.

In Sec. 2.2.1 we describe in detail the procedure to construct a parent Hamiltonian for a
TN states, together with the sufficient conditions for the state to be the unique (or finitely-
degenerate) ground state. In Sec. 2.2.2 we introduce an algorithm to exploit the freedom in the
standard construction, to find the most local operator in the family of the parent Hamiltonians
associated with a given state. In Sec. 2.2.3 we benchmark the method on sample cases in which
the most local parent Hamiltonian is well known, and we apply it to investigate the parent
Hamiltonian of the SU(2) invariant RVB state on the kagome lattice. In Sec. 2.2.4 we draw our
conclusions.

2.2.1 Injectivity and ground state degeneracy

Assuming to have a translation-invariant TN representation of a quantum state, with bond
dimension D and physical dimension d, the construction of its parent Hamiltonian is illustrated
in Fig. 2.6 (left). The first step consists in contracting a certain number of tensors to form a
patch of sites on the physical lattice (see Fig. 2.6 (left) (a), in which the patch is a cross on
a square lattice). The parent Hamiltonian construction is carried out locally on this patch of
sites, to yield the Hamiltonian density on the patch. The parent Hamiltonian is obtained by
covering periodically the whole lattice with the chosen patch. Contracting the tensors on the
selected group of sites produces a linear map P which maps the virtual space (CD)⊗Nb into the
local physical Hilbert space (Cd)⊗Ns , where Nb is the number of virtual bonds and Ns is the
number of physical sites, which are nearest neighbor on the lattice (Fig. 2.6 (left) (b)). If Ns is
large enough and the map P has a trivial kernel, KerP = {0}, its image ImP does not cover the
entire local Hilbert space. In this case any operator which is non-trivial only on the orthogonal
complement (ImP)⊥ automatically annihilates the state locally (Fig. 2.6 (left) (c)). If such an
operator is strictly positive, the periodic TN turns out to be the unique zero-energy ground state
of the parent Hamiltonian on a periodic cluster. This fact implies that the parent Hamiltonian is
not unique: any hermitian strictly positive operator on (ImP)⊥ yields a good parent Hamiltonian
for the TN state.
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Figure 2.6: Left. Schematics of the parent Hamiltonian construction. (a) The elementary tensors are
blocked on a large enough (see the text) number of sites Ns. (b) A map P from the virtual to the physical
space is defined, and the orthogonal complement (ImP)⊥ 6= {0} is computed. (c) A parent Hamiltonian
for the state is obtained by taking an arbitrary (hermitian) operator which is strictly positive on (ImP)⊥.
If the TN is injective, it will be the unique ground state of the constructed parent Hamiltonian, and
Ns ≥ Nb logD. Right. Pictorial representation of a Z2-injective TN. The operators g provide a virtual
representation of the virtual Z2 symmetry group (g2 = 1). The tensor is Z2-injective if it is injective its
restriction to the Z2-invariant virtual subspace. In such cases the parent Hamiltonian will be two-fold
generate on a ring (a) (with ground states |ψ(1)〉, |ψ(g)〉) and four-fold degenerate on a torus (b) (with
ground states |ψ(1, 1)〉, |ψ(1, g)〉, |ψ(g, 1)〉, |ψ(g, g)〉).

If KerP = {0} for a large enough patch of sites the TN state is said to be injective. This
condition is sufficient to guarantee the non-degeneracy of the ground state manifold of the parent
Hamiltonian, meaning that the state will be its unique ground state. Notice that the locality of
the parent Hamiltonian is ensured by the fact that the parent Hamiltonian density cannot have
a support larger than Ns. We refer to Refs. [37, 38] for rigorous proofs of the statements made
above.

Translation-invariant TNs generically satisfy the injectivity condition [37], however, if the
tensor is left invariant by the application of some operators on the virtual legs, the map P can
have a non-trivial kernel on any, arbitrarily large, patch of physical sites. We focus here on the
case in which the virtual operators form a representation of the Z2 symmetry group {1, g}, with
g2 = 1, but the discussion can be extended to more general groups [38]. The state is called
Z2-injective if (there is a patch of sites on which) the map P is injective when restricted to the
Z2-invariant subspace of the virtual space. When Z2-injectivity is met, the ground space of the
parent Hamiltonian will be two-fold degenerate on a ring (1D) and four-fold degenerate on a
torus (2D) [38]. The degenerate ground states are obtained from the periodic TN by virtual
insertions of the symmetry operators (see Fig. 2.6 (right)).
The simplest example of Z2-injective MPS is the GHZ state: |ψ〉 =

(
| ↑〉⊗L + | ↓〉⊗L

)
/
√

2, where
L is the length of the chain. A translation invariant MPS representation is provided by the
following matrices:

A↑ =

(
1 0

0 0

)
A↓ =

(
0 0

0 1

)
. (2.20)

The Z2 virtual symmetry generator is given by g = diag(1,−1), and the two states in Fig. 2.6
(right) (a) (i.e. |ψ±〉 =

(
| ↑〉⊗L ± | ↓〉⊗L

)
/
√

2 ) are degenerate ground states of the Hamiltonian
H = −∑L

i=0 ZiZi+1, where Z is the Pauli matrix σz.
Another one-dimensional example is the translation-invariant Majumdar-Ghosh (MG) state [72]:
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|ψ〉 ∝ |ψ1〉+ |ψ2〉, where |ψ1〉 = (| ↑↓〉 − | ↓↑〉)⊗L/2 and |ψ2〉 the one-site translation of |ψ1〉. An
MPS representation is

A↑ =




0 1 0

0 0 0

−1 0 0


 A↓ =




0 0 1

1 0 0

0 0 0


 . (2.21)

The Z2 generator is g = diag(1,−1,−1), and the two states obtained after inserting either
the identity or g on one virtual link are the two degenerate ground states of the Hamiltonian
H =

∑L
i=0

(
~Si · ~Si+1 + 1

2
~Si · ~Si+2

)
, where ~S = (Sx, Sy, Sz) are the spin-1/2 representation

matrices of SU(2). Note that the ground state degeneracy in these two examples originates from
the spontaneous symmetry breaking of (global) spin flip symmetry for the GHZ state, and one-
site translation symmetry for the MG state. Note also that the parent Hamiltonian provided
for the MPSs above are not positive definite, since a constant additive term has been omitted.
The corresponding positive definite Hamiltonian would come from blocking the MPS tensors on
Ns = 2 and Ns = 3 sites for GHZ and MG states, respectively, and taking the projector on
(ImP)⊥ as Hamiltonian density. We will consider two-dimensional examples in what follows.

We conclude this section by mentioning that it is possible to prove that parent Hamiltonians
of injective TNs in one dimension are gapped. This fact does not hold in two dimensions,
where PEPS parent Hamiltonians can be gapless, and their ground state can produce power-law
correlations for local observables [37].

2.2.2 Locality optimization algorithm

In the previous section, we stressed that the parent Hamiltonian of a TN state is not unique.
Different choices for the positive operator on (ImP)⊥ produce different Hamiltonian densities.
These densities can be as local as the patch ofNs sites used to construct them, or they can be more
local, meaning that they don’t have to include interactions that span the whole patch. This is
particularly relevant when the group of sites is very large, as it often happens when constructing
PEPS parent Hamiltonians on two-dimensional lattices. Below, we devise an algorithm that
attempts an optimization to make the Hamiltonian density as local as possible on the chosen
patch.

The starting point in what follows is to expand the target Hamiltonian on a basis of (local)
operators Oa

H =
∑

a

caOa, Oa = (Oa)
†. (2.22)

It is crucial to keep the dimension of the basis as small as possible. This can be done by assuming
that the parent Hamiltonian shares all the symmetries with the TN state.
The key idea of the algorithm is to ensure that the target Hamiltonian vanishes on ImP and it
is strictly positive on its orthogonal complement. One possible way to achieve this is to write

H(ImP) = 0 ⇔ H =
∑

α,β

Pαβ|ϕα〉〈ϕβ|. (2.23)

Since we want this operator to be a superposition of the local operators in the basis, as in
Eq. (2.22), we require that

F (ca, Pαβ) =

∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

a

caOa −
∑

α,β

Pαβ|ϕα〉〈ϕβ|
∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣

2

= XAMABXB = 0, (2.24)
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where the vector XA = (−ca, Pαβ) contains both the information on the coefficients ca of the
parent Hamiltonian written in a local operator basis, and on the positive matrix Pα,β representing
the parent Hamiltonian as a strictly positive operator on (ImP)⊥.
Due to orthonormality of the basis 〈ϕα|ϕβ〉 = δαβ , the matrixM is extremely sparse and it reads

MAB =




Mab Ra,αβ

Rγδ,b δαγδβδ


 , Mab = Tr(OaOb), Ra,αβ = 〈ϕα|Oa|ϕβ〉. (2.25)

So far we have obtained an eigenvalue problem whose solution are Hamiltonians that annihilate
the PEPS’s image. An equivalent (and much simpler) eigenvalue problem would result by only
imposing that the H =

∑
a caOa annhilates ImP. However, this would not enforce the positivity

of the final results, which is fundamental to ensure that the TN state is the ground state. Hence,
instead of solving directly Eq. (2.24) to get the null space of Eq. (2.25), we minimize the quadratic
form in Eq (2.24) on the non-linear space of positive definite matrices Pαβ . Namely the target
Hamiltonian will be given by the coefficients ca such that

(ca, Pαβ) = ArgMinF (ca, Pαβ) , P ≥ 1, (2.26)

where the eigenvalues of P will be assumed larger than one without loss of generality.
A possible route to solve the optimization problem of above is to apply a gradient descent
algorithm to the cost function F , and project onto the desired space at each step. The initial
point is chosen to have a vanishing local Hamiltonian, i.e. ca = 0 for all a, and the identity as the
initial Pαβ . Since the cost function is a quadratic form, the gradient can be efficiently computed
by simple matrix multiplication. The algorithm is thus as follows:

1. Xin = (0,1)

2. X ′ = X − η∇F (X) = X − 2ηM ·X, η < 1

3. X ′′ = Proj(X ′)

4. Repeat from 2. until convergence.

The projection in 3. has to enforce the condition P ≥ 1. This can be achieved by taking the
Pαβ components of the vector X, and setting to one all the diagonal elements of the triangular
part of its Schur decomposition which dropped below one at step 2., namely:

Proj(X) =

(
c

Proj(P )

)
=

(
c

Z† Proj(T )Z

)
=

(
c

Z† T̃ Z

)
(2.27)

where the triangular matrix T̃ is the same as T , but all the diagonal entries that were smaller
than one in T are set to one in T̃ .

Symmetries. The dimension of the parameter space of the optimization algorithm is DO +
(DIm⊥)2, where DO is the dimension of the operator basis. The number of parameters can be
reduced if the target Hamiltonian is invariant under some symmetry. In this case the matrix Pαβ
breaks into blocks labelled by the eigenvalues of the symmetry generator:

P =
⊕

λ

P λ (2.28)
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Upon proper choice of the basis of local operators, the same is true for all the Oa. The dimension
of the parameter space is thus reduced to DO +

∑
λ(Dλ)2, where Dλ is the dimension of the

intersection of (ImP)⊥ with each eigenspace of the symmetry generator. The cost function in
Eq. (2.24) becomes

F
(
ca, P

λ
αβ

)
=
∑

λ

∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

a

caO
λ
a −

∑

α,β

P λαβ|ϕλα〉〈ϕλβ|
∣∣∣∣∣

∣∣∣∣∣

2

=

= caTr(OaOb) cb − 2ca
∑

λ

〈ϕλα|Oλa |ϕλβ〉P λαβ +
∑

λ

(P λαβ)2 = XAMABXB = 0,

(2.29)

where Oλ is the restriction of O to the symmetry sector labeled by λ, and the fact that Oa is
block diagonal for all a has been used. The vector XA =

(
−ca, P λ1

αβ , P
λ2
αβ , . . .

)
and the matrix

M reads

MAB =




M Rλ1 0 0

R†λ1
1λ1 Rλ2 0

0 R†λ2
1λ2

. . .

0 0
. . . . . .



, Mab = Tr(OaOb), Ra,αβ = 〈ϕα|Oa|ϕβ〉. (2.30)

An example which we will utilize in the following is SU(2) symmetry. In that case we take
λ = s, Sz, where s is the quantum number of the total square angular momentum S2 = (Sx)2 +
(Sy)2 + (Sz)2 (with eigenvalue s(s + 1)) and Sz is the total z-component on the chosen patch
of physical sites: Sz =

∑
i S

z
i . Note that, thanks to rotational invariance, the Pα,β blocks are

independent from the eigenvalue Sz, and the cost function in Eq. (2.29) becomes

F
(
ca, P

λ
αβ

)
= caTr(OaOb) cb − 2ca

∑

s

(2s+ 1)〈ϕs,0α |Os,0a |ϕs,0β 〉P sαβ +
∑

s

(2s+ 1)(P sαβ)2, (2.31)

where the factor (2s + 1) takes into account the multiplicity of the eigenvalue Sz for a given s,
and the generators |ϕs,Szα 〉 need to be computed only in the Sz = 0 sector. This further reduces
the number of variational parameters down to DO +

∑
s(Ds)

2, where Ds is the dimension of the
simultaneous eigenspace of S2 and Sz, which does not depend on the eigenvalue of Sz.
To monitor the status of the convergence during the minimization we directly compute the cost
function at each step. To speed up the convergence we employ an adaptive step size ηn =
〈δXn, δXn〉/〈δXn, δGn〉, where δXn = Xn − Xn−1 and δGn = Gn − Gn−1 are the point and
gradient displacements at the n-th step of the optimization [73].

2.2.3 Applications

We now benchmark our method on one- and two-dimensional TN states whose most local parent
Hamiltonian is known, although it is not trivially obtained as projector onto (ImP)⊥. We then
apply it to the SU(2) RVB state on the kagome lattice, whose minimal patch of sites is a star of
Ns = 12 sites.
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The AKLT state on a chain. The AKLT state is the unique ground state of the Hamiltonian

H =
L∑

i=1

~Si · ~Si+1 +
1

3
(~Si · ~Si+1)2, (2.32)

where ~S = (Sx, Sy, Sz) are the spin-1 representation matrices of SU(2). This model was first
proposed in Ref. [74] as an example of spin system with SU(2) symmetry, and with a gapped
ground state which does not break any discrete2 symmetry. In particular, the AKLT model
was introduced as an instance of system satisfying the Haldane conjecture [76], and it was then
understood that it realizes what is now known as symmetry-protected topological order [77, 78,
79]. The MPS representation of the AKLT state is depicted in Fig. 2.7 (left) (a).

This MPS is injective, and a parent Hamiltonian can be constructed upon blocking at least 2
sites (Ns = 2). In this case the physical Hilbert space is the product of two spin-1 representation:
1⊗ 1 = 0⊕ 1⊕ 2, ImP = 0⊕ 1, and (ImP)⊥ = 2. Here the integers s = 0, 1, 2 denote the spin-s
representation of SU(2). Taking as Hamiltonian density the projector onto (ImP)⊥ results in the
parent Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.32) (modulo an additive constant to ensure positivity). However,
if Ns > 2 is taken, longer range terms appear in the projector parent Hamiltonian. Hence, we
test the algorithm to find the matrix Pαβ (see Sec. 2.2.2) necessary to reproduce the two-sites
Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.32). We include only Heisenberg interactions on nearest-neighbor sites in
the operator basis. For instance, with Ns = 3 the operator basis is {Id, ~S1 · ~S2, (~S1 · ~S2)2, ~S2 ·
~S3, (~S2 · ~S3)2}. Fig. 2.7 (right) shows the results of the minimization procedure: the (projected)
gradient descent with adaptive step converges in ∼ 200 and ∼ 1500 steps for Ns = 3 and Ns = 4,
respectively. The final result for the matrix Pα,β is not a projector, and (although not shown) the
Hamiltonian density obtained is equal to Eq. (2.32) within numerical precision. Notice that in
one dimension this fact is very simple to understand. We know that the most local Hamiltonian
density is a projector onto the Ns = 2 local Hilbert space. However, since densities on two
overlapping Ns = 2 patches are not orthogonal, their sum is not a projector.

The toric code on the square lattice. The toric code Hamiltonian reads [80]

H = −
∑

v

∏

i∈v
Zi −

∑

p

∏

i∈p
Xi, (2.33)

where v and p stand for vertices and plaquettes on a tilted square lattice (see Fig. 2.8 (left) (a)).
This Hamiltonian has a four-fold degenerate ground space on a torus and provides the simplest
example of topological order: despite the ground state degeneracy, no spontaneous symmetry
breaking occurs. One of the four ground states can be written as

∏

p

(
1 +

∑

i∈p
Xi

)
|0〉 =

∑

`

∏

i∈`
Xi|0〉, (2.34)

where |0〉 is the product state with all the sites in the eigenstate of Z with eigenvalue −1, and
the r.h.s. is a sum over all the loop configurations ` made of adjacent plaquettes. This state
admits a translation invariant PEPS representation depicted in Fig. 2.8 (left) (b) [81].

The PEPS is Z2-injective, where the Z2 virtual symmetry operator is g = Z. The four de-
2Spontaneous breaking of continuous symmetry is prohibited, in one-dimension, by the Mermin-Wagner theo-

rem [75]. Nevertheless, SU(2) invariant spin chains can break discrete symmetries (see for instance the MG state
introduced in Sec. 2.2.2.
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Figure 2.7: Left. (a) TN representation of the AKLT state. (b) 3-sites blocking of the MPS tensors
to yield the map P, starting point of the parent Hamiltonian construction. In this case the number of
blocked sites Ns is larger than the minimum Ns required to build the most local parent Hamiltonian,
Eq. (2.32). Right. (a),(b) Cost function F Eq. (2.24) during the minimization. The adaptive step-
gradient descent procedure converges much faster (∼ 200 and 1500 steps to reach F ∼ 10−12 for Ns = 3
and Ns = 4, respectively) than the constant step one (η = 0.5). (c),(d) Eigenvalues of the matrix Pαβ at
convergence (F < 10−12). The result shows that the maximally local Hamiltonian when Ns > 2 is not a
projector onto (ImP)⊥.

generate ground states of the Hamiltonian Eq. (2.33) are obtained from the PEPS by virtual
insertions of this operator as illustrated in Fig. 2.6 (right) (b).
In order to construct the parent Hamiltonian from the PEPS representation of the state in
Eq. (2.34), we need to block two tensors to get a local Hilbert space with Ns = 8 sites, as shown
in Fig. 2.8 (left) (c). The dimension of (ImP)⊥ is 224 and the projector on this subspace is
a Hamiltonian density that contains operators with support on all the 8 sites. Fig. 2.8 (right)
(a) shows the component3 of the density HId on an orthonormal operator basis made of all the
possible products of Pauli matrices on the 8 sites. We apply the algorithm of Sec. 2.2.2 starting
from an operator basis with 4-sites operators on crosses and plaquettes, each one made out of a
single Pauli matrix : X⊗4, Y ⊗4, Z⊗4. Therefore, the basis contains 10 operators (including the
identity), and the total number of variational parameters is 10 + 2242 ∼ 5 · 104. Since the PEPS
posses a Z2 global physical symmetry, we can apply the symmetric version of the algorithm to
reduce the number of parameters down to 10+2 · (112)2 ∼ 2.5 ·104. The cost function during the
minimization is plotted in Fig. 2.8 (right) (b). Both versions of the algorithm converge to the
minimum in ∼ 200 steps. However, it is computationally much cheaper for the symmetric version
to perform a single step. Although in this case exploiting symmetries is not indispensable, it will
be crucial in the next example, where a single optimization would be prohibitive without their use.
Also in this case the algorithm succeeds in finding the expected parent Hamiltonian, i.e. Eq. (2.33).
In Fig. 2.8 (right) (c),(d) we show the coefficients of the Hamiltonian density, on the 8 sites, at
convergence, and its eigenvalues. The latter demonstrate that the most local density is not a
projector on the 8-sites local Hilbert space.

The SU(2) RVB state on the kagome lattice. Resonating valence bond states are defined
as equal-weight superpositions of all nearest-neighbor dimer coverings of a given two-dimensional

3The scalar product in the operator space is: 〈O1|O2〉 = Tr(O†1O2).
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Figure 2.8: Left. (a) Tilted lattice for the toric code Hamiltonian. Plaquette terms are product of Xs on
the blue line, cross terms are product of Zs on the purple line. (b) PEPS representation of the toric code
state. Each tensor maps the virtual space to a physical space of 4 sites a on a tilted square lattice. (c)
Most local parent Hamiltonian for the toric code. The cross and the plaquette terms appear, respectively,
once and twice in the minimal patch to obtain the parent Hamiltonian (Ns = 8). Right. (a) Square
overlaps of the (projector) parent Hamiltonian of the toric state, when an 8-sites patch is considered for
the construction. The Hamiltonian contains 4, 6 and 8-sites operators. Overlaps are normalized to have
total sum equal to one (|〈HId|Id〉|2 is not shown). (b) Cost function during the minimization, using the
adaptive step. Symmetric and non-symmetric versions of the algorithm achieve convergence in the same
number of steps, but the symmetric version reduces significantly the computation cost. (c) Operators
coefficients at convergence. When only cross and plaquette terms (made of X,Y or Z) are included in
the basis, the algorithm produces the expected result within numerical accuracy. (d) Eigenvalues of the
matrix Pα,β at convergence, divided in the two physical Z2 symmetry sectors. The most local Hamiltonian
is not a projector on (ImP)⊥.

lattice. In quantum dimer models, on frustrated lattices, they have been known for decades to
be simple representatives of topologically ordered phases [82]. When orthogonal dimer coverings
are replaced by SU(2) singlets coverings, the RVB state becomes a good candidate for describing
the physics of frustrated magnets. On the kagome lattice, it was shown to be in the same
Z2 spin liquid phase of the dimer RVB [14], and demonstrated to be even more stable against
perturbation [83]. Despite simple ansatze for the ground state wave functions of physically
relevant models, as simple as the nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model, have been devised starting
from the SU(2) singlets RVB state [84], its exact parent Hamiltonian is known to be quite
complicated. It was first proven that the Hamiltonian density can be written on two overlapping
stars [14], and then on a single star of the kagome lattice [85].
We attempt here to reduce the degree of locality of the Hamiltonian density by applying the
method described in Sec. 2.2.2 to a star-shaped patch made of Ns = 12 sites.

The TN representation of the SU(2) RVB state was introduced in Ref. [14], and it is illustrated
in Fig. 2.9 (left) (a). Notice that SU(2) singlets come with an orientation: downward (upward)
triangles are oriented clockwise (anti-clockwise)4. Fig. 2.9 (left) (b) shows the patch of 12 sites
that we consider in what follows: the virtual space consists of 6 bonds with dimension D = 3.
The PEPS is Z2-injective, with Z2 virtual symmetry operator g = diag(1,−1,−1). Since the
dimension of (ImP)⊥ is 3731, the number of variational parameters would be> 107. By exploiting
SU(2) symmetry as explained in Sec. 2.1.2, together with the spatial symmetries of the star-

4A non-equivalent state is obtained by taking upward and downward triangles oriented in the same way.
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Figure 2.9: Left. (a) TN representation for the RVB state made of SU(2) singlets. The turquoise triangle
is a tensor with only virtual indices, the virtual state 2 indicate the absence of a singlet in both adjacent
links. The red circle is a projector that places the end of a singlet onto a site whenever the pair of
virtual states 0, 2 (↑) or 0, 1 (↓) is met. (b) 12-sites patch of tensors taken for the parent Hamiltonian
construction. Right. Operator basis dimension for the two cases considered here. The basis contains all
the SU(2) invariant operators on the hexagon plus N4 adjacent triangles attached (a), or on the whole
star and with support on at most r sites (b). In both cases operator are symmetrized w.r.t. the six-fold
rotations and reflection (w.r.t. to a vertical axis trhough the center) of the star.

shaped patch (we used the six-fold rotation around the center and the reflection w.r.t. the
vertical axis), we are able to break the Pαβ variational matrix in blocks, for a total of 20931
parameters. We can exploit the same symmetries to select the operators to be included in the
basis. SU(2) symmetry implies that the latter are written as Oa = T k1k2..kr

a Sk1
i1
Sk2
i2
..Skrir , where the

index k = x, y, z runs on the adjoint representation of SU(2), the index i = 1, 2, ..12 runs on the 12
sites of the star patch, and the tensor Ta is SU(2) invariant, i.e. T k1k2..kr

a Uk1
j1
Uk2
j2
..Ukrjr = T j1j2..jra

for all SU(2) matrices U in the s = 1 (adjoint) representation. Operators with odd rank (r)
are not necessary, since they have purely imaginary entries, while the RVB state is real. All the
even rank tensors can be written in terms of product of the Kronecker delta δij and an even
number of completely anti-symmetric tensors εikl. However, since a product of two ε can be
expressed in terms of Kronecker delta5, only the latter are needed to write down all the SU(2)
invariant tensors with even rank. This means that all even-rank SU(2) invariant operators can
be written as products of Heisenberg interactions. These are the operators that we include in the
basis, upon taking their (star-)rotation and reflection invariant combinations. We observe that
all products of r/2 Heisenberg interactions form an overcomplete set of operators for r ≥ 8 [86].
This is not an issue for the algorithm, as long as a strictly positive parent Hamiltonian can be
written as a linear combination of the available operators.

We run the algorithm with two different basis choices. In the first case, we take operators
with support on the central hexagon of the star plus N4 adjacent triangles attached to it (with
operator up to rank r = 8), in the second case we take operator with arbitrary range on the start
with at most rank r. We then enlarge the basis by varying independently N4 and r. In Fig. 2.9
(right) we plot the dimension of the basis (the maximum size we considered is < 6000).
Depending on the basis size the algorithm may take several thousands of steps to converge,
and it does not always find an exact parent Hamiltonian. This is signaled by the fact that at
convergence6 the cost function is not vanishing within numerical precision. The final result is
plotted in Fig. 2.10 (left). A good parent Hamiltonian density is found when N4 = 4 (∼ 3000
operators in the basis) or r = 8 (∼ 6000 operators in the basis).
In order to check the validity of the Hamiltonian found by the algorithm, we performed exact
diagonalization on small tori, employing periodic clusters depicted in Fig. 2.11, including up to

5 εijkεlmn = δil (δjmδkn − δjnδkm)− δim (δjlδkn − δjnδkl) + δin (δjlδkm − δjmδkl)
6We monitor the status of convergence by computing the norm displacement vector at consecutive steps

ε = ||Xn −Xn−1||. We stop the algorithm when ε < 10−10.
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Figure 2.10: Left. (a),(c) Minimum for the cost function Eq. (2.29) at convergence. When N4 < 4 or
r < 8 the algorithm does not find a minimum at zero norm, indicating the failure in writing a parent
Hamiltonian on the chosen basis. (b),(d) Eigenvalues of matrix Pα,β in the Sz = 0 sector, for each S2

sector, for N4 = 4 and r = 8. In both cases the algorithm succeed in finding an exact parent Hamiltonian,
and the latter is not a projector. Right. Comparison between the low energy spectra of the RVB parent
Hamitlonian obtained as a projector on (ImP)⊥ (blue empty diamonds) and the optimized Hamiltonian
(orange filled diamonds) obtained on a basis of operators with up to 4 triangles around the hexagon
(a),(b), and up to rank 8 (c),(d). Periodic clusters with N = 12 (a),(c) and N = 18 (b),(d) are considered
(see Fig. 2.11 (left)).

8 unit cells of the kagome lattice (N = 24 sites). In Fig. 2.10 (right) we plot the comparison
between the spectrum of the projector parent Hamiltonian and the optimized one on clusters of
12 and 18 sites. The expected topological four-fold degeneracy of the ground space is accurate
within 10−9. Note however that the two spectra are not identical already at very low energy. We
verified that the overlap of the RVB state with the ground-space of the optimized Hamiltonian
is equal to 1 within numerical accuracy, for clusters up to N = 24 sites. In Fig. 2.11 (right)
(a) we show the expectation value of the optimized parent Hamiltonian (N4 = 4) on the RVB
state on a torus. The energy of the RVB state is almost vanishing, but it is not compatible
with zero (within numerical accuracy). We attribute this issue to small numerical imprecisions
in the minimization procedure, which is carried out on a fairly large parameter space. Finally,
the lowest gap of the optimized Hamiltonian is plotted in Fig. 2.11 (right) (b), as a function of
the linear size of the cluster (Ly). The result mildly scales with Ly, and clearly shows a gap of
order one between the four degenerate ground states and the rest of the spectrum.

To sum up: the locality optimization algorithm is able to find a parent Hamiltonian density
which is more local than the whole star-shaped patch we started from, and it includes products
of up to 4 Heisenberg interactions. The parent Hamiltonian does not only have the RVB state
as a ground state, but it also shares the four-fold topological degeneracy expected from an exact
parent Hamiltonian for this state. In principle, it should be possible to gain physical intuition on
the operators that are essential to obtain a good parent Hamiltonian for the RVB state. However,
we found it hard in practice, due to the large number of operators in the basis (∼ 3000 at least).
Although certain operators contribute more than others to the final result (e.g. the number of
operators Oa such that |ca/c0| > 0.5, where c0 is the largest coefficient of the identity operator,
are only 10), all the operators appear to be necessary to give high overlap with the RVB state,
and to reproduce the correct ground state degeneracy.
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Figure 2.11: Left. Periodic cluster used to check the goodness of the parent Hamiltonian obtained from
the minimization. The clusters covers LxLy unit cells, for a total number of sites N = 3LxLy. We
are able to compute the low energy states for clusters including up to N = 24 sites (Lx = 2,Ly = 4).
Right. RVB state expectation value on (a) and lowest gap of (b) the optimized parent Hamiltonian, for
increasing system size.

2.2.4 Conclusions

We exploited the freedom in the construction of parent Hamiltonians for TN states to optimize
their locality. We formulated an algorithm that locally searches for a parent Hamiltonian by
taking as inputs a patch of lattice sites and a basis of local operators. We benchmarked the
algorithm on simple one- and two-dimensional examples, and we applied it to tackle the tougher
problem of finding a local parent Hamiltonian for the RVB state made of SU(2) singlets, on the
kagome lattice. We found that the previously-believed-to-be minimal degree of locality of the
parent Hamiltonian density (a star on the kagome lattice) can be reduced to 10 sites (one hexagon
plus four adjacent triangles) and that only operators supported on up to 8 sites (product of four
Heisenberg interactions) have to be included. In face of the partial success of this optimization,
the RVB state parent Hamiltonian appears to be extremely fine-tuned, in that a very large number
of operators with small coefficients are necessary to reproduce the expected features. Likely, a
more efficient parametrization of the operator basis might significantly reduce its dimension and
clarify the nature of each interaction term that is necessary to include.

We remark that the conditions at the basis of our algorithm are sufficient but not necessary. In
fact, the construction outlined in Sec. 2.2.1 inevitably yields a frustration-free parent Hamiltonian
for the input TN state. We cannot exclude that other approaches might lead to more local exact
(or approximate) parent Hamiltonians for the RVB state, however they would hinder the local
nature of our method, which is key to deal with the problem in more than one dimension.
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2.3 Outlook

In this chapter, we approached the problem of finding a parent Hamiltonian starting from an
a priori-given wavefunction from two different perspectives. In Sec. 2.1, we based the parent
Hamiltonian search on a QFT representation of the target state RDM, developing an algorithm
suitable for states with large ξ/a, where ξ and a are the correlation length and lattice spac-
ing respectively. In Sec. 2.2, we dealt with parent Hamiltonians of tensor network states with
small bond dimension, employing an optimization method to find the most local exact parent
Hamiltonian for the input state.

These two classes of states –large correlation length and exact tensor network– do not intersect
in one dimension. In fact, while 1D critical states generally exhibit a bipartite entanglement
spectrum with fat tails, that leads to an entanglement entropy diverging with sytems size, MPSs
have an ES distribution with no tails and a bipartite entanglement entropy that stays finite in
the thermodynamic limit. Furthermore, QFT arguments provide a direct relation between the
entanglement entropy and the correlation length: S ∼ log ξ [87]. This relation is not satisfied
by MPSs, that can display correlations that do not decay with the distance, despite having a
finite entanglement entropy [88]. In two dimensions, power-law correlations can arise from low-
bond dimensional PEPS [81], however the parent Hamiltonians of these states seem to generate
a non Lorentz invariant dynamics [89], signaling a non-linear dispersion relation of the gapless
low energy excitations of PEPS parent Hamiltonians. In fact, a general understanding of these
excitations and of their possible continuum description with QFT tools is still an open problem.
Analyzing how well the method of Sec. 2.1 copes with PEPS is a promising route to achieve this
goal.

The work discussed in Sec. 2.1 consisted in benchmarking the method on sample cases in
which the parent Hamiltonian was known a priori. The most natural extension is to apply the
search algorithm to problems where the parent Hamiltonian is completely unknown. In Ref. [90]
the algorithm has been tested on Jastrow-Gutzwiller wavefunctions in one dimension. The next
step would be to tackle two-dimensional problems where relativistic invariance is expected at low
energy, by taking appropriate input states. In fact, as we demonstrated, the method is amenable
to quantum Monte Carlo techniques, that make it scalable in any dimension, as long as the search
is limited to sing-problem free Hamiltonians.

The algorithm presented in Sec. 2.2, other than optimizing on the family of parent Hamil-
tonians associated to a tensor network state, gives access to an explicit representation of the
Hamiltonian density in terms of physical operators, e.g. Heisenberg interactions for SU(2) in-
variant Hamiltonians. To further simplify the result it might be possible to devise appropriate
truncation schemes for the optimized parent Hamiltonian, in the same spirit of Ref. [91]. Af-
ter the truncation, the parent Hamiltonian would stop being exact for the input state, which,
however, could maintain a large overlap with the true ground state. Arguably, this fact would
imply that the truncated parent Hamiltonian yield the same low energy physical properties of
the target state.
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Chapter 3

Constrained models: from ground state
to non-equilibrium properties

This chapter is based on the following publications:

[1] G. Giudici, A. Angelone, G. Magnifico, Z. Zeng, G. Giudice, T. Mendes-Santos, M. Dalmonte
Diagnosing Potts criticality and two-stage melting in one-dimensional hard-core boson models
Physical Review B 99, 094434 (2019)

[2] F. M. Surace, P. P. Mazza, G. Giudici, A. Lerose, A. Gambassi, M. Dalmonte
Lattice gauge theories and string dynamics in Rydberg atom quantum simulators
Physical Review X 10, 021041 (2020)

[3] G. Giudici, F. M. Surace, J. E. Ebot, A. Scardicchio, M. Dalmonte
Breakdown of ergodicity in disordered U(1) lattice gauge theories
Physical Review Research 2, 032034(R) (2020)

Recent years have witnessed growing theoretical interest in constrained many-body quantum
systems, driven by the success in the realization of experimental platforms in which the coherent
quantum dynamics of such systems can be reliably simulated [4]. A constraint on the Hilbert
space is enforced in quantum simulators as a large energy penalty, induced by the engineered
interactions, on some class of not-allowed states. For instance, in the experiment of Ref. [4]
the effective dipole-dipole interactions between excited states in Rydberg atom arrays [5] forbids
two nearby atoms to be simultaneously excited. The resulting model will be the main focus of
this chapter. First introduced in Ref. [6] by Fendley, Sengupta, and Sachdev (FSS), the model
describes an array of one-dimensional strongly interacting hard-core bosons in the presence of
occupation constraints on nearest-neighbor (NN), and with additional interactions on next-to-
nearest-neighbor (NNN), sites. Initially discussed due to its connections with integrable models,
its successful implementation in Rydberg atom arrays led to further theoretical investigation of
its peculiar equilibrium [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] and out-of-equilibrium properties [12, 13, 14, 15, 16].

The experimental setup is schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.1. It consists of a one-dimensional
array of L optical traps, each of them hosting a single atom. The atoms are trapped in their
electronic ground state (black circle), denoted by | ↓〉j , where j numbers the trap. These ground
states are quasi-resonantly coupled to a single Rydberg state, i.e., a highly excited electronic
level, denoted by | ↑〉j . The dynamics of this chain of qubits {| ↑〉, | ↓〉j}j=1,...,L is governed by

https://journals.aps.org/prb/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevB.99.094434
https://journals.aps.org/prx/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevX.10.021041
https://journals.aps.org/prresearch/abstract/10.1103/PhysRevResearch.2.032034
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Figure 3.1: Schematics of a Rydberg atom chain. Each potential well of the optical lattice hosts a single
atom, which can be either in the ground (black) or excited Rydberg (yellow) state. The two levels are
coupled by a laser field. The Rydberg blockade prevents the simultaneous excitations of neighboring
atoms.

the following Ising-type Hamiltonian [17, 18]:

HRyd =
L∑

j=1

(Ωσxj + δ σzj ) +
L∑

j<`=1

Vj,` njn`, (3.1)

where σαj are Pauli matrices at site j, the operator nj = (σzj + 1)/2 signals the presence of
a Rydberg excitation at site j, 2Ω and 2δ are the Rabi frequency and the detuning of the
laser excitation scheme, respectively, and Vj,` describes the interactions between atoms in their
Rydberg states at sites (j, `). This interaction is strong at short distances and decays as 1/|j−`|6
at large distances. By introducing the Rydberg blockade parameter Rb defined from

V (Rb) = Ω, (3.2)

the interaction can be tuned to produce the so-called Rybderg blockade. When Rb = 1 the
simultaneous occupancy of the excited Rydberg state for nearby atoms is prohibited. This gives
an effective constraint njnj+1 = 0. Increasing Rb from 1 to 2 is equivalent to introduce a NNN
interaction between the spins, where NNN occupancy is prohibited when Rb = 2. The dynamics
described byHRyd has already been realized in several experiments utilizing either optical lattices
or optical tweezers [19, 20, 4]. This particular scenario has been investigated in Ref. [4] for the
first time.

In the various regimes described above, the resulting effective Hamiltonian reads

HEff(d) =

L∑

j=1

(
Ωσxj + 2δ nj

)
+ Vd

L∑

j=1

njnj+d, (3.3)

withHEff acting on the constrained Hilbert space without double occupancies on nearest-neighbor
sites when Rb ∈ [1, 2], on next-to-nearest neighbor sites when Rb ∈ [2, 3], and so on. Note that
when Rb ranges in [d− 1, d], with d an integer, the parameter Vd takes value in [0,∞]. In what
follows we will concentrate on the Hamiltonian Eq. (3.3) when Rb ∈ [1, 2], and we will allow the
parameter V2 to take all real values. We will refer to this model as the FSS model [6].

The FSS model displays a variety of phases and phase transitions at zero temperature. In
particular, there are two ordered phases with Z2 and Z3 order [6] and a disordered phase in which
long-range correlations can be incommensurate with the lattice spacing [9]. The phase diagram
hosts two integrable lines, and continuous phase transitions belonging to various conformal in-
variant universality classes, such as the Ising, tricritical Ising and 3-states Potts [21]. Moreover,
it exhibits gapless phases described by Luttinger liquid theory [22], as well as second order phase
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transitions which do not fit in the conformal field theory framework [23, 24, 25]. Although sig-
nificant theoretical and numerical effort has been devoted to comprehensively understand these
diverse universal phenomena [6, 8, 9], their character in specific regions of the phase diagram is
still debated.

In Sec. 3.1 we aim at clarifying the nature of the Z3-order-to-disorder transition in the limiting
case of infinite NNN repulsion, which we refer to as the doubly blockaded regime, in analogy
with the more common NN blockade. We show that the melting of the ordered phase, in this
regime, takes place via an intermediate gapless phase. This critical phase is enclosed between two
continuous phase transitions. From the disordered side, the transition is of the BKT type, while
from the ordered side the universality class is not captured by conformal field theory (CFT).

We compute many of the critical exponents of these transitions with different methods. As
we discuss below, our findings are only able to provide a rough estimate for the size of the
incommensurate (IC) phase, due to the presence of anomalously large finite-size effects. In
parallel, we test some of the methods employed on the exactly located 3-states Potts critical
point; this helps us to emphasize differences and similarities between the two melting phase
transitions. We also give a full characterization of the Potts critical point by computing its critical
exponents, and by matching the low-lying energy spectrum on the lattice with the universal
predictions provided by conformal field theory. This characterization provides a quantitative and
unambiguous testbed to verify Potts quantum criticality in experiments based on spectroscopic
probes.

We employ various methods to tackle the problem numerically, focusing on periodic geome-
tries in order to avoid boundary effects, which are particularly detrimental for constrained models
in the vicinity of ordered phases. We exploit at best the small quantum dimension of the Hilbert
space to compute the ground state and the lowest excited states exactly up to 54 sites. We per-
form studies of up to 120 sites via quantum Monte Carlo (QMC), using an imaginary-time path
integral method sharing many similarities with the worm algorithm [26], adapted to simulate
Hamiltonians with off-diagonal terms such as those of the FSS model and with updates designed
to automatically respect its occupation constraints. We use the density matrix renormalization
group (DMRG) algorithm [27] to compute the ground state of periodic chains up to 108 sites.
In this case, we implement the constraint by giving a large penalty to the states which are not
allowed in the Hilbert space. We also present results for the experimentally realized open chain
scenario by simulating open chains up to 718 sites with a 1-site DMRG algorithm formulated in
the matrix product state (MPS) language, which allows us to realize the constraint exactly by
representing efficiently the global projector on the constrained Hilbert space as a matrix product
operator (MPO).

Besides the very rich ground state physics, constrained quantum systems have recently at-
tracted considerable attention due to their peculiar dynamical properties. As first observed
in the Rydberg atom experiment realized in Ref. [4], the Hamiltonian Eq. (3.1) generates an
anomalously slow dynamics starting from specific initial states. The initial state chosen in the
experiment was a simple product state in which the hard-bosons occupy every other site. Al-
though this state has very high expectation value on the Rydberg Hamiltonian (w.r.t. to the
ground state energy), the time-evolution of local observables did not show signature of thermal-
ization within the experimentally accessible time-scales. This fact is at odds with the general
expectation provided by the eigenstate thermalization hypotesis (ETH) [28, 29, 30]: the dynam-
ics of initial states with finite energy density should rapidly thermalize to the microcanonical
ensemble at energy E = 〈ψ0|H|ψ0〉. This is ensured by assuming the following form for the
matrix elements of local observables between nearby energy eigenstates |Eα〉

〈Eα|O|Eβ〉 = Ō(E) δαβ + e−S(E) f(E,ω)Rαβ. (3.4)
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Here Ō(E) and eS(E) are the expectation value of the observable O and the density of states at
energy E = (Eα+Eβ)/2, which are both expected to be smooth function of E for large systems.
f(E,ω) is an unknown function of E and of the energy difference ω = Eα−Eβ and Rαβ is a ran-
dom variable with zero mean and unit variance. Subsequent theoretical work [13] demonstrated
that the essential ingredients inducing an ETH violation in the Rydberg Hamiltonian are already
present in the simplified, hard-constrained Hamiltonian Eq. (3.3). In particular, the source of
this violation was identified in a small (∼ L) subset of atypical eigenstates dubbed quantum
many-body scars.

In Sec. 3.2, starting from a different perspective, we show that the dynamics of Rydberg
excitations in these chains is exactly mapped onto a spin-1/2 quantum link model (QLM), a
U(1) lattice gauge theory (LGT) where the gauge fields span a finite-dimensional Hilbert space,
equivalent to a lattice Schwinger model in the presence of a topological term [31]. Gauge theories
are key for our understanding of fundamental interactions. An intense theoretical activity aimed
at quantum simulating LGTs via atomic quantum systems [32, 33, 34] has already led to the
first door-opener experimental realization in a system of four trapped ions [35]. However, there
is presently no experimental evidence that atomic systems can be used to simulate LGTs at large
scales. In this respect, our work serves as a remarkably straight route towards this goal, pro-
viding an immediate interpretation of the experiment of Ref. [4] as the first large-scale quantum
simulation of a LGT at the edge of classical computational methods [36].

The key element of our mapping is that gauge invariance has a natural counterpart in the
Rydberg blockade mechanism, which constrains the Hilbert space in the same way as Gauss law
does in gauge theories. From a theoretical viewpoint, the mapping offers a hitherto unexplored
perspective on the anomalously slow relaxation observed in experiments: the long-lived oscilla-
tions in the population of excited Rydberg atoms correspond to a string inversion, a phenomenon
which is directly tied to string breaking [37, 38, 39] prototypical of gauge theories including dy-
namical matter. The mapping indicates that this phenomenon has a natural interpretation in
the LGT framework, and suggests the occurrence of slow dynamics in other U(1) gauge theories,
such as higher-spin QLMs [40], Higgs theories [41, 42], and the Schwinger model [43, 44]. These
theories have been widely discussed in the context of Schwinger pair production taking place at
high-intensity laser facilities, thus providing a highly unexpected, direct link between apparently
unrelated experimental platforms [45, 39, 46, 47, 48].

We discuss the generality of this type of quantum evolution by extending our analysis to
other relevant instances of "slow dynamics", characterized by the absence of relaxation on all
time scales corresponding to any microscopic coupling present in the system. As initial states, we
focus on those consisting of particle-antiparticle pairs, corresponding to regular configurations
of the Rydberg-atom arrays with localized defects, which are accessible within the setup of
Ref. [4]. We show that these defects propagate ballistically with long-lived coherent interference
patterns. This behavior is found to be governed by special bands of highly excited eigenstates
characterized by a regularity in the energy-momentum dispersion relation. These findings open
up a novel perspective which complements and extends towards gauge theories recent approaches
to slow relaxation in Rydberg-blockaded atomic chains [13, 12, 49, 14, 16, 15].

So far the discussion was focused on the slow dynamics emerging from a specific initial state,
in a lattice gauge theory. The final section of this chapter is devoted to study the role of gauge
symmetry in disordered systems that exhibit ergodicity violations in a strong sense, i.e. that do
not depend on the choice of the initial state. In the quantum realm the notion of ergodicity is
strictly tied to the eigenstate thermalization hypothesis Eq. (3.4). The latter provides a sensi-
ble justification for the use of microcanonical ensembles in place of their Hamiltonian dynamics
to compute long term averages of observables. An established mechanism to circumvent ther-
malization is provided by Anderson localization [50]. The latter describes how non-interacting
systems can feature a dynamical phase in which diffusion (and hence transport) and ergodicity
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are suppressed without any need to fine-tune the Hamiltonian to an integrable one. Remarkably,
this mechanism has been shown to survive the introduction of interactions at the perturbative
level [51, 52], a phenomenon dubbed many-body localization (MBL) [53, 54, 55, 56]. However,
owing to the fundamentally more complex nature of many-body theories, establishing the break-
down of ergodicity and characterizing the ergodic/non-ergodic transition in generic, interacting
microscopic models has proven challenging. At the practical level, this is due to the fact that
quantum chaos (which underlies ETH) is ultimately linked to the full spectral content of a theory
[57], where the applicability of analytical techniques is less established with respect to low-energy
studies [58, 59, 51, 52, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65].

An archetypal example in this field has been the one-dimensional (1D) Heisenberg model
with random fields [66], where, in the absence of SU(2) symmetry [67, 68, 69, 70], first signatures
of the breakdown of ergodicity were established at finite volume. Despite a follow-up impressive
numerical effort [71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76], the precise location of the localization transition in
this and similar microscopic models is still actively debated. A systematic drift of the would-be
critical disorder strength was noticed already as early as in Ref. [66]. The finite-size scaling
theory close to the phase transition is also still far from being satisfactory, with the numerically
extracted critical exponents [73, 74, 77] at odds with strong disorder renormalization group
predictions [78, 79], and not compatible with the Harris criterion [80, 81]. A recent analysis
based on a different finite-size scaling ansatz was proposed where the transition point drifts
linearly with system sizes [82], which however seems to apply, at small sizes, also to models
where localization is demonstrated on solid grounds [83, 84]. On top of this, a recent analysis
discussed how large a system size one should analyze to go beyond the transient behavior in
numerical or experimental studies [85]. The challenge is thus to identify generic mechanisms
where, oppositely to the case of spin chains, interactions and disorder can cooperate (rather than
compete) in establishing ergodicity breaking, potentially leading to completely novel scenarios
in terms of finite-size scaling relavant to exact simulations and experiments [86, 87].

In Sec. 3.3, we show how lattice gauge theories (LGTs) [88, 89] provide a framework within
which the transition between ergodic and non-ergodic behavior can be studied using conventional,
well controlled numerical methods. The key element of this observation is the cooperative effect
of disorder and Coulomb law, which leads to a localization phenomenon that - as we show below
- is parametrically different from what observed in other models. In concrete, we illustrate this
mechanism in the context of the 1D lattice Schwinger model - quantum electrodynamics in 1D. By
analyzing spectral correlations in the presence of a random charge background, we demonstrate
how U(1) lattice gauge theories display key signatures of ergodicity breaking, allowing to draw
a sharp boundary for the ergodic regime for sufficiently strong gauge couplings, at the system
sizes accessible via exact diagonalization.
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3.1 Quantum phase transitions in a Rydberg atom chain

In this section we consider the hard-constrained Hamiltonian in the family of operators in
Eq. (3.3) with d = 2. We interpret the many-qubit systems arising from the Rydberg atom
setup as a chain of hard-core bosons where each site can either empty or occupied. We study the
ground state and the low energy spectrum in the vicinity of two different melting transition. The
first transition is a single point, located on an integrable line, which is known to be well described
by the 3-states Potts model universality class. The second occurs in the regime V2 → ∞, and
understanding its nature is the main purpose of this work. The reason for the choice of this
regime is threefold: it is the farthest regime from the Potts critical point, it may allow for a com-
paratively larger incommensurate phase (if any) thanks to the fact that the role of perturbations
moving away from the exactly solvable line is typically larger; it is of easy experimental access;
it is amenable to exact simulations up to comparatively larger sizes with respect to the rest of
the phase diagram.

The structure of this section is the following. In Sec. 3.1.1, we present the Hamiltonian of
the model, reviewing in detail previous theoretical results. In Sec. 3.1.2, we discuss the methods
we employ, and investigate the vicinity of the Potts transition point, in particular, performing
an analysis based on level spectroscopy. In Sec. 3.1.3, we study in detail the doubly blockaded
regime. In Sec. 3.1.4, we draw our conclusions and discuss some future perspectives.

3.1.1 Model Hamiltonian and review of previous results

The Hamiltonian of the FSS model is given by

H =

L∑

i=1

(di + d†i ) + U

L∑

i=1

ni + V

L∑

i=1

nini+2 (3.5)

where d†i (di) is the creation (destruction) operator for a hard-core boson on site i and ni = d†idi.
In terms of the experimentally realizable Hamiltonian in Eq. 3.1 the U = 2δ/Ω and V can
be tuned by varying the parameter Rb defined in Eq. (3.2). The Hilbert space we consider is
subjected to the constraint nini+1 = 0; namely, two particles cannot occupy NN sites. When
this restriction is imposed, the number of states dimHL in the Hilbert space for a chain of length
L satisfies, in the case of open boundary conditions (OBC), the recursive equation

dimHL = dimHL−1 + dimHL−2 (3.6)

whose solution is the Fibonacci sequence, which behaves asymptotically for large L as dimHL ∼
φL, where φ = 1.6180... is the golden ratio. The dimension of H becomes even smaller in the
limit V →∞, which is equivalent to saying that there have to be at least two empty lattice sites
between two particles, i.e., nini+1 = 0 and nini+2 = 0. It is easy to see that in this case dimHL
satisfies the equation

dimHL = dimHL−1 + dimHL−3 (3.7)

which asymptotically means dimHL ∼ ζL, with ζ = 1.4655... Notice that when V ranges in
[0,+∞) the experimental parameter Rb ranges between 1 and 2.

The model was first proposed as the quantum version of the 2-dimensional classical hard-
square model [6], which is known to host two integrable lines [90]. One of the two lines crosses
the period-three-to-disorder line exactly at the Potts critical point, whose location is thus known
analytically. The classical-to-quantum mapping results in a constrained quantum Hilbert space
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V
<latexit sha1_base64="Vicgsgdf5Tl6hj0Ys6pPJgKNtmA=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEepJCl48tmA/oA1ls520azebsLsRSugv8OJBEa/+JG/+G7dtDtr6wsLDOzPszBskgmvjut9OYWNza3unuFva2z84PCofn7R1nCqGLRaLWHUDqlFwiS3DjcBuopBGgcBOMLmb1ztPqDSP5YOZJuhHdCR5yBk11mq2B+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8MbPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15HdpXVc9y87pSv83jKMIZnMMleFCDOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gj5/MHsX+M1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vicgsgdf5Tl6hj0Ys6pPJgKNtmA=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEepJCl48tmA/oA1ls520azebsLsRSugv8OJBEa/+JG/+G7dtDtr6wsLDOzPszBskgmvjut9OYWNza3unuFva2z84PCofn7R1nCqGLRaLWHUDqlFwiS3DjcBuopBGgcBOMLmb1ztPqDSP5YOZJuhHdCR5yBk11mq2B+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8MbPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15HdpXVc9y87pSv83jKMIZnMMleFCDOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gj5/MHsX+M1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vicgsgdf5Tl6hj0Ys6pPJgKNtmA=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEepJCl48tmA/oA1ls520azebsLsRSugv8OJBEa/+JG/+G7dtDtr6wsLDOzPszBskgmvjut9OYWNza3unuFva2z84PCofn7R1nCqGLRaLWHUDqlFwiS3DjcBuopBGgcBOMLmb1ztPqDSP5YOZJuhHdCR5yBk11mq2B+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8MbPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15HdpXVc9y87pSv83jKMIZnMMleFCDOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gj5/MHsX+M1g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Vicgsgdf5Tl6hj0Ys6pPJgKNtmA=">AAAB6HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FQSEepJCl48tmA/oA1ls520azebsLsRSugv8OJBEa/+JG/+G7dtDtr6wsLDOzPszBskgmvjut9OYWNza3unuFva2z84PCofn7R1nCqGLRaLWHUDqlFwiS3DjcBuopBGgcBOMLmb1ztPqDSP5YOZJuhHdCR5yBk11mq2B+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8MbPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15HdpXVc9y87pSv83jKMIZnMMleFCDOtxDA1rAAOEZXuHNeXRenHfnY9lacPKZU/gj5/MHsX+M1g==</latexit>

Integrable
<latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit>

Integrable<latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="30uB/dUEAJnUEkZPvctYZ9GPDm0=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM3UV62vqks3wSK4GjIj2rqRghvdVbAPbIeSSe+0oZnMkGSEUvoXblwo4ta/ceffmD4EFT0QOJxzLrn3hKng2hDy4eSWlldW1/LrhY3Nre2d4u5eQyeZYlBniUhUK6QaBJdQN9wIaKUKaBwKaIbDy6nfvAeleSJvzSiFIKZ9ySPOqLHS3bU00FfUprvFEnFJxT+vEEzcE0LKvmcJOfMqp2XsuWSGElqg1i2+d3oJy2KQhgmqddsjqQnGVBnOBEwKnUxDStmQ9qFtqaQx6GA823iCj6zSw1Gi7JMGz9TvE2Maaz2KQ5uMqRno395U/MtrZyaqBGMu08yAZPOPokxgk+Dp+bjHFTAjRpZQprjdFbMBVZQZW1LBlvB1Kf6fNHzXs/zGL1UvFnXk0QE6RMfIQ2VURVeohuqIIYke0BN6drTz6Lw4r/NozlnM7KMfcN4+Afk4kRg=</latexit>

Integrable

<latexit sha1_base64="SPyEl6C4Ojsr6vf0R1K9Pe8TsG4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQzJYx26k4EZ3FewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//CjQtF3Po37vwb04egogcCh3POJfeeMBVcG4Q+nKXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLff1EmmKGvQRCSqHRLNBJesYbgRrJ0qRuJQsFY4upz6rXumNE/krRmnLIjJQPKIU2KsdHctDRsoYtO9Uhm5yD/zqhWIXA9XKn7VklOMMPYhdtEMZbBAvVd67/YTmsVMGiqI1h2MUhPkRBlOBZsUu5lmKaEjMmAdSyWJmQ7y2cYTeGyVPowSZZ80cKZ+n8hJrPU4Dm0yJmaof3tT8S+vk5noPMi5TDPDJJ1/FGUCmgROz4d9rhg1YmwJoYrbXSEdEkWosSUVbQlfl8L/SdNzseU3Xrl2saijAA7BETgBGPigBq5AHTQABRI8gCfw7Gjn0XlxXufRJWcxcwB+wHn7BADzkR0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SPyEl6C4Ojsr6vf0R1K9Pe8TsG4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQzJYx26k4EZ3FewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//CjQtF3Po37vwb04egogcCh3POJfeeMBVcG4Q+nKXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLff1EmmKGvQRCSqHRLNBJesYbgRrJ0qRuJQsFY4upz6rXumNE/krRmnLIjJQPKIU2KsdHctDRsoYtO9Uhm5yD/zqhWIXA9XKn7VklOMMPYhdtEMZbBAvVd67/YTmsVMGiqI1h2MUhPkRBlOBZsUu5lmKaEjMmAdSyWJmQ7y2cYTeGyVPowSZZ80cKZ+n8hJrPU4Dm0yJmaof3tT8S+vk5noPMi5TDPDJJ1/FGUCmgROz4d9rhg1YmwJoYrbXSEdEkWosSUVbQlfl8L/SdNzseU3Xrl2saijAA7BETgBGPigBq5AHTQABRI8gCfw7Gjn0XlxXufRJWcxcwB+wHn7BADzkR0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SPyEl6C4Ojsr6vf0R1K9Pe8TsG4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQzJYx26k4EZ3FewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//CjQtF3Po37vwb04egogcCh3POJfeeMBVcG4Q+nKXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLff1EmmKGvQRCSqHRLNBJesYbgRrJ0qRuJQsFY4upz6rXumNE/krRmnLIjJQPKIU2KsdHctDRsoYtO9Uhm5yD/zqhWIXA9XKn7VklOMMPYhdtEMZbBAvVd67/YTmsVMGiqI1h2MUhPkRBlOBZsUu5lmKaEjMmAdSyWJmQ7y2cYTeGyVPowSZZ80cKZ+n8hJrPU4Dm0yJmaof3tT8S+vk5noPMi5TDPDJJ1/FGUCmgROz4d9rhg1YmwJoYrbXSEdEkWosSUVbQlfl8L/SdNzseU3Xrl2saijAA7BETgBGPigBq5AHTQABRI8gCfw7Gjn0XlxXufRJWcxcwB+wHn7BADzkR0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="SPyEl6C4Ojsr6vf0R1K9Pe8TsG4=">AAAB8XicdVDLSgMxFM34rPVVdekmWARXQzJYx26k4EZ3FewD26Fk0kwbmskMSUYoQ//CjQtF3Po37vwb04egogcCh3POJfeeMBVcG4Q+nKXlldW19cJGcXNre2e3tLff1EmmKGvQRCSqHRLNBJesYbgRrJ0qRuJQsFY4upz6rXumNE/krRmnLIjJQPKIU2KsdHctDRsoYtO9Uhm5yD/zqhWIXA9XKn7VklOMMPYhdtEMZbBAvVd67/YTmsVMGiqI1h2MUhPkRBlOBZsUu5lmKaEjMmAdSyWJmQ7y2cYTeGyVPowSZZ80cKZ+n8hJrPU4Dm0yJmaof3tT8S+vk5noPMi5TDPDJJ1/FGUCmgROz4d9rhg1YmwJoYrbXSEdEkWosSUVbQlfl8L/SdNzseU3Xrl2saijAA7BETgBGPigBq5AHTQABRI8gCfw7Gjn0XlxXufRJWcxcwB+wHn7BADzkR0=</latexit>

M3
<latexit sha1_base64="tI0sR1d/ZsbY+8GRkiSADGfl1uA=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+al26CRbBVZnRha6k4MaNUME+oB1KJs20oZlkTDKFMhT8APciuFDErR/jzr8x03ahrQcCh3Pu5Z6cIOZMG9f9dnIrq2vrG/nNwtb2zu5ecb/U0DJRhNaJ5FK1AqwpZ4LWDTOctmJFcRRw2gyGV5nfHFGlmRR3ZhxTP8J9wUJGsLGS34mwGRDM05tJ96xbLLsVdwq0TLw5KVdLz48PAFDrFr86PUmSiApDONa67bmx8VOsDCOcTgqdRNMYkyHu07alAkdU++k09AQdW6WHQqnsEwZN1d8bKY60HkeBncxC6kUvE//z2okJL/yUiTgxVJDZoTDhyEiUNYB6TFFi+NgSTBSzWREZYIWJsT0VbAne4peXSeO04ll+a9u4hBnycAhHcAIenEMVrqEGdSBwD0/wCm/OyHlx3p2P2WjOme8cwB84nz9Xv5P4</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nsDcfLRSbbcO4y6Npgcft2NIPOM=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7X1UevSTbAKXZUZu9CVFNy4ESrYB7RDyaSZNjSTGZNMoQz1C9yL4EIRt36MO//GTNuFth4IHM65l3tyvIgzpW3728qsrW9sbmW3c/md3b39wkGxqcJYEtogIQ9l28OKciZoQzPNaTuSFAcepy1vdJX6rTGVioXiTk8i6gZ4IJjPCNZGcrsB1kOCeXIz7VV7hZJdsWdAq8RZkFKt+Pz4UD7J13uFr24/JHFAhSYcK9Vx7Ei7CZaaEU6nuW6saITJCA9ox1CBA6rcZBZ6ik6N0kd+KM0TGs3U3xsJDpSaBJ6ZTEOqZS8V//M6sfYv3ISJKNZUkPkhP+ZIhyhtAPWZpETziSGYSGayIjLEEhNtesqZEpzlL6+S5lnFMfzWtHEJc2ThCI6hDA6cQw2uoQ4NIHAPT/AKb9bYerHerY/5aMZa7BzCH1ifP8lmlE0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="nsDcfLRSbbcO4y6Npgcft2NIPOM=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7X1UevSTbAKXZUZu9CVFNy4ESrYB7RDyaSZNjSTGZNMoQz1C9yL4EIRt36MO//GTNuFth4IHM65l3tyvIgzpW3728qsrW9sbmW3c/md3b39wkGxqcJYEtogIQ9l28OKciZoQzPNaTuSFAcepy1vdJX6rTGVioXiTk8i6gZ4IJjPCNZGcrsB1kOCeXIz7VV7hZJdsWdAq8RZkFKt+Pz4UD7J13uFr24/JHFAhSYcK9Vx7Ei7CZaaEU6nuW6saITJCA9ox1CBA6rcZBZ6ik6N0kd+KM0TGs3U3xsJDpSaBJ6ZTEOqZS8V//M6sfYv3ISJKNZUkPkhP+ZIhyhtAPWZpETziSGYSGayIjLEEhNtesqZEpzlL6+S5lnFMfzWtHEJc2ThCI6hDA6cQw2uoQ4NIHAPT/AKb9bYerHerY/5aMZa7BzCH1ifP8lmlE0=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5bwW1JDCduRyOPM5mzVf7V0j2Wc=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrtaaCUBGxshgnlAsoTZyU0yZHZ2nZkNhCXfYWOhiK0fY+ffOJtsoYkHBg7n3Ms9c4JYcG1c99sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo6aOEsWwwSIRqXZANQousWG4EdiOFdIwENgKxreZ35qg0jySj2Yaox/SoeQDzqixkt8NqRkxKtL7We+yV664VXcOskq8nFQgR71X/ur2I5aEKA0TVOuO58bGT6kynAmclbqJxpiyMR1ix1JJQ9R+Og89I2dW6ZNBpOyThszV3xspDbWehoGdzELqZS8T//M6iRlc+ymXcWJQssWhQSKIiUjWAOlzhcyIqSWUKW6zEjaiijJjeyrZErzlL6+S5kXVs/zBrdRu8jqKcAKncA4eXEEN7qAODWDwBM/wCm/OxHlx3p2PxWjByXeO4Q+czx+wtpIB</latexit>

M1<latexit sha1_base64="cXYM7xnUCiK4+7WhxyJC/lTtbug=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+al26CRbBVZkZS1s3UnDjRqhgH9AOJZNm2tDMwyRTKEPBD3AvggtF3Pox7vwbM62Cih4IHM65l3ty3IgzqUzz3cgsLa+srmXXcxubW9s7+d1CS4axILRJQh6Kjosl5SygTcUUp51IUOy7nLbd8VnqtydUSBYGV2oaUcfHw4B5jGClJafnYzUimCcXs77VzxfN0kmtYpcryCyZZtWyrZTY1fJxGVlaSVGsF+5vbwCg0c+/9QYhiX0aKMKxlF3LjJSTYKEY4XSW68WSRpiM8ZB2NQ2wT6WTzEPP0KFWBsgLhX6BQnP1+0aCfSmnvqsn05Dyt5eKf3ndWHk1J2FBFCsakMUhL+ZIhShtAA2YoETxqSaYCKazIjLCAhOle8rpEr5+iv4nLbtkaX6p2ziFBbKwDwdwBBZUoQ7n0IAmELiGO3iEJ2NiPBjPxstiNGN87uzBDxivH7TGlDg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhkQMI9ne/Qxfc4GyzTwacg+ahs=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL3js7Y+al26CVahqzJTS1s3UnDjRqhgH9AOJZNm2tDMwyRTKEP9AvciuFDErR/jzr8x0yqo6IHA4Zx7uSfHCTmTyjTfjaXlldW19dRGOrO5tb2T3c21ZBAJQpsk4IHoOFhSznzaVExx2gkFxZ7DadsZnyV+e0KFZIF/paYhtT089JnLCFZasnseViOCeXwx61v9bN4sntQqpXIFmUXTrFolKyGlavm4jCytJMjXc/e3N4XDTKOffesNAhJ51FeEYym7lhkqO8ZCMcLpLN2LJA0xGeMh7WrqY49KO56HnqEjrQyQGwj9fIXm6veNGHtSTj1HTyYh5W8vEf/yupFya3bM/DBS1CeLQ27EkQpQ0gAaMEGJ4lNNMBFMZ0VkhAUmSveU1iV8/RT9T1qloqX5pW7jFBZIwT4cQAEsqEIdzqEBTSBwDXfwCE/GxHgwno2XxeiS8bmzBz9gvH4AJnyUjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="WhkQMI9ne/Qxfc4GyzTwacg+ahs=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL3js7Y+al26CVahqzJTS1s3UnDjRqhgH9AOJZNm2tDMwyRTKEP9AvciuFDErR/jzr8x0yqo6IHA4Zx7uSfHCTmTyjTfjaXlldW19dRGOrO5tb2T3c21ZBAJQpsk4IHoOFhSznzaVExx2gkFxZ7DadsZnyV+e0KFZIF/paYhtT089JnLCFZasnseViOCeXwx61v9bN4sntQqpXIFmUXTrFolKyGlavm4jCytJMjXc/e3N4XDTKOffesNAhJ51FeEYym7lhkqO8ZCMcLpLN2LJA0xGeMh7WrqY49KO56HnqEjrQyQGwj9fIXm6veNGHtSTj1HTyYh5W8vEf/yupFya3bM/DBS1CeLQ27EkQpQ0gAaMEGJ4lNNMBFMZ0VkhAUmSveU1iV8/RT9T1qloqX5pW7jFBZIwT4cQAEsqEIdzqEBTSBwDXfwCE/GxHgwno2XxeiS8bmzBz9gvH4AJnyUjQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="K+eJ607Vg2SwMiRLVMTFQYkSCKs=">AAAB9HicdVDLSgMxFL3js9ZX1aWbYBFclZmxtHUjBTduhAr2Ae1QMmmmDc1kxiRTKEO/w40LRdz6Me78GzNtBRU9EDiccy/35PgxZ0rb9oe1srq2vrGZ28pv7+zu7RcODlsqSiShTRLxSHZ8rChngjY105x2Yklx6HPa9sdXmd+eUKlYJO70NKZeiIeCBYxgbSSvF2I9IpinN7O+0y8U7dJFreKWK8gu2XbVcZ2MuNXyeRk5RslQhCUa/cJ7bxCRJKRCE46V6jp2rL0US80Ip7N8L1E0xmSMh7RrqMAhVV46Dz1Dp0YZoCCS5gmN5ur3jRSHSk1D30xmIdVvLxP/8rqJDmpeykScaCrI4lCQcKQjlDWABkxSovnUEEwkM1kRGWGJiTY95U0JXz9F/5OWW3IMv7WL9ctlHTk4hhM4AweqUIdraEATCNzDAzzBszWxHq0X63UxumItd47gB6y3Tw3MkkE=</latexit>

M2<latexit sha1_base64="TZYjR2Kx0Nxw7DNbuV3Db3yaYLM=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+al26CRbBVZnpRldScONGqGAf0A4lk2ba0EwyJplCGQp+gHsRXCji1o9x59+YabvQ1gOBwzn3ck9OEHOmjet+O7m19Y3Nrfx2YWd3b/+geFhqapkoQhtEcqnaAdaUM0EbhhlO27GiOAo4bQWjq8xvjanSTIo7M4mpH+GBYCEj2FjJ70bYDAnm6c20V+0Vy27FnQGtEm9ByrXS8+MDANR7xa9uX5IkosIQjrXueG5s/BQrwwin00I30TTGZIQHtGOpwBHVfjoLPUWnVumjUCr7hEEz9fdGiiOtJ1FgJ7OQetnLxP+8TmLCCz9lIk4MFWR+KEw4MhJlDaA+U5QYPrEEE8VsVkSGWGFibE8FW4K3/OVV0qxWPMtvbRuXMEcejuEEzsCDc6jBNdShAQTu4Qle4c0ZOy/Ou/MxH805i50j+APn8wdWO5P3</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gd9NQt5FkZPhaN0hPKgBLmaY3k8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7X1UevSTbAKXZWZbnQlBTduhAr2Ae1QMmmmDc1kpkmmUIb6Be5FcKGIWz/GnX9jpu1CWw8EDufcyz05XsSZ0rb9bWU2Nre2d7K7ufze/sFh4ajYVGEsCW2QkIey7WFFORO0oZnmtB1JigOP05Y3uk791oRKxUJxr6cRdQM8EMxnBGsjud0A6yHBPLmd9aq9Qsmu2HOgdeIsSalWfH58KJ/l673CV7cfkjigQhOOleo4dqTdBEvNCKezXDdWNMJkhAe0Y6jAAVVuMg89Q+dG6SM/lOYJjebq740EB0pNA89MpiHVqpeK/3mdWPuXbsJEFGsqyOKQH3OkQ5Q2gPpMUqL51BBMJDNZERliiYk2PeVMCc7ql9dJs1pxDL8zbVzBAlk4gVMogwMXUIMbqEMDCIzhCV7hzZpYL9a79bEYzVjLnWP4A+vzB8filEw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="gd9NQt5FkZPhaN0hPKgBLmaY3k8=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7X1UevSTbAKXZWZbnQlBTduhAr2Ae1QMmmmDc1kpkmmUIb6Be5FcKGIWz/GnX9jpu1CWw8EDufcyz05XsSZ0rb9bWU2Nre2d7K7ufze/sFh4ajYVGEsCW2QkIey7WFFORO0oZnmtB1JigOP05Y3uk791oRKxUJxr6cRdQM8EMxnBGsjud0A6yHBPLmd9aq9Qsmu2HOgdeIsSalWfH58KJ/l673CV7cfkjigQhOOleo4dqTdBEvNCKezXDdWNMJkhAe0Y6jAAVVuMg89Q+dG6SM/lOYJjebq740EB0pNA89MpiHVqpeK/3mdWPuXbsJEFGsqyOKQH3OkQ5Q2gPpMUqL51BBMJDNZERliiYk2PeVMCc7ql9dJs1pxDL8zbVzBAlk4gVMogwMXUIMbqEMDCIzhCV7hzZpYL9a79bEYzVjLnWP4A+vzB8filEw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="P5qV+7nbnnXh2tlNT9D5u6SfA+g=">AAAB9HicbVC7SgNBFL0bXzG+opY2g0GwCrtptJKAjY0QwTwgWcLs5G4yZHZ2nZkNhCXfYWOhiK0fY+ffOEm20MQDA4dz7uWeOUEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH49u5356g0jyWj2aaoB/RoeQhZ9RYye9F1IwYFdn9rF/rlytu1V2ArBMvJxXI0eiXv3qDmKURSsME1brruYnxM6oMZwJnpV6qMaFsTIfYtVTSCLWfLULPyIVVBiSMlX3SkIX6eyOjkdbTKLCT85B61ZuL/3nd1ITXfsZlkhqUbHkoTAUxMZk3QAZcITNiagllitushI2ooszYnkq2BG/1y+ukVat6lj+4lfpNXkcRzuAcLsGDK6jDHTSgCQye4Ble4c2ZOC/Ou/OxHC04+c4p/IHz+QOvMpIA</latexit>

BKT
<latexit sha1_base64="z+GzUH0e+geew3nCS/ueaMi5WIk=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/IzxK2ppsxgEq3CXRisJ2gg2EfMFyRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W9nbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbd0nCqGTRaLWHUCqlFwiU3DjcBOopBGgcB2ML6d1dtPqDSPZcNMEvQjOpQ85Iwaaz3e3Df6pbJbceciq+DlUIZc9X7pqzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa7KUaE8rGdIhdi5JGqP1svuqUnFtnQMJY2ScNmbu/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy7WZ+V+tm5rwys+4TFKDki0+ClNBTExmd5MBV8iMmFigTHG7K2EjqigzNp2iDcFbPnkVWtWKZ/mhWq5d53EU4BTO4AI8uIQa3EEdmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0brm5DMn8EfO5w/OM41z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z+GzUH0e+geew3nCS/ueaMi5WIk=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/IzxK2ppsxgEq3CXRisJ2gg2EfMFyRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W9nbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbd0nCqGTRaLWHUCqlFwiU3DjcBOopBGgcB2ML6d1dtPqDSPZcNMEvQjOpQ85Iwaaz3e3Df6pbJbceciq+DlUIZc9X7pqzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa7KUaE8rGdIhdi5JGqP1svuqUnFtnQMJY2ScNmbu/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy7WZ+V+tm5rwys+4TFKDki0+ClNBTExmd5MBV8iMmFigTHG7K2EjqigzNp2iDcFbPnkVWtWKZ/mhWq5d53EU4BTO4AI8uIQa3EEdmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0brm5DMn8EfO5w/OM41z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z+GzUH0e+geew3nCS/ueaMi5WIk=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/IzxK2ppsxgEq3CXRisJ2gg2EfMFyRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W9nbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbd0nCqGTRaLWHUCqlFwiU3DjcBOopBGgcB2ML6d1dtPqDSPZcNMEvQjOpQ85Iwaaz3e3Df6pbJbceciq+DlUIZc9X7pqzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa7KUaE8rGdIhdi5JGqP1svuqUnFtnQMJY2ScNmbu/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy7WZ+V+tm5rwys+4TFKDki0+ClNBTExmd5MBV8iMmFigTHG7K2EjqigzNp2iDcFbPnkVWtWKZ/mhWq5d53EU4BTO4AI8uIQa3EEdmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0brm5DMn8EfO5w/OM41z</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z+GzUH0e+geew3nCS/ueaMi5WIk=">AAAB6nicbZA9SwNBEIbn/IzxK2ppsxgEq3CXRisJ2gg2EfMFyRH2NnPJkr29Y3dPCEd+go2FIrb+Ijv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W9nbX1jc2u7sFPc3ds/OCwdHbd0nCqGTRaLWHUCqlFwiU3DjcBOopBGgcB2ML6d1dtPqDSPZcNMEvQjOpQ85Iwaaz3e3Df6pbJbceciq+DlUIZc9X7pqzeIWRqhNExQrbuemxg/o8pwJnBa7KUaE8rGdIhdi5JGqP1svuqUnFtnQMJY2ScNmbu/JzIaaT2JAtsZUTPSy7WZ+V+tm5rwys+4TFKDki0+ClNBTExmd5MBV8iMmFigTHG7K2EjqigzNp2iDcFbPnkVWtWKZ/mhWq5d53EU4BTO4AI8uIQa3EEdmsBgCM/wCm+OcF6cd+dj0brm5DMn8EfO5w/OM41z</latexit>

PT
<latexit sha1_base64="8Ewuk1CWVEMOh8Q2H1czJHlOFRk=">AAAB6XicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NKaSgI1llHxBcoS9zV6yZG/v2J0TwpF/YGOhiK3/yM5/4ya5QhNfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWcfEqWa8zWIZ615ADZdC8TYKlLyXaE6jQPJuML1b1LtPXBsRqxbOEu5HdKxEKBhFaz02W8Nyxa26S5FN8HKoQK7msPw1GMUsjbhCJqkxfc9N0M+oRsEkn5cGqeEJZVM65n2Likbc+Nly0zm5ss6IhLG2TyFZur8nMhoZM4sC2xlRnJj12sL8r9ZPMaz7mVBJilyx1UdhKgnGZHE2GQnNGcqZBcq0sLsSNqGaMrThlGwI3vrJm9CpVT3LD7VK4zaPowgXcAnX4MENNOAemtAGBiE8wyu8OVPnxXl3PlatBSefOYc/cj5/AExajSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Ewuk1CWVEMOh8Q2H1czJHlOFRk=">AAAB6XicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NKaSgI1llHxBcoS9zV6yZG/v2J0TwpF/YGOhiK3/yM5/4ya5QhNfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWcfEqWa8zWIZ615ADZdC8TYKlLyXaE6jQPJuML1b1LtPXBsRqxbOEu5HdKxEKBhFaz02W8Nyxa26S5FN8HKoQK7msPw1GMUsjbhCJqkxfc9N0M+oRsEkn5cGqeEJZVM65n2Likbc+Nly0zm5ss6IhLG2TyFZur8nMhoZM4sC2xlRnJj12sL8r9ZPMaz7mVBJilyx1UdhKgnGZHE2GQnNGcqZBcq0sLsSNqGaMrThlGwI3vrJm9CpVT3LD7VK4zaPowgXcAnX4MENNOAemtAGBiE8wyu8OVPnxXl3PlatBSefOYc/cj5/AExajSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Ewuk1CWVEMOh8Q2H1czJHlOFRk=">AAAB6XicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NKaSgI1llHxBcoS9zV6yZG/v2J0TwpF/YGOhiK3/yM5/4ya5QhNfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWcfEqWa8zWIZ615ADZdC8TYKlLyXaE6jQPJuML1b1LtPXBsRqxbOEu5HdKxEKBhFaz02W8Nyxa26S5FN8HKoQK7msPw1GMUsjbhCJqkxfc9N0M+oRsEkn5cGqeEJZVM65n2Likbc+Nly0zm5ss6IhLG2TyFZur8nMhoZM4sC2xlRnJj12sL8r9ZPMaz7mVBJilyx1UdhKgnGZHE2GQnNGcqZBcq0sLsSNqGaMrThlGwI3vrJm9CpVT3LD7VK4zaPowgXcAnX4MENNOAemtAGBiE8wyu8OVPnxXl3PlatBSefOYc/cj5/AExajSw=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="8Ewuk1CWVEMOh8Q2H1czJHlOFRk=">AAAB6XicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NKaSgI1llHxBcoS9zV6yZG/v2J0TwpF/YGOhiK3/yM5/4ya5QhNfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWcfEqWa8zWIZ615ADZdC8TYKlLyXaE6jQPJuML1b1LtPXBsRqxbOEu5HdKxEKBhFaz02W8Nyxa26S5FN8HKoQK7msPw1GMUsjbhCJqkxfc9N0M+oRsEkn5cGqeEJZVM65n2Likbc+Nly0zm5ss6IhLG2TyFZur8nMhoZM4sC2xlRnJj12sL8r9ZPMaz7mVBJilyx1UdhKgnGZHE2GQnNGcqZBcq0sLsSNqGaMrThlGwI3vrJm9CpVT3LD7VK4zaPowgXcAnX4MENNOAemtAGBiE8wyu8OVPnxXl3PlatBSefOYc/cj5/AExajSw=</latexit>

?
<latexit sha1_base64="KUrnClu154Cf48hnub9YSoXRPfg=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NFppwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazVvB+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8NrPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/I4inAG53AJHlxBHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDjgOMvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KUrnClu154Cf48hnub9YSoXRPfg=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NFppwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazVvB+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8NrPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/I4inAG53AJHlxBHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDjgOMvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KUrnClu154Cf48hnub9YSoXRPfg=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NFppwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazVvB+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8NrPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/I4inAG53AJHlxBHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDjgOMvQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="KUrnClu154Cf48hnub9YSoXRPfg=">AAAB6HicbZA9SwNBEIbn4leMX1FLm8UgWIW7NFppwMYyAfMByRH2NnPJmr29Y3dPCEd+gY2FIrb+JDv/jZvkCk18YeHhnRl25g0SwbVx3W+nsLG5tb1T3C3t7R8cHpWPT9o6ThXDFotFrLoB1Si4xJbhRmA3UUijQGAnmNzN650nVJrH8sFME/QjOpI85IwaazVvB+WKW3UXIuvg5VCBXI1B+as/jFkaoTRMUK17npsYP6PKcCZwVuqnGhPKJnSEPYuSRqj9bLHojFxYZ0jCWNknDVm4vycyGmk9jQLbGVEz1qu1uflfrZea8NrPuExSg5ItPwpTQUxM5leTIVfIjJhaoExxuythY6ooMzabkg3BWz15Hdq1qme5WavUb/I4inAG53AJHlxBHe6hAS1ggPAMr/DmPDovzrvzsWwtOPnMKfyR8/kDjgOMvQ==</latexit>

1 st
order
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Figure 3.2: Phase diagram of the model Hamiltonian Eq. (3.5). Ordered phases are colored in light blue.
Red (blue) lines indicate second (first) order phase transitions. On the green dotted lines the model is
integrable. The integrable line in the lower half plane is on top of the transition line when the transition
is of the first order. The two lines separate at the tricritical point M2, where the transition becomes
continuous. After this point, the second-order phase transition belongs to the Ising universality class.
The integrable line in the upper half plane crosses the second-order transition line exactly at the M3

critical point, belonging to the Potts model universality class. Below this point, on the transition line,
a gapless phase (lower yellow region, not in scale) opens, enclosed within a Pokrovsky-Talapov (PT)
and Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition. Above this point, the opening of a gapless phase
(upper yellow region, not in scale) is under debate. Purple dashed lines are studied in this work.

which is not in product form. As already noted in Ref. [9] and further discussed below, the
peculiar way order is realized in the system causes extremely strong finite-size effects, especially
when OBC are applied. This poses challenges for tensor-network based techniques, which usually
rely on these boundary conditions, since the computational effort must be increased in order to
access larger system sizes. Oppositely, the milder scaling of the Hilbert space dimension allows us
to exactly diagonalize the system up to lengths which roughly double the usual lengths accessible
in spin chains. Since periodic boundary conditions (PBC) eliminate boundary effects, in addition
to providing momentum symmetry for a direct diagonalization of the quantum Hamiltonian, they
will be employed throughout this work, with the exception of the tensor network simulations
presented in Sec. 3.1.3.

The phase diagram of the model is depicted in Fig. 3.2. The two integrable lines are
parametrized by

V (U + V ) = 1. (3.8)

One of the two lines is defined on the upper half plane (U, V ), and crosses the order-disorder
transition line exactly at the Potts critical point mentioned above, for V = Vc = [(

√
5 + 1)/2]5/2;

it is thus described at low energies by the third conformal field theory in the minimal series,
M3 [21]. The gapped ordered phase extends to a region in the quadrant V > 0, U < 0, where
the order-disorder transition is not always a sharp transition. In particular, it was shown in
Ref. [6] that in the limit case U → −∞ and V = −U/3 the separation line is in fact a thin gapless
phase (yellow region in Fig. 3.2) characterized by the Luttinger liquid (LL) universality class. The
transition from the ordered phase to the gapless phase belongs to the Pokrovsky-Talapov (JNPT)
universality class [23, 24], and has dynamical critical exponent z = 2. Conformal invariance is
then restored in the continuum description and the transition from the gapless phase to the
disordered phase is of the Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless type [22]. Moreover, a recent detailed
analysis [9] exhibited strong numerical evidence that the very same picture persists on the order-
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disorder transition line, up to a Lifshitz point located below the integrable line, beyond which
the transition is sharp and of the chiral Huse-Fisher type [25]. However, the precise location of
the Lifshitz point could not be estimated. The authors also confirmed the position and nature
of the Potts critical point by computing the correlation length critical exponent ν coming from
both phases.

What happens above the integrable line is more controversial. A DMRG-OBC study [9] is in
favor of a chiral transition up to another Lifshitz point after which a LL phase opens again, with
a PT transition on the ordered side and a BKT transition on the disordered side. The width of
the intervening LL phase was estimated at the order of 0.001. It was also noted that, above the
Potts point, boundary effects are sizable at system sizes on the order of several hundred sites, as
testified by an anomalous scaling of the von Neumann entropy. Instead, an exact diagonalization
(ED) study [8], using PBC, indicated that there is no Lifshitz point, and the transition remains
chiral up to V =∞, with a dynamical critical exponent 1 < z . 1.33.

In what follows we will focus on two lines at constant V (purple dashed lines in Fig. 3.2).
The phase diagram on the first line is very well understood and we will use it as a benchmark to
test field theory predictions in this exotic quantum chain. The second line is located at V =∞
and, as discussed above, its phase structure is still under debate.

3.1.2 Potts critical point

In this section, we study the finite-size properties of the Potts critical point. This is important
not only to test some of the methods we are going to employ in the following sections, but also to
understand which universal properties can be experimentally measured with the available setups
of '50 spins. Moreover, it is of theoretical interest, as there are very few lattice realizations of
Potts criticality that can be studied in such a systematic fashion [91, 92, 93].

The CFT behind the Potts model universality class is one of the modular invariant realizations
of the third model in the minimal series: M3 [94]. Its central charge is 4/5 and the most relevant
primary fields, namely the energy density and the order parameter, carry anomalous dimensions
ηε = 4/5 and ησ = 4/15. These two numbers imply that the correlation length and order
parameter critical exponents are ν = (2− ηε)−1 = 5/6 and β = νησ/2 = 1/9.

The position of the Potts critical point in the phase diagram of the quantum Hamiltonian in
Eq. (3.5) is known exactly by integrability arguments [6] and its location has been checked nu-
merically both via gap scaling analysis [8] as well as from vanishing inverse correlation length [9].
Its critical exponents have been computed on the lattice, and a clear signature of the underlying
CFT has been observed [6, 8, 9]. However, the low-energy spectrum of the lattice Hamiltonian
has never been matched with the CFT one and a full characterization of the phase transition
has never been given. Furthermore, contrary to the lattice Potts model, the Z3 symmetry is not
an exact global symmetry of the FSS model. It is thus non-trivial to identify the whole operator
content from the energy eigenvalues on the lattice.

Before performing level spectroscopy, we test some of the methods we will employ in the
next section to witness second-order phase transitions without any assumption on the spacetime
symmetry of the underlying field theory, namely non-analyticity in the quantum concurrence [95,
96] (which is a measure of single spin entanglement) as well as in the fidelity susceptibility [97,
98]. The latter also allows us to extract the critical exponent ν of the ordered phase [99, 100, 101].
We then compute the central charge of the CFT from the logarithmic scaling of the entanglement
entropy [102] and we show that the CFT regime is reached with system sizes accessible to present
experiments. We proceed by matching momentum symmetry sectors on the lattice with Z3 sectors
in the CFT. We match several low-lying eigenvalues with the corresponding primary fields and
we discuss the finite-size scaling corrections with respect to CFT predictions. Finally, we extract
the anomalous dimension ησ of the order parameter by comparing its lattice two-point function
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Figure 3.3: (a) Power-law fit of the peak position U∗(L) of the first derivative of the concurrence Eq. (3.9),
for L from 24 to 36 sites. The scaling exponent extracted from this range of system sizes is γ = 4.0± 0.1,
but it is not stable including smaller sizes. The critical position we get from the fit is Uc = −3.03± 0.04.
(b) Power-law fit of the peak position U∗(L) in the fidelity susceptibility Eq. (3.10), for L from 30 to 42
sites. The result is stable when smaller system sizes are included. Taking into account small variations
with respect to the range of lengths employed in the fit, the scaling exponent and the critical point
position we get are γ = 2.4 ± 0.1 and Uc = −3.03 ± 0.01. (c) Scaling of the maximum of χF according
to Eq. (3.11) for L from 30 to 42 sites. The correlation length critical exponent slightly increases when
smaller system sizes are included in the fit. By taking into account variations with respect to the range
of lengths fitted we get ν = 0.84± 0.01, in good agreement with the exact value ν = 5/6 = 0.8333...

with the one of a CFT on a ring [21].

Critical point location. As we will see below, in order to locate the critical point, it is
useful to utilize a procedure which is not biased by any assumption on the nature of the phase
transition, such as conformal invariance and a consequent scaling of the gap with a dynamical
critical exponent z = 1. Here we use two methods based on the nonanalytic behavior displayed by
generic functions in the presence of continuous phase transitions. The concurrence is a measure
of entanglement for spin systems [96, 103], and is defined as

C = max(0, λ1 − λ2 − λ3 − λ4) (3.9)

where the λi are the square roots of the eigenvalues in decreasing order of the matrix √ρi,j(σy ⊗
σy)ρ∗i,j(σ

y ⊗ σy)√ρi,j , where ρi,j is the reduced density matrix of two sites located at positions i
and j (here we show results for j = i+ 2) 1. The function C(U) is expected to have an infinite
derivative at a gapless critical point in the thermodynamic limit [95, 96]. At finite size, the
derivative ∂UC has a peak which sharpens with increasing system size at a value U∗(L) which
converges to the critical point when L→∞.

In Fig. 3.3(a), we plot the value of the position of the peak of ∂UC, U∗(L), at the Potts
critical point as a function of 1/L. The position of the critical point at L→∞, Uc, is obtained
by fitting U∗(L) with the power-law function, U∗(L) = Uc+A/Lγ . The best-fitting exponent for
system sizes from 24 to 36 sites is γ = 4.0 ± 0.1 and the extracted position of the critical point
is Uc = −3.03± 0.04, in good agreement with the exact value Uc = −3.0299 . . . . Note however,
that the result is not stable when smaller system sizes are included in the fit. We attribute this
instability to the limited number of sizes we can reliably simulate in the scaling regime, due to
the challenging nature of the calculation of concurrence.

Another quantity that is used to locate and characterize the critical point is the fidelity
susceptibility

χF =
−2 ln |〈ψ0(U)|ψ0(U + δU)〉|

δU2
(3.10)

where |ψ0(U)〉 is the ground-state wave function for a fixed value of U . As the derivative of the
1Since the Hilbert space is not a product of single-site Hilbert spaces, in order to compute the reduced density

matrix we simply plunge back the ground state of the system into the full Hilbert (C2)⊗L.
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concurrence, χF exhibits a peak at the position U∗(L), when plotted as a function of U . The size
scaling of U∗(L) provides an alternative approach to establish the position of the critical point,
Uc; see Fig. 3.3(b). In contrast to the concurrence, the numerical calculation of the fidelity is
less expensive and allows us to reach system sizes up to L = 42. This yields a best-fitting result
which is stable against the range of system sizes included in the fit for L ≥ 24. The best-fitting
parameters we get considering lengths from 27 up to 42 sites gives Uc = −3.03(1), where the
error takes into account variations against the system sizes included in the fit. Furthermore, a
scaling theory for the height of the peak of χF does exist [100, 101] and allows us to obtain the
correlation length critical exponent via

χF (U∗) ∼ L2/ν . (3.11)

Note that this power-law scaling is independent of the value of the dynamical critical exponent
z. In this way we get a value of ν in perfect agreement with the expected value for the Potts
model universality class; see Fig. 3.3(c).

Finally, we wish to mention a very peculiar fact which allows us to locate the critical point
with arbitrary precision and arbitrary small system sizes: exactly at the critical point, the on-
site boson density has vanishing finite-size corrections. The position of Uc can thus be obtained
by measuring the boson density for different system sizes and tuning the couplings until size
independence is observed. We believe that this fact is due to the integrable structure beyond
the critical spin chain. In Fig. 3.4 (left), we report the finite-size scaling of the density at
the critical point and for two values of U very close to it, together with the curve crossing of
densities computed for different system sizes as a function of U for V = Vc, which allows a precise
determination of the position of the critical U .

Entanglement entropy. Continuous, relativistic phase transitions in a 1D system display a
logarithmic divergence of the entanglement entropy. Once conformal invariance is ensured, an
inexpensive way to identify the universality class is by computing the coefficient of the logarithmic
growth of the entanglement as a function of the subsystem size. This coefficient is known to be
proportional to the central charge of the CFT [102], and for the case of half partition in PBC
reads

S =
c

3
lnL+A. (3.12)

In Fig. 3.4 (right) (a), we plot the entanglement entropy for the critical values (Uc, Vc) analytically
known. This result shows how moderate sizes are already yielding a very precise value for the
central charge. In Fig. 3.4 (right) (b), the effective central charge, defined as [104]

c = 3
S(2L)− S(L)

ln 2
, (3.13)

is plotted for fixed V = Vc, and varying U across the transition. The central charge exhibits a bell-
shape dependence on U , observed in other cases as well [105], with a peak which is approaching
the expected position marked with a green dashed line. Note that different bells touch only
at the critical point, which is the only value of U at which the effective central charge is not
decreasing with increasing system size. This is in agreement with Zamolodchikov’s theorem [106]
in the presence of a single critical point.

CFT level spectroscopy. Computing the entanglement entropy is a convenient way of ex-
tracting universal information from a quantum spin chain, since it does not involve non-universal
parameters like the sound velocity. However, the central charge alone does not uniquely identify
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Figure 3.4: Left. (a) Finite-size scaling of the boson density at the transition point and close to it.
Exactly at the transition point, the density does not scale. (b) Boson density as a function of U for
V = Vc and different chain lengths. The lines sharply cross at the transition point (dashed red line) for
any system size, since finite-size corrections vanish exactly at the critical point. Right. (a) Finite-size
scaling of the entanglement entropy of a half partition, for L from 12 to 36 sites. The slope is the one
expected from CFT already for system sizes L ≤ 24, indicating negligible finite-size corrections to the CFT
predictions Eq. (3.12). (b) Effective central charge as defined in Eq. (3.13). The peak is sharpening as
the system size is increased and the peak position is moving towards the expected value Uc = −3.0299....
Curves for different lengths cross almost exactly at this value of U , indicating the presence of a single
critical point in which the effective central charge is nondecreasing.

the CFT. The full operator content for a CFT on a ring of length L can be determined from the
energy levels, which are spaced according to the formula [21]

En − EGS =
2πv

L
(∆ +m+ ∆ + `) m, ` ∈ N (3.14)

where n is a label for the nth excited state, (∆,∆) are the weights of the two chiral representations
of the Virasoro algebra in the CFT, and v is the non-universal sound velocity, which depends on
the microscopic realization of the CFT. The ground-state energy itself is affected by universal
finite-size corrections proportional to the central charge,

EGS = ε0L−
πvc

6L
, (3.15)

where ε0 is the ground-state energy density in the thermodynamic limit. Below, we analyze
the spectrum obtained by exact diagonalization of the lattice Hamiltonian, for systems with
L ≤ 42, in each momentum sector 2. After extracting the central charge from the entropy
scaling, Eq. (3.15) allows us to compute the sound velocity. The result we obtain by fitting

2Note that, in the k = 0 sector, we did not split the spectra according to their reflection symmetry, since the
latter seems not to correspond to charge conjugation symmetry of the two charged sectors
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the ground-state energy for L up to 42 is v = 2.49(7). Another possibility is to fit directly the
dispersion relation of the low-energy states, which should be linear and proportional to v. A
sample of the low-lying spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.5 (left) (a) for a system of L = 39. To obtain
the velocity, we perform a linear fit of the smallest available momentum at each system size. The
value of v obtained in this way is different for right and left moving particles, and in both cases
deviates from the velocity extracted from the ground state energy by a few percent (see Fig. 3.5
(left) (b)). This is caused by large finite-size corrections affecting these eigenvalues. This chiral
symmetry breaking at finite size might be caused by the chiral perturbation driving the system on
the second-order transition line. Interestingly, by taking the average of the corresponding right
and left energy levels, the dominant terms of these corrections cancel out, and full agreement
with the value extracted from the ground-state energy scaling is recovered.

Once the sound velocity is known, Eq. (3.14) can be used to extract all the conformal dimen-
sions from the gaps in the low-energy spectrum of the lattice Hamiltonian. The operators in the
CFT are labeled by a Z3 quantum number 3 Q = 0,±1 [92, 93]. Since the model does not have
an exact Z3 symmetry, we have to find an alternative way of labeling the low-lying states.

The Q = ±1 sectors have to be degenerate and this degeneracy is exact at finite size in the
spectrum of the lattice Hamiltonian Eq. (3.5) with PBC. This fact is ensured by the presence
of the non-commuting momentum and reflection symmetries, which implies that eigenstates of
H with momenta K and −K have the same energy. In the Z3-ordered phase and close to it
the states with momentum K = ±2π/3 happen to be the lowest-energy excitations above the
ground state and the Brillouin zone appears to be split in three, as shown in Fig. 3.5 (left) (a).
It is thus clear how to identify the Z3 symmetry sectors: the neutral sector and the two charged
sectors consist of the energy levels close to K = 0 and K = ±2π/3, respectively. This labeling
naturally connects to the symmetry-breaking structure of the ground-state manifold within the
ordered phase.

The operator content of the two non-degenerate symmetry sectors in the CFT with PBC is
the following [92] :

Q = 0 : (0, 0) ,

(
2

5
,
2

5

)
,

(
7

5
,
2

5

)
,

(
2

5
,
7

5

)
,

(
7

5
,
7

5

)
, (0, 3) , (3, 0) , (3, 3) . (3.16)

Q = ±1 :

(
1

15
,

1

15

)
,

(
2

3
,
2

3

)
. (3.17)

The eigenvalues of the lattice Hamiltonian are then spaced according to Eq. (3.14) and they
correspond to the CFT operators above, with all their descendants (∆,∆)(k,`). However, not
all the descendants are allowed and their degeneracy can be computed starting from the Rocha-
Caridi formula [93]. The momentum of these states in the CFT is instead given by

P̃ =
2π

L
P =

2π

L
(∆ +m−∆− `) m, ` ∈ N. (3.18)

Note that the CFT momentum is not the lattice momentum for this Hamiltonian. The CFT
momentum on the lattice is measured starting from the ground states of each Z3 sector, which
we label by P = 0 (see Fig. 3.5 (left) (a) ).

We now proceed with the matching of the low-energy gaps on the lattice with the CFT
3The full symmetry group of the Potts model is the permutation group S3 = Z3 × Z2. However, the Z2

symmetry generator leaves invariant only Z3 neutral states, namely the ones labeled by Q = 0. Thus the Q = 0
sector splits into two subsectors labeled by a Z2 quantum number. Since this will not be necessary to identify
gaps with operator, it will not be used in the text.
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Figure 3.5: Left. (a) Lowest-lying eigenvalues of lattice momentum sectors for a chain of length L = 39.
Eigenvalues close to K = 0 and K = ±2π/3 correspond to the Z3 sectors Q = 0 and Q = ±1 in the CFT.
Conformal towers are already distinguishable and primary operators corresponding to each energy level
can be easily guessed by comparing the lowest gaps with Eq. (3.18) together with Eqs. (3.16) and (3.17).
(b) Linear fitting of the lowest eigenvalue close to the ground state of the Q = 1 sector for different system
sizes from L = 12 to L = 42. The zero reference energy is taken as the ground-state energy of the sector
for the given system size. Chiral symmetry is broken on the lattice, most likely because of an irrelevant
perturbation which scales away in the thermodynamic limit. Right. Finite-size scaling of the universal
function F in Eq. (3.19) with respect to the CFT expected value. (a) First and second gaps in the Q = 1
sector (orange and green) and first gap in the Q = 0 sector (blue). Finite-size corrections scale as L−2

with a coefficient of magnitude 10−4 for the first two gaps. (b) Third gap in Q = 1 sector (orange), first
gap in the Q = 1 sector with momentum P = ±1 (blue), average of the second of fifth gap (green) and
third gap (red) in the Q = 0 sector. The finite-size corrections are always quadratic in the inverse length
of the chain upon appropriate average between CFT states not invariant under (∆, k)↔ (∆, `).

prediction Eq. (3.14). Following Ref. [93], we define the universal function

F(Q,P ) =
L

2πv

(
EQP − EGS

)
∼

L→∞
∆ + k + ∆ + `, (3.19)

where Q and P are the CFT Z3 quantum number and momentum.
The results of the field correspondence are presented in Fig. 3.5 (right). Upon taking proper

combinations of degenerate gaps, the finite-size corrections are of order L−2 for all the gaps,
with a prefactor smaller than 10−3 for the lowest ones. We extrapolate the value of F by a
two-parameter fit for system sizes up to L = 42. The agreement of the extrapolation with the
CFT expected values is perfect once the sound velocity is tuned to v = 2.49225. In this respect,
this method is the best way to estimate the sound velocity with the available system sizes.

The finite-size corrections to the universal function in Eq. (3.19) have been studied for this
universality class in the 3-states Potts chain [92]. It was observed that their power-law exponent
was 2 for most of the nondegenerate gaps and a number between 0.5 and 1 for other degenerate
gaps. Here we argue that the latter corrections appear only in CFT states (∆,∆)(k,`) for which
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(∆, k) 6= (∆̄, `). Upon taking the average of the eigenvalues in which ∆, k and ∆, ` are exchanged
these dominant corrections vanish. Formally

F(∆,∆, k, `) = ∆ + ∆ + k + `+
A

(∆,∆)
k,`

Lγ
+
B

(∆,∆)
k,`

L2
+ . . .

A
(∆,∆)
k,` = −A(∆,∆)

`,k (3.20)

To support this statement we give two examples where this is manifest. We take the lowest-lying
pair of states in the Q = 1 sector of H with momentum P = ±1, i.e., (1/15, 1/15)(1,0) and
(1/15, 1/15)(0,1). We then take the pair of states in the Q = 0 sector with momentum P = 0,
i.e., (2/5, 7/5)(1,0) and (7/5, 2/5)(1,0). On the spin chain these two states correspond to the
second and fifth excited state in the K = 0 sector. Their finite-size scaling is plotted in Fig. 3.5
(right) (b), where these two gaps are denoted by blue and green circles, respectively. The same
agreement is observed with many other levels not reported here. We are able to match irrelevant
CFT operators with large conformal weights as (0, 3), (3, 0), and (3, 3) and the rule for which
the dominant finite-size corrections cancel still applies.

Density and order parameter two-point functions. It is, in general, a difficult task to
associate matrices on the lattice to primary fields in the CFT. The operator for which this
procedure is trivial is the order parameter, namely the most relevant operator in the CFT which is
not invariant under a symmetry transformation, i.e., the primary field (1/15, 1/15). Its anomalous
dimension is thus ησ = 4/15 and its two-point function is expected to behave as a power law
with this exponent. Z3 order is realized on the lattice through a period-3 boson-density wave;
thus the (complex) order parameter takes the form [6]

Oi = ni + ei2π/3ni+1 + e−i2π/3ni+2. (3.21)

Exploiting translational invariance, we can write its two-point function in terms of the density
two-point function as

〈O†rO0〉 = 3〈n0nr〉+ ei2π/3
(
2〈n0nr+1〉+ 〈n0nr−2〉

)
+ +e−i2π/3

(
2〈n0nr−1〉+ 〈n0nr+2〉

)
.

(3.22)

Although this quantity is expected to be purely real, a small imaginary part is obtained when
determining 〈O†rO0〉 from numerical data, which we neglect. In order to take into account finite-
size effects, we compare our results to the two-point function of the order parameter for a CFT
on a ring of length L. For a primary field with conformal weights ∆ = ∆ = η/4, it reads [21]

〈O(x)O(y)〉 =
A[

L sin
(
π(x−y)
L

)]η =
A

Lη
G

(
x− y
L

)
. (3.23)

We obtain an estimate of η by fitting the lattice two-point function with the expression above
and free parameters A and η. In Fig. 3.6(b) we plot the lattice expectation value for different
system sizes, rescaled by multiplication by Lη (where the value resulting from the fit mentioned
above is taken for the latter), obtaining perfect data collapse on the universal scaling function
G(x) in Eq. 3.23. In Fig. 3.6(a) we plot the connected density-density expectation value, which
also fits perfectly the CFT expression, with the same scaling dimension as the order parameter.
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Figure 3.6: (a) Two-point function of the lattice order parameter Eq. 3.22 for different lengths Lmultiplied
by Lη, with η fitted with the CFT expression Eq. 3.23. Estimate and error of the amplitude A and the
exponent η are obtained upon taking the average of the results for different system sizes. (b) Same scaling
as in (a) for the order parameter, which has the same scaling dimension as the density.

3.1.3 Doubly-blockaded regime

In this section, we study the phase diagram of the model Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.5) in the limit
V → +∞. When U → −∞ the system is Z3-ordered and the order parameter in Eq. (3.21) is non
vanishing. For finite and large negative U , the finite-size spectrum of the Hamiltonian behaves
as in the usual Z3 spontaneously symmetry broken scenario: the ground state is nondegenerate
and the first two low-lying excited states are exponentially close to it with a gap ∆ ∝ exp(−L/ξ),
where ξ is the correlation length. In the limit U → +∞ the ground state is the nondegenerate
state with no bosons and Z3 symmetry is not broken. A transition between these two regimes is
expected in the middle.

In what follows, we provide evidence that there are two continuous phase transitions located
at Uc1 . −1.96 and Uc2 ' −1.915. At the first transition, the ground state of the system switches
from a period-3 ordered state to a quasi-long-range-ordered, critical phase with incommensurate
density-density correlations, known as the floating phase. At the second transition point, the
system passes from the gapless critical phase to a disordered phase. For the first transition we
compute, with different methods, the location of the critical point, the correlation length critical
exponent ν, the dynamical critical exponent z, and the order parameter critical exponent β. We
then show that the second transition is consistent with the BKT scaling ansatz, according to
which the correlation length vanishes exponentially and the gap finite-size scaling at the transition
point is affected by logarithmic corrections [107].

We finally show that for values of U inside the floating phase Uc1 ≤ U ≤ Uc2 the scaling of
the entanglement entropy is in agreement with the Luttinger liquid universality class, where the
central charge c equals 1.

Quantum concurrence and fidelity susceptibility. By means of the same methods tested
in Sec. 3.1.2, we now proceed to investigate the transition points by studying the behavior of
the quantum concurrence and the fidelity susceptibility. These observables are not known to be
generically sensitive to BKT transitions [108]; for this reason, we expect them to only diagnose the
presence of the first of the two transitions mentioned above. We carry out exact diagonalization
calculations up to L = 54 sites for ground-state properties, and consider sizes L = 3n, n ∈ N to
avoid incommensurability effects.

The derivative of the concurrence exhibits the same behavior discussed in Sec. 3.1.2, namely a
peak which is sharpening and moving towards the critical point, Uc, with increasing system size.
In order to extrapolate the position of the maximum U∗(L) for L→∞ we fit it with a power law
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Figure 3.7: (a) Linear fit of the peak position U∗(L) of the first derivative of the quantum concurrence
Eq. (3.9) vs 1/L, for L from 33 to 45 sites. The result of the fit is stable against the system sizes included
in the fit and the critical position we obtain Uc1 = −1.969 ± 0.005, where the error takes into account
variations with respect to the system sizes included in the fit. (b) Linear extrapolation of the peak position
U∗(L) vs 1/L in the fidelity susceptibility Eq. (3.10), for L from 39 to 54 sites. The result is stable when
smaller system sizes are included and the critical point position we get is Uc1 = −1.973 ± 0.005. Error
considerations are the same as in panel (a). (c) Correlation length critical exponent obtained from the
scaling of the maximum of χF according to Eq. (3.11) for L = Lin, Lin + 3, ..., 54 as a function of Lin.
The critical exponent decreases when smaller system sizes are excluded from the fit and saturation is not
reached with the maximum lengths we can access. We note that a strong sensitivity of critical exponents
with respect to system sizes was already observed in Ref. [9].

with scaling exponent γ = 1. In this way, we obtain a value Uc1 = −1.969±0.005, which is stable
against the range of system sizes included in the fit. By performing the same analysis for the
peak of the fidelity susceptibility, Eq. 3.10, we get instead a critical value Uc1 = −1.973± 0.005.
The results are plotted in Fig. 3.7(a)-(b). Both of these results illustrate the fact that finite-size
effects in this regime are comparatively larger than close to the Potts critical point. In particular,
employing sizes on the order of L ' 30 would lead to wrong estimates in both cases: the scaling
regime for what concerns entanglement and wave-function properties seems to be only reached
above L = 33.

Exploiting the known finite-size critical scaling of the peak of χF described by Eq. 3.11, we
obtain a critical exponent ν = 0.70± 0.05. We stress that the latter estimate is very sensitive to
the system sizes employed in the analysis. In particular, the larger the system sizes included in
the fit, the smaller the ν obtained (see Fig. 3.7(c)). In Ref. [8], the value ν ' 5/7 was extracted
from data collapse of the gaps, assuming the value z ' 4/3 for the dynamical critical exponent.
This evidence was used to conclude that the transition does not belong to the PT universality
class, for which ν = 1/2 and z = 2. Although the variation of the exponent with the system sizes
considered seems very slow, we cannot exclude, based on our data, that it eventually reaches the
value expected for a phase transition of the PT type, as found in Ref. [9] for the critical regime
below the Potts point.

Critical point location through data collapse. We now exploit the finite-size scaling theory
which applies in the proximity of a second-order phase transition [109] to extract the values of
Uc1, z, and ν from the lowest spectral gap ∆. With this aim, we adopt an approach very similar
to the one taken in Refs. [110, 111].

First we compute a universal scaling function F from ED data for ∆ for different system sizes.
This scaling function will depend on some unknown critical exponent γ and on the dimensionless
ratio L/ξ, L being the system size and ξ the correlation length: F = F (γ, L/ξ). We then assume
a functional form for ξ in terms of the critical point position Uc and, if finite, of its critical
exponent ν: ξ = ξ(U,Uc, ν). We use this functional form to express the scaling function F in
terms of the variable x = ln(L/ξ) = x(L,U,Uc, γ, ν). Finally, we combine data for F for different
system sizes and we look for the values of Uc, ν, γ which produce the best data collapse. This
is achieved by fitting f(x) = F (ex) with an arbitrary high-degree polynomial and minimizing
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Figure 3.8: (a) Density plot of the square root of the sum of the squared residuals in the (ν, Uc1) and
(z, Uc1) planes for the best-fitting values of z and ν, respectively. (b) Crossing of the gaps, upon multi-
plication by Lz for the best fitting z. The crossing indicates the position of the critical point. (c) Data
collapse of ED numerical data, with U ∈ [Uc1 − 0.03, Uc1] with the parameters Uc1, z, ν which minimize
the polynomial fit of the universal scaling function in Eq. (3.24). (d) Same as in (c), but with parameters
Uc1, z, ν taken from Ref. [8]. (e)-(g) Critical exponents and critical point location obtained by applying
the procedure described in Sec. 3.1.3 for sets of 5 system sizes L = Lin, ..., Lin + 12 with increasing Lin.
The average is obtained by varying the size of the interval [Uc1 − δU, Uc1] with 0.01 ≤ δU ≤ 0.03, the
degree of the polynomial being fixed to 10. The errorbar is the standard deviation of the obtained results.

the sum of the squared residuals. By considering a full functional collapse instead of extracting
the thermodynamic limit gap from single parameter data, this method copes relatively well with
finite-size effects, even in the most critical BKT scenario. Indeed, in the latter case it allows
us to locate transition points with a precision similar to (if not better than) approaches based
on matching conformal dimensions [110, 111], which are based on assuming a specific functional
dependence between lattice and field theory operators.

Since at a quantum phase transition all low-lying eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian are expected
to be separated from the ground state by a power-law decaying gap ∆ ∼ 1/Lz, where z is the
dynamical critical exponent, we can obtain a scaling function by multiplying the lowest gap by
Lz:

F

(
L

ξ

)
= Lz∆ . (3.24)

Assuming that the phase transition has a finite ν exponent, we have

ξ ∼ (Uc1 − U)−ν . (3.25)

We can then find the best-fitting values of ν,z, and Uc1 via the procedure described above. It is
fundamental to check the stability of the result with respect to the degree of the polynomial, the
size of the interval from which the value of U < Uc1 is taken, and most importantly, the system
sizes which are included in the fit. We find that, in our case, the result is very stable with respect
to the first two, but we get stability with respect to the system sizes we have at our disposal only
if we include the largest ones (up to Lmax = 54). In particular, by including sizes of increasing
magnitude we observe a decrease in our estimates for Uc1 and ν, and an increase in the one of
z. In Fig. 3.8(c) we show the result obtained by including all systems sizes 45 ≤ L ≤ 54. The
data collapse shows deviations of order 10−2, and is considerably more accurate than the one
performed with the values reported [8] with Lmax = 36 (see Fig. 3.8(d)).
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Figure 3.9: (a) Order parameter computed by averaging the one-point function Oj = ei2πj/3nj on L/2
sites in the bulk. Z3 symmetry is spontaneously broken by the choice of the number of sites on the open
chain, i.e., a multiple of 3 plus 1 site. The obtained order parameter does not scale with the system size for
U < −1.975. (b) Infinite-size limit value of the order parameter, extrapolated in 1/L and power-law fit of
the resulting curve. The obtained critical exponent and critical point position are β = 0.031± 0.005 and
Uc1 = −1.969±0.002. (c) S(2π/3) as a function of the parameter U . Symbols represent QMC (triangles)
and DMRG (circles) for the ground state of model Eq. (3.5), extrapolated in the thermodynamic limit
(see text). The dashed and solid line are a power-law fitting function (see text) used to interpolate QMC
and DMRG results, respectively.

However, as shown in Figs. 3.8(e)-(f), the z and ν exponents are still varying with the system
size. Although the trend exhibited by this data does not allow any extrapolation, we clearly see
that the true scaling regime has not yet been reached. This leaves open the possibility that z
and ν will eventually approach the values expected from a JNPT transition, namely 2 and 1/2,
respectively [24]. The best estimates we can give from our data of critical exponents and critical
point position are: z = 1.48± 0.1, ν = 0.7± 0.1, Uc1 = −1.960± 0.005.

Since the methods employed over the next subsection will rely on assumptions, we find it
useful to summarize the analysis performed so far. All diagnostics are compatible with the
presence of a second order phase transition. The location and nature of the transition are
extremely sensitive to the system sizes investigated. Regarding the location of the transition
point, sizes up to L ' 30 are not sufficient to determine it, while the estimates using all three
methods are rather stable after L ' 45. Entanglement-based methods return Uc1 = −1.973 ±
0.005 and Uc1 = −1.969± 0.005, respectively. The method based on gap collapse returns Uc1 =
−1.960; for this last method, it is challenging to include a rigorous error bar. However, it is worth
noting that the best data collapse obtained up to L = 36 returns Uc1 = −1.949, in agreement
with Ref. [8]; this clearly signals that the critical point is drifting to considerably smaller values
of U as size increases (see Fig. 3.8(g)), in agreement with the entanglement-based diagnostics.

A similar conclusion holds for the critical exponents: as clearly observed in the fidelity sus-
ceptibility scaling, even at sizes of order L = 54, the critical exponent has not yet reached its
thermodynamic value. The data collapse of the finite-size gaps fully confirms this picture. This
motivates the study in the next subsection, where we will employ different – but assumption-
dependent – methods to determine some of the properties of this second-order transition. From
the analysis performed here, we can anticipate that, even if larger system sizes are studied, de-
pending on the observable, a systematic underestimation of the modulus of the critical point
location |Uc1| is expected. As we will see, this is particularly critical for the methods discussed
in the next section.

Order parameter. In this section, we investigate the disappearance of the Z3 order across
the second-order phase transition. We do so by utilizing three methods: a QMC and DMRG
study with PBC, and a 1-site DMRG study with OBC. Our focus in the following will be on
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correlation functions and the order parameter of the Z3 order. As such, we will be assuming
that there is an exact mapping between the lattice operators describing the latter, and its field
theory counterpart. While this condition is typically satisfyingly fulfilled for most lattice models
displaying quantum critical behavior, we opted for a more conservative approach in the context
of the FSS model in the doubly blockaded regime. The reason is that the constraint acts at the
lattice spacing level irrespectively of how close one is to the critical point. This suggests that
defining field operators that do not change at the lattice spacing level are nontrivial, making the
connection between lattice and continuum not immediate. While this feature has no consequence
on spectral and wave-function properties, it is highly likely that it affects the finite-size behavior
of correlation functions.

We perform quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) simulations using a modified version of the worm
algorithm [26], adapted to simulate Hamiltonians with off-diagonal terms such as those of the
FSS model and with updates designed to automatically respect its occupation constraints. The
method allows us to directly measure quantities such as energy, particle density, and the static
structure factor:

S(k) ≡ 1

L2

L∑

i,j=1

e−ikrij 〈ninj〉 , (3.26)

where k is one of the allowed lattice momenta, and rij is the distance between sites i and j.
In the Z3–ordered phase the structure factor will feature a peak at a wave vector k = 2π/3,
corresponding to the periodicity of the Z3-periodic charge density waves. The value of the peak
is equal to the squared Z3 order parameter in Eq. (3.21), and therefore follows a power-law
behavior [112] S(2π/3) ∼ |U − Uc|2β when approaching the critical point Uc from the ordered
phase.

We obtained an estimation of the position of the critical point, as well as the critical exponent
β, by interpolating the QMC results with the expected power-law behavior. We studied system
sizes up to L = 120 sites and temperatures down to T = 1/128 (where the magnitude of the
off-diagonal part of the Hamiltonian is taken as a unit of energy). Extrapolation in the inverse
temperature has been employed to determine ground-state results where direct convergence in
T (i.e., results identical within their uncertainty for one or more pairs of temperatures (T, T/2))
was not observed. Below U = −1.96, no further extrapolation in the system size was necessary,
since direct convergence in size was always observed. Above this value, however, our extrapolated
values were not fully converged in size and inverse temperature (also due to considerably slower
MC dynamics). We therefore restricted our investigation to the U < −1.96 region. Figure 3.9
(c) shows the QMC data (triangles) as well as the power-law interpolation (purple line). The
resulting values are Uc1 = −1.951(5), β = 0.059(7) 4.

An independent estimate of the critical point and critical exponent β has been obtained by
computing S(2π/3) via DMRG (circles in Fig. 3.9 (c)) and performing the same extrapolation as
above (solid green line in Fig. 3.9 (c)). We approximated the exact Hilbert space in the DMRG
by giving a large penalty to not-allowed states. This is achieved by adding to the Hamiltonian
a term λ

∑
i nini+1 + nini+2, with λ = 103. Unfortunately, performing a rigorous extrapolation

in λ → ∞ is extremely difficult: the main reason is that, for increasingly larger values of λ,
the diagonalization at each DMRG step becomes extremely sensitive to numerical errors due
to the large difference in the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian matrix. However, for a fixed
value of λ, we expect a difference on the order of 1/λ when comparing local observables, such
as energies, with ED data. The absence of any other unforeseen source of systematic error
due to the finite value of λ can be confirmed by direct verification. Indeed, with our choice of
λ = 103, if we calculate the energy gap between the ground state and the first excited level for

4These confidence intervals only indicate the error in the fit; the same applies to the DMRG estimate of the
same quantities.
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L = 54 and U = −1.950, the discrepancy between DMRG and ED is of the (expected) order
of ε∆ ≈ 10−3. This check is very important because it allows us to understand that the limit
λ → ∞ is approached perturbatively. Despite this violation of the constraint which directly
affects local observables, we obtain a good agreement with ED when we study other quantities
such as entanglement entropy and central charge. For instance, using the same values of L and
U , we obtain a difference in the central charge on the order of εc ≈ 10−4 with respect to ED
results. In our DMRG implementation, we take an elementary cell made of 3 sites in order to
have a local representation of the Z3 order. This also allows us to discard 4 of the 8 states in the
blocked DMRG-site. Simulations were performed by keeping the truncation error below 10−7

using up to 1000 DMRG states and ensuring that the energy variance of the ground state is of
the same order of the truncation error.

We observe that DMRG results (after an extrapolation in 1/L of the squared Z3 order pa-
rameter for 84 ≤ L ≤ 120) yields a larger value for S(2π/3) than QMC, possibly due to the
approximations required to impose the occupation constraint. The results of the extrapolation
are Uc1 = −1.948± 0.007 and β = 0.036± 0.005.

As a final test bed for the results above, we compute directly the order parameter in Eq. (3.21)
by variationally optimizing the ground state with MPS methods on an open chain in which
the constraint is implemented exactly. The method we use exploits the exact relation between
MPOs and finite-state automata [113], and is described in detail in the Appendix. We are able
to variationally optimize the MPS for chains of up to 718 sites. The computational resources
required to accurately approximate the ground state are relatively small: a bond dimension of
200−300 is sufficient to keep the variance of the Hamiltonian below 10−9. We explicitly break Z3

symmetry by choosing system sizes which are multiples of 3 plus 1 site. This makes energetically
favored states in which there are two bosons at the edges, thus breaking the symmetry without
adding any term in the Hamiltonian. Extrapolation to the thermodynamic limit is then performed
vs 1/L. The result is plotted in Fig. 3.9. We compute the order parameter by averaging the
one-point function on L/2 sites in the bulk. The fit of the averaged order parameter as a
function of U returns a critical exponent β = 0.031 ± 0.005 and a critical point location Uc1 =
−1.969 ± 0.002. The error attributed takes into account variations of the fitting parameters
obtained by considering different sets of values of U and computing the order parameter by
performing the average over a different number of sites in the bulk of the chain.

Summarizing, the direct study of the order parameter provides similar information to that of
the quantities analyzed in the previous subsection: upon increasing system sizes, the position of
the second-order transition systematically drifts toward larger values of |Uc1|. It is informative to
note that this shift is compatible with a “finite-size” location of the transition point based on the
wave-function variation captured by the fidelity susceptibility: as can be seen from Fig. 3.7(b),
a finite-size estimate at around L ' 120/800 would return a critical coupling of order Uc1 '
−1.95/1.97, respectively. The incompatibility with the extrapolated values of the structure
factor between DMRG and QMC indicates that approaching an exactly blockaded regime in
experiments is challenging (see, e.g., the relatively large deviations in estimating β), even if, in
terms of transition point location, the difference is of order 0.003.

BKT transition and the floating phase. The presence of a systematic drift towards smaller
values of Uc1 as a function of the system size may signal the presence of an intermediate phase
between the ordered and disordered ones. A first check on this hypothesis can be obtained via
investigation of the entanglement entropy. To this end, we perform DMRG simulations up to
L = 108 sites. In Fig. (3.10) we plot the entanglement entropy for fixed U = −1.95 as a function
of the cord distance on the ring κ(`) = L/π sin(`π/L), ` being the length of the subsystem on
the lattice, for different system sizes. By directly fitting the scaling of the entropy for this value
of U , which belongs to the region between Uc1 and Uc2 according to all our estimates, we are able
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Figure 3.10: Entanglement entropy for fixed U inside the floating phase as a function of the logarithm
of the cord length in the CFT ring. The fit produces a central charge in a perfect agreement with the
Luttinger liquid CFT.

to obtain a central charge in a good agreement with a c = 1 CFT. This is a strong indication of
the presence of a critical phase for U > Uc1, compatible with the Luttinger liquid universality
class. We note that for nonrelativistic critical points or phases, the entanglement entropy is not
bound by a logarithmic growth, and even if so, the coefficient could be arbitrary. This implies
that, assuming there is no fine-tuning, a c = 1 point or phase is present here.

As discussed above, all entanglement-related quantities signal a single second-order phase
transition. This implies that the transition between the IC and disordered phase shall belong to
the BKT universality class, in agreement with field theoretical insights [9, 6].

By carrying out the same analysis of Sec. 3.1.3 on the lowest gap in the energy spectrum, we
can estimate the location of the BKT transition, which is expected to occur for U ≥ −1.95. The
scaling ansatz differs from the one in the previous section for two reasons: the dynamical critical
exponent is z = 1, and the exponential divergence of the correlation length is

ξ ∼ exp

(
b√

U − Uc2

)
, (3.27)

where b is a nonuniversal constant, independent of U . Moreover, logarithmic corrections are
known to intervene at the end of RG lines of fixed points. In the case of a BKT point the
functional form of these corrections is known to be [107] ∆ ∼ L−1[1 + 1/(2 lnL + C)]−1, for
some model-dependent constant C. On the basis of this field theory result we take as the scaling
function for the gap [110, 111]

∆∗ = L

(
1 +

1

2 lnL+ C

)
∆ = F

(
L

ξ

)
. (3.28)

This scaling ansatz, in combination with the procedure previously discussed, has been tested in
various spin chains where the location of the BKT transition point was analytically known [111].
In these cases, the method was found to slightly underestimate the width of the gapless region; in
our case here, one thus expects that this method will overestimate the value of |Uc2|. In terms of
accuracy, the estimate obtained with this method is compatible with state-of-the-art diagnostics
based on targeting operator dimensions via correlation functions.

In our case, we observe the same shifting of the critical point towards negative U as we take
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Figure 3.11: (a) Density plot of the square root of the sum of the squared residuals in the (b, Uc1) and
(C,Uc1) planes for the best-fitting values of C and b, respectively. (b) Crossing of the logarithmically
corrected gaps, upon multiplication by Lz (where z = 1) and taking the best-fit value for C. The
crossing indicates the position of the critical point. (c) Data collapse of ED numerical data, with U ∈
[Uc2, Uc2 +0.03] with the parameters Uc2, b, C which correspond to the best polynomial fit of the universal
scaling function in Eq. (3.28).

increasingly large system sizes. A sample result of the largest system sizes we have investigated
is plotted in Fig. 3.11; the quality of the data collapse is excellent, as testified by the small
value of the sum of the discarded weights. By taking into account variations of the optimal
parameters with respect to the set of system sizes and amplitude of the intervals considered, we
get b = 0.27 ± 0.05, C = 10.0 ± 0.5, Uc2 = −1.915 ± 0.008 as the best estimate of the scaling
function and transition point location.

3.1.4 Conclusions

In this work, we have investigated the physics of the hard-core boson constrained model of
Eq. (3.5) in the region of the phase diagram surrounding the Z3-ordered phase. In the first part
of the study, we considered the vicinity of the Potts critical point. Since the position of the latter
is analytically known, we have used this regime to benchmark entanglement-based techniques to
detect quantum criticality in constrained models. In particular, we have shown how concurrence
and fidelity susceptibility are able to accurately determine the exact location of the critical point
with accuracy of order 0.1% in units of the coupling U . At the critical point, we have carried
out an extensive investigation of the low-lying energy spectrum, matching such spectrum with
the one expected from the M3 minimal model. Our data suggest that it is possible, within
experimentally achievable system sizes, to unambiguously diagnose Potts quantum criticality by
just measuring spectral properties. We have also observed systematic suppression of finite-size
corrections in local observables, a feature which we believe is due to integrability at the critical
point.

In the second part of the work, we have investigated the melting of the ordered phase in the so
called doubly blockaded regime, that is, in the presence of infinite next-to-nearest-neighbor repul-
sion. We have observed the presence of a gapless regime, i.e., an incommensurate phase, already
found in the same model below the Potts transition point. Our results show how this phase is sur-
rounded by a second-order phase transition from one side, and a Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless
transition on the other. The position of the latter has been determined using an advanced gap
scaling technique at Uc2 = −1.915± 0.008.

Regarding the second-order phase transition, we have found that reaching a scaling regime for
entanglement (concurrence and fidelity susceptibility) properties requires sizes L > 30. Reaching
this regime is also required to determine the location of the transition point utilizing spectral
properties. Due to the difficulty in performing calculations for these sizes, entanglement and
spectral methods only allow us to provide a lower bound to the position of this critical point,
Uc1 . −1.96. Similarly, we can only provide bounds for the critical exponents; in particular, we
find a systematic drift of the value of ν toward smaller values, and of z toward higher values.
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These findings are not compatible with previous results [8] based on sizes up to L = 36, while
they are compatible with a potential emergence of Pokrovsky-Talapov critical behavior observed
below the Potts point [9] and with a series of different non-relativistic critical scenarios proposed
in related field theories [10]. Following the analogy between the FSS and the chiral clock model
suggested in Ref. [8], our findings indicate that, in the FSS model, the critical line separating the
ordered and disordered regimes ultimately reaches the regime corresponding to large chiral angles
in the clock model, where an incommensurate phase intervenes between the two phases [114].

We have complemented our analysis with numerical simulations monitoring the behavior of
solid order across the transition, using both quantum Monte Carlo and tensor network methods.
These methods predict a position of the phase transition that strongly depends on the considered
boundary conditions. In all cases, the position of Uc2 is quite distinct from Uc1 with respect to
the numerical uncertainty of our results.

Our results suggest that the strong-coupling regime is relatively convenient to observe phases
with incommensurate order, as the size of the floating phase is considerably larger than at smaller
couplings. Moreover, spectral properties should be favored as probes over correlation functions,
which seem to be more sensitive to finite-size effects. In addition, the presence of a relatively
extended transient scaling regime in terms of system sizes partly supports the observation made
in Ref. [7] regarding Kibble-Zurek scaling: while the combined effects of a second-order and
nearby BKT transition have not been discussed in detail to the best of our knowledge, it is
likely that the presence of the latter affects rather dramatically the dynamics over parameter
space, due to exponentially vanishing gaps. We leave the investigation of such a scenario (which
has been shown to be experimentally achievable [115]) to a future study. Finally, it would be
interesting to systematically consider the effect of additional interaction terms that are present
in experiments: despite their modest magnitude (as they decay very similarly to van der Waals
interactions), those terms may sensibly affect the size of the incommensurate phase.
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3.2 Lattice gauge theories and string dynamics in Rydberg atom
quantum simulators

We present here an exact mapping of the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.3) with d = 2 and V2 = 0 into
a U(1) LGT with truncated gauge field. The mapping provides a system in which the matter
degrees of freedom is integrated out via Gauss law. As we will show, the detuning frequency
is responsible for giving a mass to the matter particles. This result, other than demonstrating
that the Rydberg experimental setup of Ref. [4] constitutes a (potentially large-scale) quantum
simulator of a LGT, will be used to interpret the slow dynamics generated by the Rydberg
Hamiltonian, outlined in the introduction to this chapter, in terms of known phenomena in
LGT.

After describing the mapping in Sec. 3.2.1, we give a gauge-theory interpretation of the
dynamics of this system in Sec. 3.2.2. More specifically, we explain the density oscillations
observed in the Rydberg chain as a time evolution alternating between the two vacua of the LGT.
We discuss the effect of the truncation on the gauge field by comparing the same dynamics in a
discretized version of quantum electrodynamics, namely the Schwinger model [43]. In Sec. 3.2.3
we analyze the propagation of defects onto the vacuum state, highlighting the connection of these
defect-states to the atypical eigenstates investigated in Ref. [13]. Finally, in Sec. 3.2.4 we give
our conclusion and outlook.

3.2.1 Rydberg blockade as a gauge symmetry constraint

We establish here the exact mapping between the FSS Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.3) governing the
dynamics of the Rydberg atom quantum simulator in Ref. [4] and a U(1) LGT. The latter
describes the interaction between fermionic particles, denoted by Φj and residing on the lattice
site j, mediated by a U(1) gauge field, i.e., the electric field Ej,j+1, defined on lattice bonds, as
depicted in Fig. 3.12. We use here Kogut-Susskind (staggered) fermions [44], with the conventions
that holes on odd sites represent antiquarks q̄, while particles on even sites represent quarks q.
Their dynamics is described by:

H = −w
L−1∑

j=1

(Φ†jUj,j+1Φj+1 + h.c.) +m
L∑

j=1

(−1)jΦ†jΦj + J
L−1∑

j=1

E
2
j,j+1, (3.29)

where the first term provides the minimal coupling between gauge and matter fields through the
parallel transporter Uj,j+1 with [Ej,j+1, Uj,j+1] = Uj,j+1, the second term is the fermion mass,
and the last one is the electric field energy. The generators of the U(1) gauge symmetry are
defined as

Gj = Ej,j+1 − Ej−1,j − Φ†jΦj +
1− (−1)j

2
, (3.30)

and satisfy [H,Gj ] = 0, so that gauge invariant states |Ψ〉 satisfy Gauss law Gj |Ψ〉 = 0 for all
values of j. Restricting the dynamics to their subspace is by far the most challenging task for
quantum simulators. Different formulations of U(1) LGTs are obtained for different represen-
tations of gauge degrees of freedom Ej,j+1. While in the standard Wilsonian formulation —
i.e., the lattice Schwinger model — they span infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, here we first
focus on the U(1) QLM formulation [40, 116], where they are represented by spin variables, i.e.,
Ej,j+1 = Szj,j+1 and Uj,j+1 = S+

j,j+1, so that [Ej,j+1, S
+
j,j+1] = S+

j,j+1. As noted in Ref. [117], this
formulation is particularly suited for quantum simulation purposes.

In the following, we consider the QLM with spin S = 1/2, in which all the possible config-
urations of the electric field have the same electrostatic energy, rendering the value of J incon-
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Figure 3.12: Degrees of freedom of a U(1) LGT in the spin-1/2 quantum link model (QLM) formulation.
Gauge fields are represented by spin variables residing on links. Matter fields are represented by Kogut-
Susskind fermions: an occupied site corresponds to the vacuum on odd sites, and to a quark q on even
sites. An empty site, instead, to the vacuum on even sites and to an anti-quark q̄ on odd sites.

sequential; in Sec. 3.2.2 we show that this model is equivalent to the lattice Schwinger model
in the presence of a θ-angle with θ = π 5. The Hilbert space structure following Gauss law is
particularly simple in this case [117]: as depicted in Fig. 3.13, for each block along the chain
consisting of two electric fields neighbouring a matter field at site j, there are only three possible
states, depending on the parity of j. In fact, in a general (1+1)-dimensional U(1) LGT, the
configuration of the electric field along the chain determines the configuration of the charges via
the Gauss law. Accordingly, H in Eq. (3.29) can be recast into a form in which the matter fields
Φj are integrated out.

We now provide a transformation which maps exactly the latter form into the FSS Hamil-
tonian (3.3). The correspondence between the two Hilbert spaces is realized by identifying,
alternately on odd and even lattice sites, the computational basis configurations of the atomic
qubits allowed by the Rydberg blockade with the classical configurations of the electric field
allowed by the Gauss law (see Fig. 3.13). In terms of the two Hamiltonians Eqs. (3.3) and
(3.29), this unitary transformation consists in identifying the operators σzj ↔ (−1)j2Szj−1,j ,
σxj ↔ (Φ†j−1S

+
j−1,jΦj + h.c.), σyj ↔ −i(−1)j(Φ†j−1S

+
j−1,jΦj − h.c.) and the parameters Ω = −w,

δ = −m. This mapping can be applied both for open and periodic boundary conditions and it
overcomes the most challenging task in quantum simulating gauge theories, by restricting the
dynamics directly within the gauge-invariant Hilbert space.

Compared to the opposite strategy of integrating out the gauge fields, our procedure based
on integrating out matter degrees of freedom has major experimental implications. With the
first approach one would obtain linearly raising potentials which do not appear easily in the
synthetic quantum systems, and lead to very large energy scales (of the order of the system size).
Since the overall timescale of most experiments is limited by noise, having couplings with relative
ratios of order L is a severe limitation for analogue experiments, and partially affects also digital
efforts. The only states that would violate Gauss law are nearest-neighbor occupied sites which
are strongly suppressed by the Rydberg blockade. Additional terms in the Hamiltonian, such as
next-nearest neighbour interactions of Rydberg excitations, are mapped to gauge invariant terms
(e.g., next-nearest neighbour interactions between electric fields). From a theoretical viewpoint,
the line of thought of our scheme is similar to the one used in hybrid Monte Carlo schemes, where
one first integrates out the matter fields, and then deals with a purely bosonic action.

Beyond providing a direct link between Gauss law and the Rydberg blockade mechanism, the
most important feature of the mapping is that it provides an immediate connections between
Rydberg experiments and particle physics phenomena, as we describe below.

5The similarity between the phenomenology of the two models was pointed out in Ref. [117]. Here, we are
instead interested in establishing an exact relation.
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Figure 3.13: Mapping between Rydberg-blockaded states and configurations of the electric field con-
strained by the Gauss law in the QLM. Due to the staggered electric charge, the allowed configurations of
the electric field depend on the link, as illustrated. The two so-called charge-density wave configurations
“CDW1” and “CDW2” of the Rydberg-atom arrays are mapped onto the “string” and “anti-string” states,
respectively, characterized by uniform rightward or leftward electric fluxes. The empty configuration
with all Rydberg atoms in their ground state is mapped to a state filled by adjacent particle-antiparticle
pairs. (a) Time evolution of the Rydberg array governed by the effective Hamiltonian HFSS in Eq. (3.3),
starting from the CDW1 state. The plot shows the space and time resolved population 〈nj〉 of the excited
Rydberg atoms. (b) Evolution of the expectation value of the electric field operator Ej,j+1 in the QLM.
This dynamics maps exactly onto the ones shown in panel (d) via the mapping illustrated in panel (c).
The thin lines highlight the oscillation between CDW1, CDW2 (left,bottom of panel (c)) or string and
anti-string (right) states. In these simulations, L = 24 and δ = m = 0.

3.2.2 Gauge-theory interpretation of the real-time dynamics

The exact description of Rydberg-blockaded chains in terms of a U(1) LGT allows us to shed a
new light on the slow dynamics reported in Ref. [4], by interpreting them in terms of well-studied
phenomena in high-energy physics, related to the production of particle-antiparticle pairs after
a quench akin to the Schwinger mechanism.

In the experiment, the system was initialized in a charge density wave state (CDW1 in
Fig. 3.13), and subsequently, the Hamiltonian was quenched, inducing slowly-decaying oscilla-
tions between CDW1 and CDW2. As shown in Fig. 3.13, CDW1 and CDW2 are mapped onto
the two states of the S = 1/2-QLM with uniform electric field Szj,j+1 = ±1/2. The experimental
results in Ref. [4] may thus be interpreted as the evolution starting from one of the two degener-
ate bare particle vacua |0±〉 (i.e, the vacua in the absence of quantum fluctuations, w = 0) of the
gauge theory. In Fig. 3.13 (a) and in the first column of Fig. 3.14, we illustrate this dynamics as
it would be observed in the excitation density 〈nj〉 along the Rydberg-atom quantum simulators
(“Rydberg”) and compare it with that of the electric field 〈Ej,j+1〉 within its gauge-theory descrip-
tion (“Quantum link model”) in Fig. 3.13 (b) and in the second column of Fig. 3.14, respectively,
utilizing exact diagonalization6.

The qualitative features of this evolution are strongly affected by quantum fluctuations, whose
impact is quantified by the ratio between the coupling constant w and the particles mass m. For
small values of m/w (first two lines in Fig. 3.14), production of particle-antiparticle pairs occurs
at a finite rate. We remark that this effect is reminiscent of the Schwinger mechanism [37],
which however concerns pair creation from the true (and not the bare) vacuum. These particles
get accelerated by the electric field and progressively screen it, until coherent pair annihilation
takes place and eventually brings the system to a state with opposite electric flux. This process,
referred to as string inversion, occurs several times in a coherent fashion; similarly to what is
observed in string breaking scenarios (e.g., in other LGTs [47, 118]), this causes a dramatic
slowdown of thermalization and of quantum information propagation. As a further evidence, we

6Exact diagonalization is performed on the gauge invariant subspace: for large L, its dimension grows as φL,
where φ is the golden ratio, thus allowing to access rather large system sizes.
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Figure 3.14: Slow dynamics in Rydberg atoms, U(1) quantum link model (QLM), and the lattice
Schwinger model. Coherent quantum evolution of (first column) the local Rydberg excitation density
profile nj(t) = 〈nj(t)〉 in the FSS model, starting from a charge-density wave, of the local electric field
profile (second column) Ej,j+1(t) = 〈Szj,j+1(t)〉 in the QLM, and (third column) 〈Lj,j+1(t) − θ/(2π)〉 in
the lattice Schwinger model (see Eq. (3.29)) with J/w = 1.5 and θ = π. The four rows correspond to
increasing values of the detuning δ (Rydberg) or, equivalently, of the particles mass m = −δ (QLM and
Schwinger model). Figures 3.13 (a) and 3.13 (b) correspond to the first two plots in panel (a) here. Data
in the first and second columns are connected by a unitary transformation, while a remarkable similarity
is manifest between the second and third column despite the larger Hilbert space of the gauge degrees of
freedom in the Schwinger model. The persistent string inversions observed within the symmetric phase
with m < mc = 0.655|w| (first two lines) are suppressed as the quantum critical point is approached. The
dynamics in the third column features edge effects due to the imposed open boundary conditions.

compute both the total electric flux and the vacuum persistence amplitude (or Loschmidt echo),
defined as G+(t) = |〈0+|e−iHt|0+||〉2, whose large value ' 1 was already noted in Ref. [119].
The anomalous long-lived oscillations of these quantities experimentally detected with Rydberg
atom arrays in Ref. [4] show a clear analogy with several previous numerical studies of the real-
time dynamics of higher-spin QLMs [47] as well as of the Schwinger model [45, 120, 46] and
Higgs theories [42]. In addition, as noted in Ref. [117], the dynamics discussed here describes
the coherent oscillations of the parity-symmetric order parameter (in our case, 〈Ej,j+1〉) as a
function of time, reminiscent of the decay of a chiral condensate in QCD [48]. We thus provide
here a bridge among all these observations.

However, if fermionic particles are sufficiently heavy, withm/w exceeding a critical threshold,
pair production is a virtual process and string inversion cannot be triggered, as shown in the third
and fourth line of Fig. 3.14. We find that this behavior is related to the quantum phase transition
occurring in the FSS model at δc = −0.655|Ω| [6]. This transition corresponds to the spontaneous
breaking of the chiral symmetry in the LGT (3.30) at mc = 0.655|w| [121]. The four rows in
Fig. 3.14 show the temporal evolution of the same initial uniform flux configuration (CDW or
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Figure 3.15: Left. Characterization of slow dynamics in the FSS model. (a) Hilbert space characterization
of the persistent string inversions (m = 0, L = 28): alternating strong revivals of the overlaps G±(t) =
|〈0±|e−iHt|0+||〉2 with the two bare vacuum states |0±〉, corresponding to the two charge-density wave
configurations of Rydberg-atom arrays. Both the total density ρ = 〈ρj〉 of particle-antiparticle pairs,
with ρj = (−1)jΦ†jΦj + [1 − (−1)j ]/2 and the half-chain entanglement entropy (see the supplementary
information) have regularly-spaced maxima between the peaks. (b) Persistent oscillations of electric field
for two values of the mass and of the system size. Right. Oscillation of the electric field in the Schwinger
model with θ = π. (a) Time evolution of the average electric field. The initial state is the bare vacuum
with Ej,j+1 = 1/2 and the chain has periodic boundary conditions. The solid and dashed lines correspond
to L = 14 and L = 12 respectively. Exact simulations are performed via truncation of the local Hilbert
space to dimension 16, i.e. |Ej,j+1| < 15/2, and the constrained Hamiltonian for the electric field is
obtained by eliminating matter degrees of freedom. (b) Period of the oscillations as a function of J and
w. Data points correspond to values of the half-period obtained for L = 14. The solid line is the function
b log(J/w) + c, where b = −0.526 and c = 4.2 are obtained through a fit in the region J/w < 0.1.

“string” in Fig. 3.13) upon increasing values of the mass m/w = 0, 0.25, 0.655, 1.5 corresponding
to the dynamics ((a), (b)) at m < mc, ((c)) at the quantum critical point m = mc, and ((d)) at
m > mc.

Fig. 3.15 (left) further illustrates the appearance of string inversions for m < mc and the
corresponding slow dynamics. Panel (a) shows the long-lived revivals of the many-body wave-
function in terms of the evolution of the probability G±(t) of finding the system at time t in the
initial bare vacuum state |0+〉 or in the opposite one |0−〉, corresponding to G+ or G−, respec-
tively, as well as in terms of the time-dependent density ρ of particle-antiparticle pairs. Although
not shown here, the entanglement entropy of half system also displays an oscillatory behavior.
Panel (b) shows the scaling of the collective oscillations of the electric field with respect to the
system size L, as well as their persistence with a small but non-vanishing fermion mass m < mc.

Slow dynamics in the Schwinger model. The above phenomenology is not restricted to
QLMs, but is expected to be a generic feature of LGTs including dynamical matter. We show this
in the context of a Wilsonian LGT, i.e., the lattice version of the Schwinger model in Eq. (3.29).
As discussed below, the model dynamics is, at the lattice level, remarkably different from the PXP
model (no constraints when written in spin language, different Hilbert space scaling, different
interactions, etc.). The key aspect is, instead, the common field-theoretical framework.

In this case, Uj,j+1 = eiϑj,j+1 are U(1) parallel transporters with vector potential ϑj,j+1,
the corresponding electric field operator is Ej,j+1 = Lj,j+1 − θ/(2π), where Lj,j+1 have integer
spectrum and θ/(2π) represents a uniform classical background field parameterized by the θ-
angle. Canonical commutation relations for the gauge degrees of freedom read [ϑj,j+1, Lp,p+1] =
iδjp. In our numerical simulations, we utilize the spin formulation of the model obtained upon
integration of the gauge fields under open boundary conditions [122, 123].

We consider the case of a θ-angle with θ = π, such that the electric field Ej,j+1 has half-integer
spectrum. Then, in the limit J/w →∞ the term JE2

j,j+1 in the Hamiltonian suppresses all the
values of the electric field that are different from ±1/2. This implies that the electric field can
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be represented by a spin-1/2 Sz operator and that the lattice Schwinger model is equivalent to
the spin-1/2 QLM discussed above. We find evidence that the corresponding behaviour persists
qualitatively down to J ' w, when the electrostatic energy competes with the matter-field
interaction, as shown in the third column of Fig. 3.14. Despite the strong quantum fluctuations
allowed in principle by the exploration of a locally infinite-dimensional Hilbert space, a qualitative
similarity with the case of the locally finite-dimensional Hilbert space of the QLM is manifest
in the second column of Fig. 3.14, related to the observed dynamics in Ref. [4]. At a more
quantitative level, we see that the periods of the oscillations in the lattice Schwinger model and
in the QLM (for the same couplings) are in good agreement.

Even more drastically, we observe persistent oscillations also down to J � w (see Fig. 3.15
(right)), a regime in which the period becomes longer upon decreasing J . As we will discuss
below, the reasons for such oscillations persisting at the very opposite regime with respect to
the constrained one is related to the field theoretical origin of such behavior, which can be even
captured at a quantitative level via simple analytical approximations.

We remark that the lattice Schwinger model with unbounded levels of the gauge fields is sub-
stantially different from the QLM: not only the Hilbert space is much larger, but also the effective
spin-1/2 model describing it features long-range Coulomb interactions. Therefore, the generality
of the occurrence of oscillations which do not decay on time scales immediately related to the
microscopic couplings points to a rather robust underlying mechanism. In fact, we suggest here
that this behavior may arise from a universal field-theoretical description of the non-equilibrium
dynamics of states possessing a well-defined continuum limit.

Concerning the U(1) LGTs discussed in this work, the reference continuum field-theory de-
scription is provided by the Schwinger model, representing quantum electrodynamics in one
spatial dimension [43]. In the massless limit m = 0, this model can be exactly mapped by
bosonization to a free scalar bosonic field theory [37]. For a non-zero mass, the model is de-
scribed in terms of the canonically conjugate fields Π and φ by the Hamiltonian

HB =

∫
dx

[
1

2
Π2 +

1

2
(∂xφ)2 +

1

2

e2

π
φ2 − cmω0 cos(2

√
πφ− θ)

]
. (3.31)

Within this bosonized description, the field φ(x, t) represents the electric field, and for m = 0 all
of its Fourier modes φ̃(k) correspond to decoupled harmonic oscillators. In this case, the evolution
starting from a false vacuum with a uniform string of non-vanishing electric field 〈φ(x, t = 0)〉 =
const 6= 0 represents an excitation of the single uniform mode with k = 0, and hence the electric
field will show uniform periodic string inversions around zero, with a frequency ω0 = e/

√
π, where

e is the charge of the fermion. A non-vanishing value of m leads to the additional anharmonic
term in Eq. (3.31). The resulting total potential shows a transition from a shape with a single
minimum for m < mc to two symmetric minima for m > mc, analogous to the spontaneous
breaking of chiral symmetry on the lattice. This weak local non-linearity introduced by a small
m couples the various Fourier modes and hence induces a weak integrability breaking. In this
case, the uniform string inversions of the electric field evolving from a false vacuum configuration
with 〈φ̃(k = 0)〉 6= 0 are expected to be superseded by slow thermalization processes at long
times (see, e.g., Ref. [124]). In the context of cold gases, a reminiscent slow relaxation has
been observed in interfering bosonic Luttinger liquids, whose Hamiltonian dynamics has some
similarities to the one discussed here [125].

We suggest that a remnant of this slow dynamics induced by the underlying integrable field
theory may persist in lattice versions of this gauge theory as long as initial states with a well-
defined continuum limit are considered. With the latter, we mean states whose field configuration
is smooth at the level of the lattice spacing: for our case here, the two Neel states represent the
smoother ones, as they correspond to the bare vacuum of the fermionic fields, and no electric field
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Figure 3.16: Slow dynamics of particle-antiparticle pairs. (a) Cartoon states representing the propagation
of particle-antiparticle pairs q-q̄. The notation is the same as in Fig. 3.13, while the yellow stripes denote
regions of space with largest particle density and therefore 〈Ej,j+1〉 ' 0. (b) Evolution of the particle
density in the QLM starting from a bare vacuum or “string” state, see Fig. 3.12, with initial particle-
antiparticle pairs. (c) Same as in panel (b), but in the Rydberg excitation density representation. Left
column: the oscillations observed in the light-cone shaped region originating from the particles is expected
to be out of phase with respect to those of the bare vacuum. Right column: In the presence of two q-q̄
pairs, an additional change of periodicity is expected in correspondence of elastic scattering. In these
simulations, m = δ = 0.

excitations. At a qualitative level, the effect of integrability-breaking induced by lattice effects is
expected to be much weaker in the small Hilbert space sector involving uniform excitations with
k = 0 only, where the long-lived string inversion dynamics takes place. The number of states in
this sector grows linearly with the lattice size L and their energy spans an extensive range, in
agreement with the characteristics of “many-body quantum scars”, see Ref. [13] and Sec. 3.2.3
below.

At a quantitative level, we test our prediction on the lattice Schwinger model with θ = π,
whose continuum limit is obtained by scaling the parameters with the lattice spacing a in such a
way that J = e2a/2, w = 1/(2a), and a→ 0 [126]. In order to address this regime, we perform a
scaling analysis as a function of J/ω. According to the field theory, in this limit the period of the
oscillations scales as T ∝ 1/

√
Jw: as shown in Fig. 3.15 (right), this scaling is indeed satisfied

for J � w, where we obtain a fitting dependence of T ∝ (Jω)−0.526 within a few percent from
the expected exponent.

3.2.3 Propagation of particle-antiparticle pairs

States of the QLM corresponding to particle-antiparticle pairs in the bare vacuum can be con-
structed in Rydberg-atom quantum simulators by preparing two or more defects in a charge-
density wave configuration, each corresponding to pairs of adjacent non-excited Rydberg atoms.

As an illustration, we discuss how the time-evolution of one or two particle-antiparticle pairs
for m < mc features the emergence of slow dynamics. In Fig. 3.16, we show the time evolution
of both the particle density in the QLM and the corresponding density of excitations in the
Rydberg chain, fixing for simplicity m = 0. The pairs in the initial state break and ballistic
spreading of quark and antiquark takes place. The string inversion dynamics induced by this
propagation shows coherent interference patterns with long-lived oscillations. Due to retardation
effects induced by the constrained dynamics, these oscillations are shifted by half a period with
respect to the vacuum oscillation, as captured by second-order perturbation theory.
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Figure 3.17: Propagation of a particle-antiparticle pair q-q̄ with realistic Rydberg interactions. Left
panel: density of Rydberg excitations. Right panel: density of particles/antiparticles (ρ in the QLM
language). Results are obtained for a chain of L = 51 sites governed by the realistic Hamiltonian (3.1)
with Vij = V1r

−6
ij and no constraints in the Hilbert space. Parameters: δ = 0, V1/Ω = 25.6 (Rb ' 1.5).

We checked explicitly that the violation of Rydberg blockade is always small, 〈njnj+1〉 < 10−2.

This unusual dynamics turns out to be robust under experimentally realistic conditions. In
Fig. 3.17 we consider the evolution of a particle-antiparticle pair, the simulated dynamics of which
is not constrained to the subspace satisfying njnj+1 = 0 and includes the effect of the long-range
Rydberg interactions between atoms. The evolution is performed via tensor network techniques
based on the time-dependent variational principle [127], in the unconstrained Hilbert space with
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.1), with δ = 0 and Vj,k = V1|j − k|−6. The value of V1/Ω = 25.6 is
the same as considered in Ref. [4], corresponding to a Rydberg blockade radius Rb ' 1.5. The
dynamics displayed in Fig. 3.17 is similar to the constrained one in Fig. 3.16 (b),(c) at short
times, after which the effects of having realistic interactions gradually kick in.

Spectral properties and bands of non-thermal states. We now characterize the anoma-
lous ballistic spreading of particle-antiparticle pairs discussed above in terms of the emergence of
corresponding anomalous spectral properties of the FSS model, which generalize those recently
observed [13] in the special case m = 0, involving families of special energy eigenstates referred to
as “many-body quantum scars”. The latter are constituted by towers of regularly-spaced states
in the many-body spectrum with alternating momentum k = 0 and k = π, characterized by
non-thermal expectation values of local observables as well as by anomalously large overlaps
with the charge-density wave initial states. The long-lived coherent oscillating behavior has been
attributed in Ref. [13] to the existence of these “scarred” eigenstates.

Fig. 3.18 (a) shows that the modulus of the overlap between the energy eigenstate |ψ〉 with
energy E and the above described inhomogeneous states |φqq̄〉 with momentum k clearly identifies
a number of special bands of highly-excited energy eigenstates characterized each by an emerging
functional relationship E(k). As shown in Fig. 3.18 (d) some of the states in these bands strongly
deviate from the thermal value 〈nj〉th ' 0.276. This fact has already been observed in the
previously studied quantum-scarred eigenstates, which coincide with the extremal points of these
bands at momenta k = 0 and k = π. A closer inspection of these energy-momentum relations,
presented in Fig. 3.18 (b), shows that they are close to cosine-shaped bands, suggesting the
emergence of single-particle excitations in the middle of the many-body energy spectrum.

We further characterize this spectral structure by constructing a quasi-particle variational
ansatz |χk〉 on top of the exact matrix-product-state zero-energy eigenstate of the Hamiltonian
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Figure 3.18: Emergent quasi-particle description of highly-excited states. (a) Largest overlaps of the initial
state |φqq̄〉 with a localized defect in a charge-density wave configuration of the Rydberg-atom chain with
the energy eigenstates |ψ〉 of the FSS Hamiltonian (δ = 0, L = 20) in Eq. (3.3), as a function of their
corresponding momentum and energy. Within the gauge-theory description, the initial state corresponds
to having a localized particle-antiparticle pair q-q̄. (b) The eigenstates with the largest overlaps display
a regular functional dependence of energy on momentum that is remarkably close to a simple cosine
band. (c) The largest overlaps of the optimal matrix-product state quasi-particle ansatz |χk〉 built on an
exact eigenstate with zero energy (see the main text) accurately reproduce the corresponding emergent
quasi-particle band of panel (a). (d) Anomalous (non-thermal) expectation values of a local observable
in energy eigenstates. The red boxes highlight the correspondence between the most relevant eigenstates
building up |φqq̄〉 (panel (a)) and the most non-thermal eigenstates (panel (d)). The emergent spectral
structure illustrated in this picture underlies the clean ballistic spreading of particle-antiparticle pairs
displayed in Fig. 3.16.

in Eq. (3.3) with δ = 0, recently put forward in Ref. [49]. We employ the following wavefunction

|χk〉 =
L∑

j=1

e−ikjOj−1,j,j+1|Φk=0〉, (3.32)

where |Φk=0〉 is the exact eigenstate found in Ref. [49] with momentum k = 0 and energy 0, and
Oj−1,j,j+1 is a three-site operator depending on a number of variational parameters. Due to the
constraints, the space where this operator acts is reduced from dimension 23 to 5. The inversion
symmetry with respect to site j reduces the number of free variational parameters in Oj−1,j,j+1

to 11. We choose a basis of operators {Mα
j−1,j,j+1}11

α=1 for parameterizing Oj−1,j,j+1 and define

|φαk 〉 =

L∑

j=1

e−ikjMα
j−1,j,j+1|Φk=0〉. (3.33)

For each k, we minimize the energy variance in the space spanned by the states |φαk 〉. To
this aim, we compute the three matrices Nk

αβ = 〈φαk |φ
β
k〉, P kαβ = 〈φαk |H|φ

β
k〉, Qkαβ = 〈φαk |H2|φβk〉.

Since the number of linearly independent states in the set {|φαk 〉} varies with k, we diagonalize
the matrix of the norms Nk and we compute the (rectangular) matrix Uk whose columns are the
eigenvectors of Nk having non-zero eigenvalues. We then find the vector ck =

(
c1
k, . . . , c

m
k

)
that

minimizes

σ2
H =

c†kU
k†QkUkck

c†kU
k†NkUkck

−
(
c†kU

k†P kUkck

c†kU
k†NkUkck

)2

. (3.34)
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By introducing the matrix Uk we restrict the minimization to states with non-zero norms, thus
further reducing the number of variational parameters to m(k) ≤ 11. The optimal wavefunction
is then obtained as

|χk〉 =
11∑

α=1

m∑

β=1

Ukαβc
β
k |φ

β
k〉. (3.35)

As shown in Fig. 3.18 (c), the optimal quasi-particle ansatz has the largest overlap with
the states on the energy-momentum bands of special eigenstates closest to zero energy, thus
reinforcing the above emergent quasi-particle picture.

Tuning the topological θ-angle in Rydberg experiments. So far, our discussion has
focused exclusively on the relation between Rydberg experiments and the Schwinger model with
topological angle θ = π. A natural question to ask is whether, within the present setting, it is
possible to realize genuinely confining theories, i.e., generic values of the topological angle θ 6= π.

This is possible within the strong coupling limit upon introducing a linear term in the electric
field. With reference to the lattice Schwinger model introduced in Sec. 3.2.2 and notations
therein, we see that the two lowest degenerate energy states of the local electric field for θ = π
(i.e. Lj,j+1 = 0,+1) are split when θ deviates from π, with an energy gap ∆ = J |θ/π − 1|. In
order to keep the structure of the Hilbert space compatible with the FSS model, one requires
this ∆ to be much smaller than the gaps with the other states, which are of the order of J . This
implies that, within the QLM formulation, we can only access very small deviations from θ = π:
this is not a limiting factor, and we will show how this simple setting already allows to witness the
effects of confinement in the dynamics. The confining nature of the potential can be intuitively
understood as follows: starting form the bare vacuum (the “string” state in Fig. 3.13), creating
and separating a particle-antiparticle pair at a distance ` entails the creation, between the two,
of a string of length ` with opposite electric field. The corresponding energy cost is proportional
to `∆, signalling the confining nature of the potential. Accordingly, the lattice Schwinger model
with strong J � Ω,m,∆ and with a topological angle θ = π(1±∆/J) is efficiently approximated
by the QLM with an additional term linear in the electric field and proportional to ∆.

In turn, within the exact mapping outlined in Sec. 3.2.1 and illustrated in Fig. 3.13, this
θ−angle term corresponds to an additional staggered field in the FSS model, leading to the
Hamiltonian:

HRyd =

L∑

j=1

(Ωσxj + δ σzj ) +

L∑

j=1

(−1)j
∆

2
σzj . (3.36)

The new term can be experimentally realized, e.g., by utilizing a position dependent AC Stark
shift or, alternatively, a space-dependent detuning on the transition between ground and Rydberg
states (it was realized, for example, in a recent work reported in Ref. [128]).

In Fig. 3.19 (left), we show the effect of the θ−angle on the evolution of the total electric
field in the QLM starting from a uniform string state. Also in this case, the dynamics observed
can be understood using the bosonized field theory in Eq. (3.31). As explained in Sec. 3.2.2, the
integrability breaking term which appears for m > 0 has the effect of damping the oscillations.
Moreover, from the same equation we can predict that the impact of a variation of the θ-term on
the dynamics is enhanced when we increase the mass, as data clearly show. This enhancement
of the θ-dependence becomes more evident when we cross the transition point: while in the
symmetric phase withm < mc, the explicit symmetry breaking caused by the electric field energy
imbalance leads to damping of the string inversions, in the broken-symmetry (chiral) phase with
m > mc the effect of confinement is dramatic, causing the persistence of the initial electric string,
with small long-lived oscillations. Focusing on the latter phase, in Fig. 3.19 (right) we show
the dynamical evolution of a finite electric string generated by a particle-antiparticle pair (left
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Figure 3.19: Left. Effect of the θ−angle on the dynamics of the electric field from uniform string states
of the QLM. Data are shown for a chain of L = 28 sites, for increasing values of the particle mass m/w
and of the parameter ∆, quantifying the deviation of the θ−angle from π (see the main text). Dynamics
for ∆ = 0 corresponds to the second column of Fig. 3.14. Right. θ−angle and string-breaking dynamics.
Evolution of a bare particle-antiparticle pair state is displayed in terms of space- and time-dependent
electric field in the QLM (left panels) and of the density of excited atoms in the Rydberg array (right
panels), with m = −δ = 1.5Ω and L = 28. Simulations in the top row have ∆ = 0, corresponding
to the deconfined field theory with θ = π. Effects of confinement emerge in the second row, where a
non-vanishing ∆ = 0.3Ω stabilizes the electric string.

panels), at the deconfined point θ = π (top) and in the confined phase with θ 6= π (bottom). The
right panels show the same evolution as it would appear in terms of measurements of Rydberg
atom excitations. While for ∆ = 0 nothing prevents the initially localized bare particles to
propagate along the chain (top panels), the presence of a linear confining potential proportional
to ∆ between them stabilizes the electric string, leading to effective Bloch oscillations of the edges
and to a surprisingly long lifetime [129] (bottom panels). This effect signals that confinement
can dramatically affect the non-equilibrium dynamics, potentially slowing it down as observed
in both gauge theories [130] and statistical mechanics models [131, 129, 132]. In this regime,
the model shows the same qualitative signatures of confinement as the quantum Ising chain
in transverse and longitudinal field: the long-lived coherent oscillations, the suppression of the
light-cone spreading [131] and the presence of anomalous eigenstates [132].

3.2.4 Conclusions

We proved that the large-scale quantum simulation of lattice gauge theories has already been
achieved in state-of-the-art experiments with Rydberg atoms, as it can be realized by establishing
a mapping between a U(1) gauge theory and Rydberg atom arrays. At the theoretical level, we
showed that this novel interpretation provides additional insights into the exotic dynamics ob-
served in experiments, linking it to archetypal phenomena in particle physics. Our field-theoretic
description immediately implies the generality and applicability to a wide variety of model Hamil-
tonians within experimental reach, and among them we extensively discuss the example of the
lattice Schwinger model in the Wilson formulation. We expect that future studies can further
deepen the connection between the statistical mechanics description of such behaviour and its
gauge-theoretic interpretation, for instance, elucidating the effects of non-thermal states [13, 12,
49, 14] and emergent integrability [16, 15], and the role of confinement in slowing down the
dynamics [131, 130, 129, 132, 133]. At the experimental level, our findings immediately motivate
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further experiments along this direction, that can probe different aspects of gauge theories, such
as the decay of unstable particle-antiparticle states after a quench, and might be combined with
other quantum information protocols [134]. We show how by tuning the θ-angle – a possibility
that is already available with current technologies – the different dynamical regimes expected
from the field theory can be accessed. A particularly interesting perspective in this direction is
the possibility of dynamically probing confinement via quantum quenches starting from a string
embedded in the (bare) vacuum, a prototypical gedanken experiment in particle physics [45].

The quantum-simulation strategy we propose is based on the elimination of the matter degrees
of freedom by exploiting Gauss law: This method does not rely on the specific formulation
of the model and is in principle applicable to other lattice gauge theories (for a recent work
along these lines see for example Ref. [135]). An intriguing future extension is represented by
theories with non-Abelian gauge symmetries, an example of which can be found in Ref. [136],
where links with finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces are utilized. The integration of matter degrees
of freedom is equally well suited for higher dimensions, and Rydberg atoms are a promising
platform for pursuing this direction [137, 138], with the additional advantage that the major
complication in realizing non-Abelian theories (i.e., engineering complicated and fine-tuned Gauss
laws) is replaced by considerably simpler dynamical constraints. After the present analysis, the
experiments performed in Ref. [4] represent a step-stone toward the ambitious realization of
non-Abelian gauge theories in three spatial dimension, which remains an outstanding quest [36,
34].
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3.3 Breakdown of ergodicity in disordered U(1) lattice gauge the-
ories

In this section we investigate a prototypical one-dimensional gauge theory, i.e. the Schwinger
model [43] on a lattice, in the presence of a disordered background. We provide numerical
evidence that 1D gauge theories may be an ideal candidate to display a smoother behavior
in terms of finite volume effects, enabling the detection of a clear, system-size independent,
deviation from ergodic behavior. Before entering into the details of our treatment, we find
useful to illustrate a qualitative reasoning why this is the case. Contrary to typical inter-spin
interactions, gauge-field mediated interactions typically slow down the system dynamics [139, 140,
141], and thus do not necessarily compete with disorder. In the typical Basko-Aleiner-Altshuler
(BAA) scenario [51], interactions open up channels for delocalization by allowing a series of local
rearrangements to create a resonance between two quantum states. This leads to a competition
between disorder (increasing energy differences and denominators in perturbation theory) and
interactions (increasing matrix elements and therefore the numerator). In the presence of one-
dimensional Coulomb law, interactions cannot be introduced perturbatively and therefore a BAA-
like analysis does not work. This is because a local rearrangement of the degrees of freedom (spins
or particle occupation numbers) leads to a large (even extensive) change in energy, therefore
suppressing the amplitude of having a resonant process. This behavior is reflected in finite-
volume properties observed in previous numerical studies [142, 141, 143], that focused on quench
dynamics and local observables.

The structure of the section is the following. In Sec. 3.3.1 we introduce the clean Schwinger
model and its disordered version, motivating our choice for the source of disorder. In Sec. 3.3.2 we
present the numerical results obtained from the analysis of diagnostics aimed at probing spectral
correlations, namely the level statistics of nearby gaps and the spectral form factor. In Sec. 3.3.3
we interpret the results and we strengthen our interpretation by comparing them to what we
obtain in other lattice gauge theories in a different regime.

3.3.1 The Schwinger model with disordered background charge

We focus here on the 1D version of quantum electrodynamics, namely the Schwinger model [144],
in its Kogut-Susskind lattice regularized version [145]. The two components of a Dirac spinor
(electron and positron) sit on even and odd sites. The corresponding Hamiltonian on an open
chain of N sites reads:

H = −iw
N−1∑

n=1

(
ψ†ne

iϕn,n+1ψn+1 − h.c.
)

+ J

N∑

n=0

(Ln,n+1 + θ/2π)2 +m

N∑

n=1

(−1)nψ†nψn. (3.37)

The matter degrees of freedom are N spinless fermions ψn living on the sites and the gauge
degrees of freedom are N+1 unbounded bosons Ln,n+1 living the on the links. L and ϕ stand for
electric field and vector potential, and they are conjugate variables: [L,ϕ] = −i; θ is a the lattice
version of a topological angle, that we use below to tune between confined (θ 6= π) and deconfined
(θ = π) regimes [146]. The first term represents the coupling between matter and gauge fields,
the second is the electrostatic energy, and the third term gives a mass to the fermions. The
Hamiltonian commutes with the generator of gauge transformations:

Gn = Ln+1,n − Ln,n−1 − ψ†nψn +
1

2
[1− (−1)n]. (3.38)

The local symmetry generated by Gn breaks the Hilbert space in superselection sectors. States
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Figure 3.20: (a) Schematics of U(1) lattice gauge theories. The U(1) gauge field lives on link between
the sites of the chain. Dynamical matter (dark green) is a fermionic variable living on the sites, while
static charges (light green) are random integers which take values 0,±1. (b) Average level spacing (see
Eq. (3.43)) as a function of the gauge coupling J for different N (see text). The shaded region represents
the estimated ergodic phase.

|Ψ〉q1,q2,...qN in each of those sectors are labeled by the distribution of background static charges
(q1, q2, ...qN ), defined as:

Gn|Ψ〉q1,q2,...qN = qn|Ψ〉q1,q2,...qN (3.39)

which is a discretized version of Gauss law. We set m = 0 and w = 1 in what follows. The mass
term is not essential for the phenomenon we describe.

Disorder-free many-body localization dynamics in this system has been reported in Ref. [141].
There, the idea was to use superselection sectors in a clean system as an effective source of
correlated disorder econded in the initial state. Other signatures of MBL in the presence of
disordered on-site potentials were reported in Ref. [143]. Here, instead, we study the system
properties to the presence of random, static background charges, that we randomly choose in the
set qj = {0,±1} with equal probability.

A computationally convenient representation is obtained via explicit integration of the gauge
fields. This is a consequence of the well-known fact that Gauss law can be integrated exactly in
one dimension. The mapping consists in a Jordan-Wigner transformation to cast the theory in
spin language, and a gauge transformation on the spins to eliminate the vector potential φ from
the resulting Hamiltonian. This procedure is reviewed in great detail in Ref. [147], and yields a
spin-1/2 Hamiltonian. We define σα as the standard Pauli matrices. The resulting Hamiltonian
is

H0 = HHop + JHInt + JHDis, (3.40)

where HHop is just the hopping term HHop = −∑N−1
n=1

(
σ+
n σ
−
n+1 + h.c.

)
, while the second and

third terms read

HInt =
1

2

N−2∑

n=1

N−1∑

`=n+1

(
N − `

)
σznσ

z
` , (3.41)

HDis =
1

2

N−1∑

n=1

(
n∑

`=1

σz`

)
2

n∑

j=1

qj +
(−1)n − 1

2
+
θ

π


 , (3.42)

and describe the Coulomb interaction between dynamical charges (both terms), and the inter-
action between dynamical and static ones (the last term). Note that the parameter J measures
at the same time disorder and interaction strength. The intimate relation between these two
quantities is a natural consequence of the existence of Coulomb law: in any local theory in 1D,
local background charges will inevitably generate a sink (or source) of the electric field, and thus
their effect on the system is tied to the gauge coupling.

Below, we consider only static charge distributions such that
∑

n qn = 0 and qn = 0,±1. We
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Figure 3.21: Left. Spectral density (a) and entropy per site (b) of the Hamiltonian Eq. (3.40) for different
N and J = 1 as a function of the rescaled energy ε = (E −Emin)/(Emax −Emin). The blue dashed lines
cut the spectrum keeping only the eigenvalues E s.t. s(E)/smax > A. We employed A = 0.5 for the
computation of the level statistics r (blue) and A = 0.9 for the computation of the spectral form factor
(red). Right. Energy-resolved r as a function of the rescaled energy ε, and gauge coupling J in the
lattice gauge theory (a) and disorder strength W in the Heisenberg model (b). The green dashed line
indicates the position of the maximum of the spectral density.

set the left boundary electric field L0,1 = 0 and restrict to charge neutrality,
∑

n ψ
†
nψn = 0. In

order to avoid spurious effects close to J = 0 due to the system becoming non-interacting, we
add a next-to-nearest-neighbor interaction of the form Hε = ε

∑N−2
n=1 σ

z
nσ

z
n+2 and set ε = 0.5.

3.3.2 Ergodicity breakdown from spectral diagnostics

To capture the breakdown of ergodicity, we focus on spectral properties. In this section, we study
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.40) by full diagonalization in the Hilbert space sector with zero total
spin along the z axis. In the gauge theory picture, this means zero dynamical total charge. We
will compute the level statistics as extracted from the ratio of nearby gaps (see Eq. (3.43)) and
the spectral form factor (see Eq. (3.44)). While the former represents a very popular witness in
the MBL community, the latter has gained attention only recently in this context. As we will
discuss in what follows, it encodes information on spectral correlations which goes beyond nearby
eigenvalues, thus allowing a more in-depth characterization of the spectral bulk properties.

Average level spacing ratio. We define the ratio between nearby gaps as

rα =
Min{∆Eα,∆Eα+1}
Max{∆Eα,∆Eα+1}

. (3.43)

Here α labels the eigenvalues of H for a given disorder realization. We average r over a spectral
window centered on the most-likely eigenvalue, and over 1000 and 100 disorder realizations for
N < 18 and N = 18 respectively.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.21 (left) (a), the Coulomb interaction makes the eigenvalue distribution
ρ strongly asymmetric, due to the super-linear scaling of the largest eigenvalues in the spectrum.
We thus cut the tails of the spectral density ρ by monitoring the thermodynamic entropy per
site: s = log ρ/L. This quantity has a well defined thermodynamic limit (see Fig. 3.21 (left)
(b)) and can be used to select the most relevant part of the spectrum ensuring a smooth scaling
with the system size. To compute the level statistics r we keep only the eigenvalues E for
which s(E)/smax > 0.9 (blue dashed line in Fig. 3.21 (left) (b)). This corresponds to a fraction
of eigenstates larger than 0.4, at N = 14, and it increases with N . For gauge theories, this
procedure overestimates 〈r〉 at finite size: the reason is that, differently from spin chains, states
at lower energy densities are typically less affected by Coulomb law, and thus less localized, at
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small system sizes. This is illustrated in Fig. 3.21 (right) (a), where the energy resolved r-value
is plotted as a function of gauge coupling and energy density 7. Considering the full spectrum
does not lead to quantitative changes in the transition region.

The resulting scaling of r versus J is plotted in Fig. 3.20 (b). The results illustrate how
compatibility with a Wigner-Dyson distribution of the energy levels breaks down at around
J ' 0.5; contrary to the Heisenberg model case (where the critical disorder strength increases by
50% when comparing N = 12 and N = 18), there is no appreciable finite-volume drift. We note
that this behavior is fully compatible with the energy-resolved pattern of r plotted in Fig. 3.21
(right) (a): indeed, only states very close to the ground state are not localized, and as such,
the global value of r is dominated by the vast majority of states that is localized (note that the
vertical axis in Fig. 3.21 (right) (a) is limited to ε ∈ [0.05, 0.55] for the sake of clarity). The
ergodic region (shaded) is followed by a regime where 〈r〉 takes intermediate values: while it is
not possible to reliably distinguish between emergent integrability (denoted by Poisson statistics)
and an intermediate value of r, there is a clear finite-size trend toward the former for J > 1.
Within statistical errors, we do not observe a clear crossing: longer chains routinely have smaller
r values with respect to shorter chains. Finally, let us note that our diagnostics may actually
underestimate the extent of the non-ergodic regime, as there exist random-matrix models where
ergodicity is broken even in regimes where r is compatible with GOE [149].

Spectral form factor. As a further evidence of breakdown of ergodicity, we analyze spectral
correlations which go beyond nearby eigenvalues via the spectral form factor (SFF), defined as

K(τ) =
1

Z

∣∣∣∣∣
∑

α

g(Ẽα)ei2πτẼα

∣∣∣∣∣

2

, (3.44)

where Ẽα are the unfolded eigenvalues. In order to smooth the effects due to boundaries of the

spectrum, we apply a gaussian filter g(x) = e
− (x−µ)2

2(ησ)2 , with µ and σ the average and variance of
the disorder realization of the unfolded spectrum. η quantifies the strength of the filter, and we
take η = 0.3 in what follows. Z =

∑
α |g(Ẽα)|2 is a normalization s.t. K(τ) ' 1 for large τ .

Before applying the filter, we cut the edges of the spectrum according to s(E)/smax > 0.5, which
means we take a fraction of eigenvalues larger than 0.9. Upon unfolding, the Heisenberg time tH,
corresponding to the timescale beyond which the discrete nature of the spectrum manifest itself
and thus non-universal features kick in, is set to unity. The SFF in Eq. (3.44) is computed for
each disorder realization for τ ∈ [0, 1] and an average over disorder is performed for each value
of τ .

The analysis of K(τ) allows to probe if the system is ergodic [150, 82, 83]. This can be
done by comparing the averaged SFF with the SFF expected from an ensemble of orthogonal
random matrices with gaussian entries (GOE), KGOE = 2τ − τ log(1 + 2τ). We call τGOE the
time, in Heisenberg units, at which departures of the SFF from KGOE occur. We extract this
quantity from the data as the first value of τ for which |logK(τ)/KGOE| < 0.05. We can then
restore physical units tGOE = τGOE tH , by computing the Heisenberg time tH as the inverse
averaged bulk gap. If the system is ergodic one expects tGOE/tH → 0 in the thermodynamic
limit (specifically, the Thouless time shall increase algebraically with N).

In Fig. 3.22 (left) (a) and (b), we plot the spectral form factor in the Schwinger model and
Heisenberg model in their ergodic regions. The results in Fig. 3.22 (left) (c) correspond to a
regime of gauge couplings whose r value departs from GOE: such departure is indeed confirmed
by the fact that tGOE/tH is not decreasing with system size, and oppositely, the SFF seems to

7Similar behavior occurs in the Bose-Hubbard model [148]
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Figure 3.22: Left. Comparison between the SFF of the Hamiltonian Eq. (3.40) (a),(c) and of the Heisen-
berg model with on-site disorder (b),(d). In the deep ergodic region (a),(b) the SFF approaches the
GOE prediction at times (in Heisenberg units) which decrease exponentially with the size of the system.
For J = 3/4 in the LGT (c) the bulk of the spectrum is non-ergodic and the SFF deviates from the
GOE prediction at intermediate times. For W = 3 in the Heisenberg chain (d) the level statistics is
still flowing to WD, however the small effective localization length prevents accessing ergodic properties
of the thermodynamic limit. Right. Comparison of tGOE obtained from the spectral form factor vs
disorder strength in the Schwinger model and in the Heisenberg model. Panels (a)-(b) show the ratio
GOE time over Heisenberg time, which is directly extracted from the spectral form factor computed from
the unfolded spectrum. Panels (c)-(d) show that at small disorder the Thouless time scales as N2.

collapse on a finite linear region, which implies ln tGOE ∼ N ; this timescale directly indicates
that the system is not ergodic, and it is suggestive of an emergent localization even at this value
of the coupling. We note that, in this parameter regime, we do not observe saturation of the
Thouless time, which is instead evident in spin models (see Fig. 3.22 (left) (d) and Ref. [82]).

Finally, we comment on the consequences of our numerical observations on transport proper-
ties. The relation between tGOE and transport has been clarified in Ref. [83] for non-interacting
systems: tGOE scales with the system size as the time tTh a particle takes to spread through
the entire system. Moreover, this scaling was used to precisely locate the Anderson localization
transition on a D-dimensional cubic lattice: the critical disorder strength was determined by
requiring tGOE ∼ tH ∼ LD, i.e. the time to reach scales as the Heisenberg time. In many-body
quantum systems, instead, the equivalence of tTh and tGOE is more controversial, even in the
deep ergodic region. The large-scale study of transport of Ref. [75] in the Heisenberg model with
on-site disorder, based on the analysis of the spin current in the stationary state reached by the
system when it is coupled to a bath at the boundaries, indicates that a transition from diffusive
(tTh ∼ L2) to sub-diffusive regime (tTh ∼ Lα with α < 2) occurs at W ' 0.5. However the
scaling of tGOE in the same model, reported in Ref. [82] and depicted in Fig. 3.22 (right) (d),
would suggest diffusive transport for disorder W > 1.

With this caveat in mind, we plot in Fig. 3.22 (right) the scaling of the tGOE in the Schwinger
model Eq. (3.40). The top panels (a) and (b) show the GOE time in Heisenberg units, as ob-
tained from the spectral form factor computed from the unfolded spectrum. The bottom panels
(c) and (d) show the GOE time in physical units rescaled by L2. The data indicate a very similar
scaling in the two models in the deep ergodic region. Transport properties in this regime are
thus expected to be qualitatively similar in the both models.
We observe a striking difference between the two models by comparing panels (a) and (b) in
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Figure 3.23: Left. Average level spacing ratio for the constrained spin model HQLM , corresponding
to the Schwinger model with truncated gauge fields. The finite-size scaling of 〈r〉 exhibits the same
phenomenology as in the Heisenberg chain: 〈r〉 vs W (a) shows a crossing point drifting on the right for
increasing N , 〈r〉 vs W/N (b) gives a good data collapse for W/N < 0.1. Right. Average level spacing
ratio for the Schwinger model with non-zero topological angle θ = π/2 (a) and θ = π (b). A non-zero θ
does not change the outcome w.r.t. θ = 0 (see Fig. 3.20 (b)), not even in the deconfined regime θ = π.

Fig. 3.22 (right) for larger values of the disorder: while in the Schwinger model deviations from
the GOE spectral form factor appear at a fraction of the Heisenberg time which is well below
unity and independent from the system length, in the Heisenberg model these deviations occur
at a time which is very close to the Heisenberg time. As argued in Ref. [82], the double scaling of
tGOE with system size and disorder strength (Fig. 3.22 (right) (b)) seems to suggest that a clear
breakout from ergodic regime cannot be deduced from these data. This is in sharp contrast to
the results we obtained in our model.
The fact that the ratio tGOE/tH is size independent suggests that the suppression of transport is
related to a size-independent scale, a very different scenario with respect to what is observed in
Heisenberg models, characterized instead by anomalous transport properties [151, 152, 153, 154]:
while it is not possible to immediately connect this mechanism to confinement, we naturally ex-
pect this emergent scale to be connected with the string tension, as the latter is size-independent
and is the only parameter needed to characterize Coulomb interactions at large scales.

3.3.3 Discussion and conclusions

We conjecture that the origin of ergodicity breaking in lattice gauge theories stems from the fact
that Coulomb law - which is acting at all energy scales - further constrains the system dynamics,
and thus acts as an amplifier of any background disorder. In fact, for increasing system sizes,
a larger fraction of the states of the spectrum will feature regions with a large accumulation
of charge: as a consequence, the electrostatic energy (which is locally unbounded) becomes
dominant and the effect of Coulomb interactions is enhanced. The presence of an unbounded
energy density, which contrasts with the usual behaviour of spin models, does not affect low-
energy states, but has important consequences on the rest of the spectrum: for instance, it
systematically reduces the number of available resonances when size is increased. In order to
substantiate this statement, we studied (1) the Schwinger model in its deconfining regime, θ = π,
and (2) a quantum link version of the model with truncated gauge fields, where Coulomb law is
washed out by the truncation.

In Fig. 3.23 (left). we show r versus J for θ = π/2 and θ = π, the latter being the deconfining
regime in the clean Schwinger model. Within error bars, we do not observe any difference between
confining and deconfining regimes: in both cases, ergodicity breaks down in the same coupling
window. We note that the fact that (de)confinement is not crucial here is not unexpected, as the
latter is a phenomenon that only dictates the dynamics in the vicinity of the vacuum state.

As anticipated, we now consider a quantum link model in the presence of a background
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disorder [155], with Hamiltonian

HQLM = −w
L−1∑

j=1

(ψ†jUj,j+1ψj+1 + h.c.) + J
L−1∑

j=1

E
2
j,j+1 +m

L∑

j=1

(−1)jψ†jψj , (3.45)

where the first term is the matter-gauge coupling, the second is the electrostatic energy, and
the third is the mass term. The gauge field operators are here represented by spin matrices
Ej,j+1 = Szj,j+1 and Uj,j+1 = S+

j,j+1, such that the commutation relation [Ej,j+1, Uj,j+1] = Uj,j+1

is satisfied. The Hamiltonian commutes with the local generators defined as

Gj = Ej,j+1 − Ej−1,j − ψ†jψj +
1− (−1)j

2
. (3.46)

This model resembles the lattice Schwinger model in Eq. (3.40), but its Hilbert space is smaller:
on each site the gauge field is truncated to a maximal value given by the dimension of the spin
representation. Since the electrostatic term suppresses the large values of E2

j,j+1, the truncation
has minor effects on the ground state properties. The properties of the full spectrum, on the other
hand, are expected to change drastically. The model in Eq. 3.45 in the gauge invariant sector
(i.e. the one with no static charges, where Gj = 0 for every j) can be mapped to a constrained
spin 1/2 model (the PXP model), as discussed in Sec. 3.2.1.

The Hamiltonian Eq. (3.45) is mapped to HQLM =
∑

i(−2m ni−wσxi ), with n = (1−σz)/2,
and it is restricted to the Hilbert space with nini+1 = 0. In order to have a model where larger
system sizes are accessible, we further constrain the Hilbert space to the sector with nini+2 = 0:
this constraint emerges when we include a strong next-to-nearest-neighbour interactions between
electric fields in Eq. (3.45). The disorder is introduced by making the coefficient W = −2m
site-dependent. We obtain the Hamiltonian

HQLM =
∑

i

(Wini − σxi ) nini+1 = 0, nini+2 = 0 (3.47)

where we have fixed w = 1, and the Wi are drawn from a uniform distribution in the interval
[−W,W ]. In Fig. 3.23 (right), we show r versus the disorder strength W . We attempted a
collapse scaling following [73], and assuming finite transition point Wc and correlation length
critical exponent ν. The best fitting Wc and ν seem to increase linearly with size. The scaling
of r follows rather closely the functional form proposed in Ref. [82]. These two observations
indicate that, even in this model, the available system sizes are not sufficient to determine
whether ergodicity is broken in the thermodynamic limit [85]. Overall, the findings on these two
models support our conjecture above.

We have provided numerical evidence for the breakdown of ergodicity in disorderd U(1)
lattice gauge theories. Our results do not immediately indicate if localization kicks in right after
such a breakdown, or if an intermediate non-ergodic, delocalized regime occurs. Further studies
based on localization-specific diagnostics and transport properties may elucidate this aspect. The
dynamical consequences of our results are immediately testable on quantum simulation platforms,
where many-body dynamics of U(1) lattice gauge theories has been recently realized [156, 4, 157],
and, based on the nature of the interactions, might be extended to Yang-Mills theories.
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3.4 Outlook

This chapter dealt with diverse equilibrium and non-equilibrium properties of the Rydberg atom
quantum simulator governed by the Hamiltonian Eq. (3.1). Although we entirely focused on the
one-dimensional case, experimental setups for simulating various higher-dimensional geometries
are already available [19]. For this reason, an extension of the work discussed here to two
dimensional systems is of uttermost importance.

In Sec. 3.1, we showed that the ground state phase diagram of the effective Rydberg Hamilto-
nian Eq. (3.3) accommodates narrow phases lying at the boundary of the broad ordered phases.
Our work demonstrated that only an extremely careful analysis of finite size scaling can un-
ambiguously resolve these tiny regions in parameter space. The ground state properties of the
two-dimensional generalization of the experimentally realizable Hamiltonian Eq. (3.1) on a square
lattice have been studied in Ref. [158] via tensor network methods. The resulting phase diagram
as a function of detuning frequency δ and blockade radius Rb is depicted on the left in Fig. 3.24.
The two-dimensional geometry enables a variety of ordered phases that seem to be directly
connected by first or second order phase transitions. This fact is in sharp contrast with the
one-dimensional scenario, where ordered phases are surrounded by narrow disordered regions,
possibly resulting into gapless floating phases [159].
A deeper understanding of the interplay between different orders and of the phase transitions
intervening between them can be achieved by studying the two-dimensional analogue of the ex-
actly constrained model in Eq. (3.3). As Rb is increased, the effective Hamiltonian is acting on
a Hilbert space with a constraint involving an increasing number of neighboring sites. For in-
stance, when Rb ∈ [1,

√
2] states with two occupied nearest-neighbor sites are discarded and the

density-density interaction occurs between spins on the diagonal of the square lattice, yielding
the Hamiltonian

H =
∑

i,j

σxi,j + U
∑

i,j

ni,j + V
∑

i,j

(ni,jni+1,j−1 + ni,jni+1,j+1), ni,jni,j+1 = ni,jni+1,j = 0,

(3.48)
where the indices i and j label rows and columns of the square lattice. When V is varied from 0 to
+∞ the blockade radius Rb ranges from 1 to

√
2. This exact constraint is more severe than in one

dimension, leading to a milder scaling of the Hilbert space dimension with the number of sites
and allowing for an exact diagonalization analysis up to modest system sizes. The schematic
phase diagram depicted on the right in Fig. 3.24 is deduced from the exact ground state of
the constraint Hamiltonian on a 6 × 8 lattice with periodic boundary conditions, by analyzing
various quantities, such as the fidelity susceptibility and the density-density structure factor.
Two ordered phases –already identified in Ref. [158]– appear. In the checkerboard phase one
of the two sublattices is fully occupied, the other being empty. In the striated phase the two
sublattices exhibit antiferromagnetic order. In fact, from the exact diagonalization study it is
easy to understand that these two phases are both characterized by an almost exact decoupling
(at the ground state level) of the two sublattices of the square lattice. To understand the phase
transition between these two ordered phases (green line in Fig. 3.24) it is thus enough to study
the Hamiltonian in Eq. (3.48) restricted to one of the two sublattices. The restricted Hamiltonian
gives a quantum Ising model with longitudinal and transverse field, which is ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic when V < 0 or V > 0 respectively. The transition line between checkerboard
and striated phases turns out to be exactly mapped on the continuous phase transition line
between the paramagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases of the sublattice antiferromagnetic Ising
model [160]. The coupling of the two sublattices occurs in correspondence of the grey line in
Fig. 3.24 (right) and drives the two order-disorder transitions. The nature of checkerboard-to-
disorder transition is most likely changing along the line. By analogy with the 1D case, we expect
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Figure 3.24: Comparison between the phase diagram of the experimentally realizable Rydberg Hamilto-
nian on a square lattice drawn in Ref. [158] by analyzing the ground state entanglement entropy computed
with DMRG on a cylinder and the phase diagram of the effective constrained Hamiltonian Eq. (3.48)
extracted from exact diagonalization study of a 6 × 8 square lattice with PBC. Chemical potential and
laser frequencies are related by U = −δ/Ω, while increasing the blockade radius Rb from 1 to

√
2 is

equivalent to vary V between 0 and +∞. The dashed white lines enclose the corresponding regions in the
two phase diagrams. The green line in both plots indicate a second order phase transition between the
two ordered phases. The grey line on the plot on the right divides the phase diagram into two regions: in
the disordered region the two sublattices are strongly coupled, while they are almost exactly decoupled,
at the ground state level, in the two ordered regions.

a first order phase transition for large positive U and an Ising second order phase transition for
small U , separated by a tricritical point. The character of the striated-to-disorder transition is,
instead, completely unknown, and it is reasonable to expect interesting physics emerging there.
We leave a more careful characterization of these critical phenomena for future work.

In Sec. 3.2, we proved that the Rydberg atom quantum simulator of the Hamiltonian in
Eq. (3.1) reproduces the dynamics of a one-dimensional U(1) lattice gauge theory, and thus
represents the largest scale LGT quantum simulator realized so far. The mapping we employed
to achieve this result is based on the integration of the matter fields in a spin-1/2 quantum link
model. Gauss law yields a local constraint on the gauge fields which is equivalent to the Rydberg
blockade with radius one. The same strategy can be pursued in two dimensions: starting from a
LGT with truncated gauge field, the matter degrees of freedom can be integrated out, resulting in
a spin model for the gauge degrees of freedom. However, the two-dimensional Gauss law produces
an highly non-local constraint on the spins, which does not map to the Rydberg blockade. This
fact prevents to directly employ this approach for simulating synthetic gauge fields and it is still
an open problem to translate this strategy into concrete implementation schemes. We leave this
task for future investigation.

Finally, in Sec. 3.3, we studied the effect of a disordered background charge distribution on the
lattice Schwinger model and we explored how the confining one-dimensional Coulomb interaction
can lead to ergodicity breakdowns. The analysis performed there was entirely restricted to
spectral properties. As such, its outcome is not informative on the properties of the eigenvectors.
Extending the study to probes involving the eigenvectors, such as the inverse participation ratio
or the entanglement entropy, is the next step to understand the relationship between the non-
ergodic region and the typical scenario of many-body localization.
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